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INTRODUCTION
Nkatha Kabira
Senior Lecturer, School of Law, University of Nairobi;
Iso Lomso Fellow, Stellenbosch Institute of Advanced Studies, South
Africa

Ten years ago, the idea of establishing an African Women Studies Centre was a dream.
The Centre was born out of the recognition that the experiences of African women in
almost all spheres of life had not been part of the mainstream knowledge
development. In other words, African women had often not spoken for themselves,
and their experiences had not shaped, ordered, and named our world. African
women's experiences had for far too long remained outside the debates in our
academic institutions and were often not used to inform the policymakers and other
key leaders in our region. Furthermore, scholarship on women based its arguments
mainly on experiences of women in the West, while African women’s experiences
remained invisible, even in Africa.

Prof. Wanjiku Mukabi Kabira, a professor of Literature and the founder of the African
Women Studies Centre envisioned that through the establishment of the Centre,
African women could challenge and push the frontiers of knowledge by firstly,
interrogating traditional theoretical, conceptual, and methodological frameworks for
their capacity to capture African women’s experiences and their world view; secondly,
enhancing and enriching African women’s scholarship and experiences through
sharing and collaborating with African women in the Diaspora; thirdly, by bringing
African women’s experiences into mainstream knowledge development; and
fourthly, by informing policy and institutional development through the utilization of
African women’s experiences, perspectives, and worldview.

The 2020 Issue of the Journal of African Women's Studies Centre, University of
Nairobi is one of the products of this dream. The articles in this issue address diverse
issues ranging from African women in the church to African women in literature and
from African women in research to African women in leadership. The authors
interrogate traditional understandings of African women, African motherhood,
African conceptions of masculinity, and the place of Africa in the realization of
Sustainable development goals. The Journal contains nine articles.
The first article by Philomena Mwaura titled, African Feminist Theology: Context, Focus,
and Sources examines the role of women in the Church and society with a specific focus
on gender in African Christianity. She unpacks African feminist theology by
1

contextualizing it within the concepts of feminism, gender, feminist theology, gender
and theology, and women in theology.

The second article by Gloria Nwandu Ozor, Redefining the Value of Motherhood: A Case
of Sekai in Takadini by Ben Hanson, uses the story of the first wife of Mkwati in Ben
Hanson’s novel, titled Takadini to explore the contents and discontents of motherhood
in Africa. She illustrates that in African culture motherhood is central to the
construction of what it means to be a woman.

The third article is an autobiographical account titled, The Making of African
Womanhood: The Story of My Life, by Grace Bosibori Nyamongo. In this article,
Nyamongo uses her personal experiences to investigate the extent to which family
members prepare girls for womanhood. The article argues that the construction of
epistemological approaches to African womanhood must take into account the role of
diverse actors at family, community, and society levels.

In the fourth article titled, Mary Lou Williams: Empowered by Creative Genius, Fabu
Phillis Carter, examines how colourism, race, and gender oppression and the
intersections between them impacted the life and career of Mary Lou Williams (19101981), the African American jazz genius, pianist, composer, and arranger. She argues
that Mary Lou Williams used music as a shield against racism and patriarchy and
through creative resilience overcame societal prejudices and structures and, in the
process, created a new genre of jazz which for far too long has been left
unacknowledged.

The fifth article African Women in Caribbean Literature: A Literary Study of Space in
Edwidge Danticat's Claire of the Sea Light, by Julius Kanyari Mwangi, uses the example
of individual and group experiences representative of women's place in the Caribbean
as depicted by Edwidge Danticat to investigate the extent to which the experiences of
Caribbean Women mirror the experiences of African women within the family and in
the community.

The sixth article by Masumi H Odari titled, Understanding the Importance of Sustainable
Development Goals: Lessons from Toshiko Takagi's The Glass Rabbit and Linda Sue Park's A
Long Walk to Water demonstrates that literature can be a powerful instrument in
teaching children about their role in the realization of the Sustainable development
goals. Using textual illustrations, she argues that children learn about war, poverty,
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and insecurity and their role in reinforcing positive values such as compassion, care,
and empathy which are critical tools for transforming our world.

The seventh article by Lanoi Maloiy titled, A Daughter 'Sitting at the Feet of Women
Leaders: A Researcher's Experience, documents Maloiy's own experience of interviewing
eighteen Kenyan women political leaders. She unmasks problematic assumptions
embedded in conventional literature that depict African women stereotypically as
burdened by domestic chores, farming, and child care. She argues that to grow the
field of African feminist research methodology it is important for African women to
write about their research experiences as the experiences reveal African feminist
epistemological approaches to female agency, self-determination, and the bonds of
sisterhood in leadership and governance in Africa.

The eighth article, Changing Gender Partiality amongst Indigenous Communities: The
Case of the Maasai around The Maasai Mara Conservancies in Kenya, Parita S. Shah
presents her findings of the research she did on membership of groups based on
gender and the role played by gender in the pastoral communities, especially by the
female members. The study shows how the Maasai are slowly moving from gender
partiality to involving women on the basis of equality which, in turn, improves
pastoral economies and the benefits will result into a more self-sustainable
community

In the last article titled, Construction of Masculinity in Bukusu Community and the Shifting
Gender Dynamics in Urban Areas, Kimingichi Wabende uses the example of the
performance of the traditional circumcision ritual amongst the Bukusu from western
Kenya and Kenyan hip-hop to evaluate how culture impacts masculinity. Wabende
argues that although, traditionally, masculinity was constructed through initiation
rituals, nevertheless in recent years, the influence of traditional circumcision ritual and
rural-urban migration has greatly diminished and urban hip hop has emerged as a
new platform for demonstrating masculinity.

This Issue of the African Women's Studies Centre Journal will push the frontiers and
boundaries of knowledge in theology, religion, literature, masculinity and leadership
among other areas of scholarship.
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AFRICAN FEMINIST THEOLOGY: CONTEXT, FOCUS AND SOURCES
Philomena Njeri Mwaura
Associate Professor, Kenyatta University,
Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies

Abstract
This paper is based on a presentation by the author at the Yale Divinity School and the
Overseas Ministries Study Centre (OMSC) seminar on Gender and Power in African
Christianity held from 1st to 5th March 2010. It highlights general themes and concepts of
feminism, gender, feminist theology, gender and theology, women in theology and, more
specifically, the role of women in the Church and the society with a focus on gender issues in
African Christianity.
Key Words: patriarchy, culture, feminism, feminist theology, Christian Feminist Theology,
African Women Theologies, narrative theology, recovery, revisioning

Introduction and Definition of Terms
The general themes and concepts of feminism, gender, feminist theology, gender and theology,
women in theology and, more specifically, the role of women in the Church and the society,
have generated a great deal of debate in recent years all over the world. The struggle for
women’s rights and the recognition of their equal dignity with men has been a concern
throughout history but it only became overtly articulated in the nineteenth century and more
vehemently propagated in the last four decades of the twentieth century. Before we delve into
gender issues in African Christianity, as expounded in African Women’s Theology, it is
important to define significant terms in the literature and also give a brief background to the
emergence of feminism/gender and theology.
Feminism
The term feminism was first used by Hubertine Auclert of France in 1882 to “name the struggle
of women to gain political rights”1. Feminism, simply defined, is a movement which is geared
towards exposing and eradicating the variety of injustices that women suffer on the basis of
their gender. It seeks to liberate women from sexist structures, subordination and oppression.
It asserts that women are fully human. Anne Clifford calls it,
a social vision rooted in women’s experience of sexually based
discrimination and oppression, a movement seeking the liberation of women

1

Anne Clifford, Introduction to Feminist Theology, New York: Maryknoll Orbis books, 2001, p.11; see also
Bonnie S. Anderson and Judith P. Zinsser, A History of Their Own: Women in Europe from Prehistory to the
Present, vol. 2 New York: Harper and Row, 1988).
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from all forms of sexism and an academic method of analysis being used in
virtually every discipline.
Feminism is all of this and more because it is a perspective on life that colours all of a person’s
hopes, commitments and actions. It is a set of ideas, or an ideology, and as a “practical plan
of action” it makes all those persons who share the feminist ideology, agents for change.2
Feminism brings to bear its vision of woman by raising questions about both blatant as well as
subtle gender stereotypes that inhibit women’s healthy self-determination. It is by nature
critical of values and/or of attitudes about men and women that cultures tend to unreflectively
promote. An important critical question that feminists ask concerning gender stereotyping is:
who is responsible for the definitions of what is masculine and what is feminine? The answer
is: those who have the most power in the institutions of influence in society. Traditionally, the
persons who hold that power in institutions of government and major corporations have been
men.
Feminist Theology
The Feminist Theology is a liberation theology and is part of the world-wide movement of
women of faith to engage in a radical critique of Christian life. It is the attempt to apply the
feminist critique or analysis to the field of theology in order to expose any sexism that it may
harbourr. According to Susan Rakoczy, “it is a critique of past and present theology and
praxis, challenging presuppositions, beliefs, dogmas and the whole of Christian life from the
perspective of Women’s dignity”3.
The roots of feminist theology stretch back to the nineteenth century. However, it is only in the
1970s that it flourished, found a place in the academy and produced a body of literature so
sizable, that it is now treated as a discipline in its own right. Out of the struggle to overcome
oppression and subordination of women, feminist theology is linked to a powerful vision of
equality, liberation, justice and hope, rooted in a faith that knows transformation and wholeness
of being.
Formulating such a theology out of the perspective of praxis, the concrete socio-economic and
personal history of particular women in particular communities and churches, means that it can
only occur in a context of radical plurality. There is, therefore, not one single universal feminist
theology; there are only feminist theologies in the plural. Depending on the speaker, feminist
theology can have both positive and negative associations since it:

2
3

Clifford, Introduction to Feminist Theology, pp. 16-17.
Susan Rakoczy, In Her Name: Women Doing Theology, Pietermaritzburg: Cluster Publications, 2004.pp.4-5”.
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•

Gives expression to the voices and experiences of contemporary women;

•

Celebrates and gives witness to the Christian faith in today’s world;

•

Expresses new religiosity and spirituality;

•

Represents a more inclusive ecumenism;

•

Respects other religious and spiritual traditions and seeks connection with some other
insights;

•

Provides effective critique of sexism, androcentrism and patriarchy of the traditional
churches and their hierarchical structures.

Feminist theology challenges

patriarchal distortion of Christian theology and the

legitimization of patriarchy as ‘God’s will’ and ‘natural’. It regards it as a sinful distortion of
good human relations and as an apostasy for God’s true mandate for creation. It calls for
liberation in church and society building on the partial liberation of women in modern societies.
It is important to note, however, that contemporary feminist theologians have drawn attention
to the problem of using a single word (patriarchy) to describe a complex web of oppressive
forces. To use it so broadly to cover all forms of women’s oppression hides the multifaceted
and constantly shifting character of injustices suffered by women over centuries around the
world. One dangerous implication is the assumption that women’s oppression results from a
universal desire of men to dominate women.
This view is challenged by feminist theorists on the grounds that such premises may suggest
that men are biologically predisposed to subjugate women. Moreover, thus men become the
sole focus while the way institutions and cultural forces that harm women, independent of
individual men, is ignored. In addition, this monolithic view of patriarchy deflects attention
from the effects of racism, ageism, disablism, classism, etc. When male domination is the
culprit, these dimensions of women’s experiences are underestimated and the complexities of
women’s lives are ignored. Today, feminists look at the different manifestations of patriarchy
over different periods in history, identifying the various institutional formations, social
practices, and cultural constructions that undergird women’s oppression in our present context.

Why Christian Feminist Theology?
Feminist theology as a liberation theology pays attention to the neglect of women’s full
incorporation into the “people of God”. Christian feminist theologians “do theology with
6

appreciation for many elements of the Christian tradition particularly its prophetic and
liberating elements”.4
Women leaders in the first wave of feminism recognized the absence of women’s perspectives
in Christian theology. Mary E. Baker and Elizabeth Cady Stanton challenged the use of selected
biblical texts to justify limitations imposed on women.
The second wave of feminism drew attention to the “maleness” of Christian theology, its
patriarchal underpinnings and how it has been impacted by the culture in which it developed.
Christian feminist theologians thus started a systematic reviewing of “traditional” theology
from a feminist perspective. Works have been written analysing the way theology in the
traditional mould has functioned in society and its implications for women.
The third wave Christian feminist theologians recognized the importance of social location in
the development of theology. They expanded their focus to encompass women from all social
locations subjugated by patriarchy. They heeded the challenges of Womanist, Mujerista,
Latina, Chicana, Asian American and Native American women. European and Euro-American
feminist theologians also started speaking of being in solidarity with women from the two third
worlds in their struggles against patriarchal subjugation. Some, such as Rosemary Radford
Ruether and Annalett Van Schkylak of South Africa, have contributed to the development of
eco-feminist theologies that draw attention to the connection between the struggles against
subjugation of women and the exploitation of the earth and its creatures.
The teaching of the fathers of Christian theology such as Tertullian, Augustine, Karl Barth,
Luther, and many others have been exposed as engendering and legitimizing negative attitudes
towards women through their interpretation of biblical texts as divinely sanctioning women’s
subordination.5
Christian feminist theologians thus consider such attempts at divine legitimization of women’s
subjugation as connivance to keep women down. Mary Daly,6 for example, in her book Beyond
God the Father, when commenting on the story of the Fall (Gen. 3), considers it a total fallacy
that the subordination of women has its roots in a divine command and to her, it is actually a

4

Clifford, Introducing Feminist Theology. p. 28.

5

See Ruether R.R 1983, Sexism and God-talk. Boston: Beacon Press; Fiorenza, E.S. 1983, In

Memory of her: A Feminist Theological Reconstruction of Christian Origins. New York:
Crossroads.
Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father: Towards a Philosophy of women’s liberation, Boston: Beacon press,
1973.
6
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result of patriarchal reasoning in which “the male point of view is metamorphosised into God’s
viewpoint”. Not only does she expose the fallacy of this arguments, but she also considers it
necessary to ‘exorcise’ from women their self-hate which has come about as a result of
internalizing the blame and guilt engendered by the myth. As she put it,
the first salvific moment for any woman comes when she perceives the reality
of her original sin – namely, an internalization and acceptance of the
scapegoating done by a male dominated theologizing.
Saying ‘no’ to such denigration is a woman’s righteous rejection of injustice. Compliance with
such definitions of womanhood is implicitly a compliance with sexism and oppression. Daly
recommends, in view of such scapegoating (self-divine legitimation of oppressive attitudes), a
healing process on both sides. For women, this means “exorcising” the negative image
patriarchal theology has imposed on them. For the male, it implies a soul searching into those
areas of their relationship with women on which they have applied the scapegoat symbolized
through the story of the Fall.
The Task of Christian Feminist Theology
While the purposes of Christian feminist theologians vary and their views diverge on many
issues, they are unanimous in their efforts to work for the full participation of women at every
level of life in the Church and the society. They consider their task as threefold: critique,
recovery and reconstruction.
Critiquing of the Past
The first task begins with critiquing of the past. Feminist theologians highlight and critique
those aspects of Christian tradition that have denigrated women. For example, they insist that
injunction about silence in the Christian assembly and subordination to male “headship”
underscores acute patriarchal attitudes. Words of church fathers underscore the history of
church misogynism clearly. Tertullian’s view of women as the “devil’s gateway,” Clement of
Alexandria’s observation that “woman should be covered with shame when she thinks of what
nature she is” and Augustine’s exhortation that “in her, the good Christian likes what is human
and loathes what is feminine,” Thomas Aquinas’ notion that “woman is defective and
misbegotten,” and others; reflect a patriarchal tradition which kept women in a state of
subservience. Feminist theologians critique these and other slanders.
Recovery
Secondly, under recovery, feminist theologians try to recover the lost history of women.
Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza in her book In Memory of Her: A Feminist Theological
8

Reconstruction of Christian Origins, brings out evidence of the significant role of women
throughout the history of the Church. Prophetesses Priscilla and Maximilla, who were part of
the “unacceptable” second century Montanist movement, found their ecstatic gifts rejected by
the “Orthodox” church. Vibia Perpetua and Felecitas, two women martyrs in the Latin North
African Church in the second century, symbolized a break from normal female roles and
became the focus of spiritual renewal. For Perpetua, loyalty to Christ entailed disobedience to
her father and abandonment of her infant child.
Blandina, a slave and one of the martyrs of Lyons, in 177 AD was considered a mother of the
Christian community and was even likened to Christ due to the nature of her suffering. Despite
shifting doctrines of the medieval period, women continued to exercise their spiritual gifts.
Some were even Abbesses, directly in charge of monasteries with both men and women. Hilda
of Whitby (614-680), Leoba (700-780), Walburga (710-799) were abbesses of double
monasteries. They were endowed with leadership, intellectual and spiritual gifts and renowned
for their preaching, humility and great learning. They enjoyed status equivalent to that of
bishops. Christian women in the later middle ages, facing new restrictions from church
authorities, still found an outlet for their spiritual gifts in mysticism. Julian of Norwich,
Catherine of Sienna and Theresa of Avila were some well-known mystics of that period.
In the thirteenth century there arose a women’s movement (Beguines in Europe). These were
aristocratic Christian women joined in common life, work, worship, and service. They had no
superior, took no vows and were free to leave. Early papal approval was soon dissolved due
to the growing popularity of the movement. In the same period outlawed Waldesians and
Cathars called on women to preach and administer sacraments. Sixteenth century humanists,
particularly Erasmus stressed women’s rights to education, desiring even the “lowest of
women” to read the Bible.7 Marie Dentiere, a lay preacher in Geneva before Calvin’s arrival
wrote her Defence to Women in 1539, exposing the foolishness of hiding women’s God given
public gift.
Contemporary feminist theologians discover in these movements and persons the roots of
modern feminism. Studies of the faith, fidelity and tenacity of these women religious leaders
of the past have encouraged the women of our days in their struggle for freedom and equality
and have provided them with inspiring role models.

7

See Susan Smith, Women in Mission: From New Testament to Today, New York: Maryknoll, Orbis Books
2006.
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Revisioning
Thirdly, revisioning involves reconstructing Christian categories in ways which take seriously
the equality, dignity and experience of women. Christian feminist theologians seek to correlate
the central liberating themes of the biblical and Christian tradition with the experience of
women in contemporary situations.
Types of Christian Feminist Theology
Christian feminist theologies are very diverse as has already been noted. They, however, may
be divided into three broad categories namely: revolutionary/radical; reformist/conservative
and reconstructionist/liberal feminisms.
Revolutionary/Radical Christian Feminist Theology
This type of Feminist theology is influenced by radical feminists, especially those who
advocate a woman centred culture. Many radical feminist theologians can be described as post
Christian and though, originally, they participated in churches, their own feminist
consciousness led them to conclude that Christianity is irredeemably patriarchal, even antiwomen. Many have turned to goddess worship and envision the goddess to be an appropriate
symbol for the creative power of women. This kind of thinking can be traced to Matilda Joslyn
Gage (1826-1893) a suffragist associated closely to Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady
Stanton. Her extensive research on cultures of the near East led her to propose worship of the
goddess as a key to female ascendancy in families and in religious and secular societies. She
insisted that if women ever hoped to be liberated, they must cast aside Christianity and the
patriarchal legal codes influenced by the Christian Bible. Gage remained a little-known figure
until feminists involved in the second wave feminism discovered her work and reprinted her
Woman, Church and State.
The major problem radical feminists have with Christianity is the centrality given to the
revelation of a male God who they believe is used to legitimize the patriarchal oppression of
women by Christian churches. In addition, they point out that Christianity continues to
subordinate women in their churches and in their marital relationships. They urge women to
leave Christianity behind and adopt a purely feminist spirituality in the worship of inner
experience. One of the modern proponents of revolutionary feminist theology is Mary Daly
(1968, 1973, 1978, 1984), who has consciously left the church. She has found a new
community of women which constitutes for her a new messianic community and which, by a
10

process of radical separation, seeks to challenge the oppressive tendencies of traditional
religion. She has argued for the complete incompatibility between feminism and Christianity.
Reformist Christian Feminist Theology
This represents a conservative view and is radically different from revolutionary Christian
feminism. The reformist Christian feminists are not looking for sweeping changes that totally
revolutionize Christianity. Neither do they want to replace the God revealed in Jesus Christ,
or be part of a goddess worshipping community. They are looking for more modest changes
within the existing Church structures and are committed to the Christian tradition. They can be
found in the Catholic and Protestant traditions. Among Protestants, the evangelicals and
fundamentalists are the most conservative. Pentecostals can also be included here. These
groups are committed to the inerrancy of the Bible and a literal interpretation of its texts. They
are also opposed to gender bias in the treatment of women in their families, churches and
society.

Reformist Christian feminist writers use biblical injunctions about women’s

subordination to discourage women from assuming leadership positions in the Church. The
Bible and Christian tradition are used to encourage women to find “total womanhood in
submitting themselves to their husbands”. Proponents of this form of feminist theology believe
that they can solve the problems of women’s secondary status, with measures such as better
translations of the Bible and more emphasis on egalitarian passages in the Bible.
Among the Roman Catholics, Reformist Christian Feminist theologians are represented by
women who hold that women need to be more included in the life and leadership of the church.
They are, however, uncritical of the structures of the institutional church and are supportive of
church teachings such as those limiting ordained ministries to males. However, they also
champion having women involved in other church ministries and in theological education.
Reconstructionist Christian Feminist Theologies
Like Reformist Christian feminist theologies, Reconstructionist Christian feminist theologies,
share a commitment to Christianity. They, however, do not share in the Reformist feminism’s
responses to the subjugation of women. They argue that permitting women to hold church
offices and to do church related ministries is not enough. Reconstructionist Christian feminist
theology seeks a liberating message for women within the Christian tradition. They also
envisage a deeper transformation, a true reconstruction, not only of the church structures but
also for civil society. Rosemary Radford Reuther (1974, 1975, 1977, 1983), Sheila Collins,
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Elisabeth Schussler, Fiorenza, Dorothee Solle, Sara Maitland and Sally Mcfague are some of
the well-known representatives of Reconstructionist Christian feminism.
In agreement with the Revolutionary Christian feminist theology, they are critical of
patriarchy. They, however, believe that Christian traditional symbols and ideas can be reinterpreted without abandoning the God revealed in Jesus Christ. Reconstructionist Christian
feminist theologies find their justification in the gospel vision of release from bondage for a
new Creation. This is the realization of the reign of God, proclaimed by Jesus Christ in word
and deed. Jesus’ powerful social vision was incarnate in the inclusive community of women
and men, drawn together and empowered by him to preach the good news of God’s coming
reign. The shared commitment of a discipleship of equals, embraced by Christian Feminist
theology, transcends particular denominational affiliations.

A powerful theme of this feminist theology, especially in the second wave feminism, is that
the reign of God, when rightly understood, liberates and empowers women for the fullness of
life. In the third wave feminism, Reconstructionist Christian feminist theology tries to bring
this theme to apply to the differences that social location makes in their theologies.

Many

Reconstructionist feminist theologians envision feminist theology to be a form of liberation
theology. The liberation sought by Reconstructionist feminist theology is multi-dimensional.
It calls for repentance by righting wrongs, especially the life denying effects of patriarchy,
racism, ethnicity, classism, and any other social distortions of patriarchy like ageism,
heterosexualism, and naturalism. In the third wave of Christian feminist theology, partnerships
transcend more than denominational lines to include race, age, class, sexual orientation and
religion.
This crossing of boundaries honours differences while creating space for listening to the
heartaches of persons speaking from diverse cultural and religious experiences. Europeans,
Euro-American feminists, womanists, mujerista, African and Asian “feminists” are engaging
in conversations in hearing one another and becoming conscious of each other’s experiences.
Reconstructionist Christian feminist theologies are incorporating women’s experiences of God
in dialogue with primary theological sources. They recognize that male theologians have
spoken in patriarchal societies about justice and peace, love and mercy, sin and forgiveness in
meaningful ways. However, the application of these words to women and subjugated men has
often been deficient. Reconstructionist Christian feminist theologies, therefore, praise some
theologies, critique others and draw into discussion the voices of women long ignored. They
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try to forge new feminist theologies for transformed societies, marked by equality and
mutuality of men and women.8
Patriarchy and the Christian Tradition
As noted earlier in the definition of patriarchy, Christian tradition has been coloured by
patriarchy and androcentrism and all Christian feminist theologies engage with its implications
on women’s self-understanding, experience of God and participation in the Christian
community of men and women. Patriarchy and androcentrism, in their varied forms, conflict
with faith in a God whom Christian revelation proclaims to be love itself. Ideally, theologies
should serve God in bringing the gospel to impact every facet of life. The history of Christian
churches, however, shows how church authorities and theologians have failed to make the
gospel bear an impact on the subjugation of women, other races, abuses of colonialism, neocolonialism and reinforced negative stereotypes against women.
Theologians and church authorities have sometimes used the Bible to support these evils. For
example, due to misinterpretation of Genesis 2-3 the theology of human nature as expounded
by classical theologians, depicts women as ‘less’ human than men and more prone to evil.
According to Augustine, woman is the ‘gateway’ through which man fails to reach the highest
vocation. Woman alone does not share in the image of God and can only do so through man
(by reflection). Quoting Paul, he says,
The woman, together with her own husband is the image of God, so that by
the whole substance may be one image but, when she is referred to separately
in her quantity as help meet the woman is not the image of God. But as regard
the male alone, he is image of God as fully and completely as when woman
too is joined with him in one.
Luther, in turn, argues that women are subjected to men since they lost the privilege of equality
because of the fall,
This punishment (via subjugation) springs from original sin. The woman
bears it just as unwillingly as she bears the pains and inconvenience which
have been placed upon her flesh (referring to pains of child birth). The ruler
remains with her compelled to obey him by God’s command. He rules at
home and in the state, wages war, tills the soil, builds, plants etc. The woman
on the other hand is like a nail driven to the wall; she sits at home and looks
after the affairs of the home. In this way Eve is punished.

8
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The androcentrism prevalent in the writings of Christian theologians is also systemic in church
life. The already cited theological positions have shaped Christian thinking and influenced the
exclusion of women from Church leadership. Worship and liturgy also symbolically reinforce
the secondary status of women. Rarely are biblical texts that portray women in a positive light
included in the lectionary of Sunday readings. In the language of prayer and song in liturgy,
phrases such as “faith of our fathers”, “men of God”, “… and for us men and our salvation,
he came down from heaven…” the “brotherhood of believers” are frequently heard. Parallel
inclusion of “mothers”, “women” or “sisterhood” is never done. The term “man” is used
generically to represent humanity.
Besides sexism, patriarchy has legitimized other forms of oppression such as the enslavement
of human beings which is the cruellest negation of the dignity of the person. Slavery was once
accepted as sanctioned by God, and the Bible was used by preachers and theologians to justify
the enslavement of people. Christian theologians at the height of slavery did not question its
morality. Arguments advanced in its support, for example in enslaving Africans, was that Noah
cursed his son Ham to hew wood and fetch water for his brothers; Israel held slaves; Jesus
never spoke against slavery; slavery was merely the lowest level in a divinely created social
order; enslavement of Africans actually improved their lives. Texts which required slaves to
obey their masters were used to support such claims (2Cor.11:20; Eph. 6:5; Col. 3:22). It is
not until 1839 that Pope Gregory the XVI condemned slave trading and in the same century,
many abolitionists were Christians.9
European colonialism is a form of patriarchy that has led to the subjugation of people in the
majority world. The western missionary enterprise also presented the gospel in a manner that
showed little or no respect for local cultures and religious traditions. Christ was presented as a
conquering God brought by a superior people. These three types of patriarchy are what African
women’s theologies grapple with. Christian feminist theologians work to redress these
anomalies. To them, theology can only be done to overcome those things that are in conflict
with the liberation core of the Christian message, which affirms the dignity of each person. We
now turn to African Women’s theologies, the African Women’s version of Feminist Theology.

African Women Theologies

9
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African women theologies as a formal and “systematic feminist theology” have their roots in
the work of the Circle of Concerned African Women Theologians (hereafter the Circle). It was
formed in 1989 in Accra, Ghana to provide space for African women to reflect on how their
diverse struggles have been shaped and influenced by the historical, religious, cultural and
theological milieu in which they live. African women felt excluded and voiceless in theological
and other discourses. This situation has largely been attributed to “the legacy of imperialism
and paternalism that has characterized the relationship of Westerners and Africans” and
African male and female theologians.
Mercy Oduyoye, the pioneer of African Women’s theologies, laments: “ as long as men and
Western strangers continue to write exclusively about Africa, African women will be
represented as if they were dead”.10 African women’s theology is a protest against women’s
forced silence “and a wakeup call to African women to rise and fight against the forces of
injustice that surround them”.11 Before the formation of the Circle, four movements, according
to Nyambura Njoroge, provided African women with avenues to express their theological
views. The modern missionary movement in the 19th and 20th centuries, for example, despite
some shortcomings, gave women autonomy and a platform on which to stand and challenge
the male dominated sacred worlds and negative traditions that impinged on their wellbeing and
human dignity. Secondly, the world wide women’s movement and western feminist theology
which exposed the structures of oppression and discrimination against women within church
and society led to the demand for wholeness and liberation for women and other marginalized
groups.
Thirdly, the ecumenical movement represented by the World Council of Churches (WCC) put
women’s issues on its agenda acknowledging women’s humanity and contribution to the
Church.
The Fourth strand is the struggle for political and ecclesiastical liberation in the twentieth
century throughout the continent. Although it led to religious and political self-determination,
it unwittingly ignored patriarchy and sexism and its impact on women. The Ecumenical
Association of Third World Theologians (EATWOT) also played a key role in providing
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African women theologians with a forum to express their views and to network. African women
within EATWOT were actually the pioneers of the Circle.
Just like their counterparts in the rest of the world, African women theologians are conscious
of the web of oppression that women live under and feel a compulsion to resolve these issues.
They put “emphasis on praxis and action {they} see theology as an ongoing process and are
committed to life, justice and freedom from oppression…”.12
African Women’s theologies engage with a wide range of theological and social themes:
scripture, God, Christology, religious anthropology, sin and evil, church and ministry, (with
an emphasis on justice and participation) spirituality, culture, suffering and sacrifice, marriage,
family life and children, HIV and AIDS, gender based violence, ecology, and much more. They
recognize that any issue that is important to women has profound implications for the Church.
As mentioned earlier, African women's theologies are done within the Circle of Concerned
African Women Theologians which now comprises over 600 women from Cape to Cairo and
who are pursuing theology, formal and informal in their own settings. When the Circle was
first convoked in 1989, it chose the creation of women’s theology as a priority and divided the
research and study process into four areas: Cultural and Biblical Hermeneutics; Women in
Culture and Religion; History of Women Ministry; and Theological Education and Formation.
The methodological approach is viewed as contextual and communal. Kanyoro explains it as
follows
Actions such as returning to our villages to do theological work with our
communities, make our work exciting. We do not stop at simply asking for
some issues from our communities as subjects for research, as has been done
in the past. We stay with the issues, slowly discovering with the community
what the word of God or our culture is sending to us. We examine this with
feminist hermeneutical keys and then we engage ourselves practically in
some form of change.13

African women theologians regard their theology as being a gift to the church and to women for
it privileges women’s voices by doing theology from the perspective of African women’s
experience. It also calls the Church to repentance for its role in the subjugation of women. Kanyoro
says that it is
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…a gift to women because it has opened our eyes to the fact that the future
of society and the future of women depend on our placing our trust in the
message of God rather than the message of men. We can read the Bible by
ourselves and we can count on God’s word that says God created men and
women in God’s own image (Gen. 1:27)14.
Women’s theology in Africa has brought about a renewal and reformation not yet realized by the
Church. The members of the Circle gather every five years15 for a continent-wide meeting. After
the Accra Conference in 1989 on the theme of “The Will to Arise”, the second conference was
held in Nairobi, Kenya in 1996 on the theme “Transforming Power: African Women in the
Household of God”. The third one was held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia on the theme, “Sex, Stigma
and HIV/AIDS in Africa: African Women and Religion Responding to HIV/AIDS”. This theme was
repeated in the fourth assembly that was held in Yaounde, Cameroon in 2007. The fifth General
Assembly was held in Johannesburg in 2015 while the 6th General Assembly was held from 1st to
5th July 2019, at the University of Botswana with the theme, “Mother Earth and Mother Africa
Theological, Religious, Cultural and Philosophical Imagination”. Over 100 scholars participated.
Several publications have resulted from these forums and others. Let us now turn to the sources,
characteristics and methods of African women’s theologies.
Sources of African Women’s Theologies
There are numerous sources that the African Women theologies have drawn from and/or
enriched upon.
Experience of Women
The main source and hermeneutical key of African women’s theologies is the experience of
women. Experiences of women in Africa are to be found in sexism, culture, sexual practices,
sexual abuse and gender-based violence, poverty, economic hardships, war, exclusion from
political and economic life of the nation, legal impediments and exclusion from church
leadership and decision-making processes.
The theologies of women thus emerge from the various cultural, social, economic and political
contexts which vary in terms of women’s experiences in their diverse contexts/social locations.
At the same time, these theologies share similarities in terms of women’s shared experiences
of the basic liberational tenants of the Christian faith as well as gender-based discrimination in
the Church and the society. African women’s theologies, just like the classical androcentric
theology, draw on women’s experience of the divine and of the Christian tradition of the
14
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community and of the world. It reckons with both the positive and life-giving forces as well as
with the oppressive forces of culture and others at work in the world.
It uses experiences that have been ignored by classical theology through which they look at the
world and interpret their faith. By so doing they create new knowledge through the lens of their
own experiences and life situations. African women’s theologies also regard it as vital to
interact with various other contextual theologies, such as Black theology, Asian theologies,
Latin American theologies, North American and European theologies in order to recognize the
significance of the experiences of all women in the eyes of God. African women’s theologies,
therefore, aim at a fuller, more representative and more inclusive expression of human
experience in a broader theological community. This is done because, just like in mainstream
Christian feminism, the critical principle and the aim of women’s theology is the realization of
the full humanity of not only women, but all members of the human community.
Culture
The second source of African women’s theologies is culture which is also regarded as a
critical tool of analysis. African women view culture as the arena of their struggles and
oppression. Musimbi Kanyoro observes that culture is to African women’s liberation theology,
what race relations are to African American Womanist theologians. In both public and private
spheres, the roles and images of women are socially and culturally defined. African culture
contains practices that dehumanize women. Culture socializes women to be submissive,
unassuming, sacrificing and tolerant and these dispositions can be oppressive.
Some aspects of the culture, for example, female genital mutilation, female initiation rituals,
death and funeral rituals and denial of inheritance rights, are embraced without considering
their oppressive nature. Their enforcement in oral tradition, media and in practice often makes
“women objects of cultural preservation”. According to Kanyoro, culture is a double-edged
sword. In some instances, it is the symbol of community identity. In others, it is used to make
a distinction among different people in the community which sometimes results in oppression
and injustice. Culture has, therefore, silenced many women in Africa and made them unable to
experience the liberating promises of God.
In using culture as an analytical tool through cultural hermeneutics, African women are able to
view their culture critically and to identify the positive aspects of culture and promote them.
Oduyoye puts it succinctly when she argues,
Cultural hermeneutics (of liberation) directs that we take nothing for granted,
that we do not follow tradition and ritual and norms as unchangeable givens,
18

and that cultural relativism does not become covert racism and
ethnocentrism.16
Discussions on culture are geared towards facilitating African women to talk about what harms
their wellbeing. What should be subjected to critical analysis is all human experience, since
culture is dynamic and is continuously created in the social, economic, religious and political
contexts.
African women’s theologies seek strategies for “transforming attitudes, beliefs and practices”
17

in their own culture and “fencing off those waiting to use our culture to underrate us”.18

Kanyoro adds that culture is to be analysed with reference to those who maintain it and those
on whom it impacts. The critique should of necessity be from a gender perspective since
women’s actions are deeply rooted in patriarchal socialization.
The Bible
A third source of African women’s theologies is the Bible which is also a tool of analysis of
culture. The Bible is central to African women’s spirituality as God’s word and the source of
faith, morals and their identity. They have always read it, heard it and some have even
composed songs and hymns based on it. As Oduyoye postulates, the Bible has become part of
the African context and is revered.
Since the culture of the reader in Africa has more influence on the way the biblical text is
understood and used in communities than the historical culture of the text, cultural
hermeneutics is, therefore, crucial to interpreting the Bible and using it as a source of the
African women’s theologies. Cultural hermeneutics thus enables women to view the Bible
through African eyes and to distinguish and extract from it what is liberating. They recognize
that the Bible depicts other peoples’ cultures; and being aware that not everything in culture is
liberating, they approach it with caution. Any interpretation of the Bible that does harm to
women, the vulnerable and the voiceless is regarded as unacceptable. Being aware of the
positive and life affirming message of scripture, African women theologians proceed to reflect
on women’s experiences in the light of the Biblical text or the traditions of a specific Christian
denomination or ecumenical Christianity.
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There is a dynamic and creative tension between women’s experiences as they are based on
their contexts on the one hand, and the reflection on the biblical text and tradition, on the other.
In many instances women’s experiences of the text and tradition will reveal that there are
liberational and life-giving aspects of the text and tradition which sustains life and inspires new
hope and new possibilities for women. On the other hand, and in some other instances,
women’s experiences will reveal patriarchal and oppressive practices and doctrines in the
church tradition which is often legitimized by referring to the patriarchal aspects of the biblical
texts. This reflects the patriarchal context in which the text was originally written.
It is also evident from this that the Church in Africa is part and parcel of the analysis because
it is here, as Kanyoro further observes, that Africans experience the dilemma of living as
Christians and people of culture. The status of women in the Church is usually a reflection of
their status in society.
The guiding principle that African women theologians use to interpret and reinterpret specific
passages from the Bible is that of liberation/salvation which Christ effected and will fully bring
about in the ‘shalomatic’ future. The interpretation of this fundamental principle in the modern
context is supposed to reflect not only on individual men and women’s liberation from internal
bondage, but also on liberation of whole communities of women and men from oppressive and
unjust structures which hinder them from realizing their full humanity.
It is erroneous to think that African women’s theologies advocate the alteration or reinterpretation of the biblical texts in the light of women’s experience. African women’s
theologies are essentially Christian, for their most fundamental sources are the happenings of
the life, death and resurrection and return of Jesus Christ. The story of Jesus contains the
essential elements of the Christian faith, namely that salvation/liberation is to be found in Jesus
Christ both in the believers in the present age and in the age to come. The essence of African
Women’s theology is that they claim this liberation/salvation for themselves.
In the light of this principle, of salvation/liberation, African women theologians can analyse
and critique those aspects of the Christian tradition, society and their personal lives which are
not liberational and are oppressive and enslaving. Women and men have to draw on the power
of the Holy Spirit to transform and empower themselves in order to contribute towards the
transformation of the Church and the wider society.
Traditions of Other Churches
Fourthly, African women’s theologies also draw from traditions of other churches besides their
own and the experiences of other faiths. This is because all the traditions and faiths are involved
20

in the same quest of searching for ways to reinterpret their traditions and to claim for their
tradition the principle of the full humanity of men and women. Part of these traditions are
stories, both personal and folk ones, which are also recognized as sources of theology.
Madipoane Masenya, a South African Old Testament scholar, has proposed using stories from
the African world view alongside the Bible stories as an effective method of interpreting the
Bible in Africa.
Characteristics of African Women’s Theologies
We have seen that African women’s theologies have been concerned with the desire for women
to break out of their enforced silence and claim the right to speak for themselves. It is a
liberation theology that speaks about “an ethics of resistance and transformation” which,
according to Nyambura Njoroge, as quoted in Martha Frederiks, needs to be ‘gospel justice’
oriented rather than ‘gospel culture’ oriented and which aids African men and women to deal
with all the categories of domination and oppression.19
The theologies have been concerned, as we have discussed earlier, with the need to critically
evaluate culture and religion in all their varied expressions in order to expose patriarchal, sexist
and imperialistic tendencies. The critical evaluation of culture and religion also involves an
analysis of the decisively ambiguous impact of Christianity on the lives of women. A critical
re-evaluation of the Bible as a source of Christian theology and recovering its basic communal
liberative thrust is another of its concerns. What, then, are the characteristics of African
women’s theologies? According to Oduyoye, African women’s theologies have different
characteristics which we shall discuss next.
Narrative Theology
Story telling is important to theology because it is a woman’s medium of communication.
Stories are educational, lend meaning to events in people’s lives and have a cathartic effect on
the painful experiences of women. Story telling can, therefore, be a step towards healing. Story
telling has also the purpose of changing the roles of women from being observers and victims
into participants and actors in history. Isabel Phiri, a Malawian/South African theologian
comments on storytelling as follows; “the act of storytelling - of delving into the past -
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encourages introspection and reflections of our experiences. We begin to hear our past in a
new light and this consequently makes us read the present differently”.20
Theology of Relations
Another characteristic of African women’s theologies is that it is a theology of relations.
Women’s struggle for liberation is liberation for all: men, women, children and societies. It is
only when all are liberated that full humanity can blossom. Isabel Phiri adds that, African
women’s “theology is life affirming, socially sensitive and geared towards dialogue. The
relations do not limit themselves to human beings only, but extend to the whole of nature”.21
This means that African women’s theologies are ecologically sensitive.
Contextual
Thirdly, African women’s theologies are explicitly contextual. African women’s theologies, as
already pointed out, arise out of women’s varied contexts. This is a context marked by the
struggle to survive against forces that deny their humanity such as globalization and its
consequences of poverty, debilitating diseases, including HIV/AIDS and malaria, gender
biased legal systems, denial of human rights, oppressive traditions, exclusion from decision
making processes in the Church and the society,
These experiences are analysed using liberating engendered cultural and
biblical hermeneutics in order to translate them into a theology that helps
them to deal with the said challenges of contemporary life. The aim of
theology is to challenge and transform the context.22
Nyambura Njoroge in a similar vein says that, “the impact of theology or lack of
impact on the context serves as the ultimate test-case for the worth or worthlessness
of a theology.”23 We can rightfully conclude that African women’s theologies are
contextual liberation theologies, which are characterized by inter-relationships,
gender issues, justice and the transformation of individuals and society.
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Methods of African Women’s Theologies
Mercy Oduyoye has described the methodology of African women’s theologies as a
“perspectival approach” and dialogical as women critique tradition in view of contemporary
challenges and seek affirmation and wholesome theologies that are justice seeking and
transformative. Being liberation theology African women’s theologies follow the methodology
of Christian feminist theologies but with variations. The steps are as follows.
Attending to Experience
Attending to experiences implies studying experiences of abuse, discrimination, subordination,
exploitation and oppression. This is depicted through stories (oral or written) of women
individually or collectively (on the continent). The causes of the oppression are analysed from
various perspectives: cultural, religious, political,

social, economic, gender, etc. Being

conscious of how culture has been used to denigrate women, this stage of analysis utilizes
cultural hermeneutics. It recognizes that women’s status and welfare in Africa are explained
within the framework of culture. Women’s experiences are also influenced by their heritage of
colonialism, Christianity and neo-colonialism. Hermeneutics of liberation is, therefore, applied
to identify the positive aspects of culture and promote them but discard what is negative and
not life affirming. This leads to the next step.
Dialogue
The second step is bringing the experiences to dialogue with an African woman’s reading of
the Bible and or other Christian texts. Attention here is given to what does or does not liberate
women and men from the effects of patriarchy in all its manifestations. If a biblical text, church
teaching or an interpretation of it does not liberate, it either must not be true, or has been
misinterpreted. This insight is rooted in Jesus’ teaching that “you will know the truth and the
truth will set you free” (John 8:32). Cultural hermeneutics is also employed in reading the Bible
because culture influences the way African women read the Bible. As Oduyoye says, “cultural
hermeneutics enable women to view the Bible through African eyes and to distinguish and
extract from it what is liberating.”24 Texts are analysed to expose their promotion of male,
colonial or other advantage. Another strategy is to focus on biblical texts that show the
struggles of women and subjugated men and provide a reason for hope in the God of life. The
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purpose here is to develop interpretations that are liberating and empowering to women and
other oppressed persons.
Strategies
The third step is developing strategies for transformative action or praxis that is liberating. This
step seeks to develop strategies that make a difference in the Christian community and in civil
society. The ultimate goal of African women’s theologies is the creation of societies that are
more just and more in keeping with the reign of God as proclaimed by Jesus in word and deed.
Loving God and one’s neighbour implies having a faith that is translated into concrete action.
To end the evils of patriarchy in all its manifestations implies that African women’s theologies
of liberation must be taken into the public arena: the church, school, market place, courtroom,
etc.
African Women and the Bible
Just like their sisters in other parts of the world, African women theologians are applying
feminist hermeneutics in their reading of the scriptures to expose its patriarchal bias and
develop more liberating interpretations that will enable women hear the good news. Susan
Rakoczy argues that,
While some Christians maintain that the Bible as the word of God is given to
us in these particular words, the reality is that everything that is written is
interpreted by the writer. There are no ‘objective’ texts that come to us right
from the mouth of God, but the world view of the writer influences what is
said and how it is said.25 .
When reading the Bible African women recognize that:
•

the Bible was written by inspired men within a particular culture;

•

over time the Bible has been interpreted by mainly male theologians who tended to
make women invisible and presented them negatively;

•

the majority of African women find the Bible appealing and speaking to their situation.
To them, it is the word of God.

African women theologians, therefore, read the Bible from their perspective and urge for the
liberation of women in the Church and the society. This is done through “applying cultural
hermeneutics and separating biblical culture which is historical and culturally conditioned from
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the gospel which is true and universal, though always related to a particular culture”.26
Furthermore, African women theologians employ existing methods of biblical criticism in their
interaction with the Biblical text.
As we have already pointed out earlier, even the reader’s response to the text is influenced by
his or her worldview hence, as Kanyoro says, the need for engendered cultural hermeneutics.
African Women’s theologians , therefore, firstly address the theme of the authority of the canon
and how to deal with the misogynous texts. Secondly, in their quest to make the Bible more
relevant to the lives of women, they seek alternative African and feminist methods of
hermeneutics to re-read the Bible and make it speak to the African context. A few illustrations
will suffice.
African women Biblical scholars such as Musa Dube of Botswana, Madipoane Masenya of
South Africa and Teresa Okure of Nigeria adopt a practical pastoral orientation to biblical
hermeneutics. Musa Dube employs a post-colonial feminist perspective in her analysis of
biblical texts. Post-colonial methodology aims at exposing the evils and continuation of
colonialism and post colonialism with a view to seeking transformation and liberation. The
issues of land, race, gender and power are of critical importance in post-colonial biblical
hermeneutics.
Post-colonial reading of the Bible investigates the role of the scriptures in justifying
imperialism in all its manifestations (unjust acquisition of land, unequal power relations
depicted in racism and sexism). The question asked is, who is served by the universalism of
Christianity; is it the imperial centres or the subjugated?27
Dube has developed what she calls a Semoya perspective (Moya means spirit in Setswana).
She describes it as “a mode of reading that resists discrimination and articulates a reading of
healing: healing of race and gender relations; of individuals, classes and nations”. This
method was used with the African Instituted Churches (AICs) in Botswana to reflect on the
story of the Syro-Phoenician woman (Mtt. 15:21-28). According to Dube, this strategy offers
AIC women the capacity to “break free of patriarchal and canonical constraints of biblical
texts.”28
Dube has also proposed the method of divination as a hermeneutical tool. The Bible in this
approach is seen as a “talking book”. By using the Bible as a divining set, she proposes that a
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diviner or “healer reader” chooses a story in consultation with his/her client or “consultingreader”. Persons in the story are then identified with persons in the life of the client and the
story is re-read with the social network of the client in mind. The development of the story is
then seen as a guidance that offers suggestions to the client for healing of physical illnesses or
for restoring harmony in relationships. This method of reading, however innovative, leaves one
wondering about the Bible as authoritative scripture.
Dube also argues for the need to use oral tradition as an equal canon to that of the Bible for to
use the Bible as the sole revealed scripture is a form of cultural imperialism. It is, however, not
clear what criteria she uses to define African oral tradition as canon.
Madipoane Masenya describes her method as Bosadi, a Sesutu word which means woman. She
is cogently aware of the social, economic, cultural, political and religious oppressions
experienced by African men and women in the Apartheid and post-apartheid eras. She
emphasizes that the Bible must be read with African eyes and not Eurocentric ones, insisting
that African women must show awareness of the presence of Africans in the Bible like Haggar
(Gen 16: i-16, 21:8-20) and Simon of Cyrene in the Passion narratives (Matt. 27:32; Mk. 15:21;
Lk. 23:26). The story of Haggar is an example of God’s assistance to those in need, while that
of Simon of Cyrene depicts the help given to Jesus in his suffering by an African man.
The Bosadi reading also enables African readers to see common elements between their world
view and that of the Bible. She invites both Black and White women in South Africa to learn
from one another, appreciate the liberative elements of African culture and black women to
develop a strong self-image and assert their human dignity. She also insists that African women
read the Bible with faith and rely on its power to transform their lives.
Teresa Okure, on her part, advocates for an inclusive approach in Biblical hermeneutics. To
her this means African women and men together “interpret the scriptures as they relate to
women, in a common search for new inclusive meaning.”29 To her, the Bible is a community
book and since community is essential to African spirituality, men and women must work
together. Secondly, men and women experience the various oppressive forces bedevilling
Africa together and as such must search for a life-giving theology.
Secondly, she argues that Jesus’ methodology to controversial issues, including hermeneutics,
was never partisan but transcendent. He dialogued with all people including his opponents.
Like Kanyoro and Madipoane, she recognizes the importance of the awareness of the biblical

Teresa Okure, “Feminist Interpretations in Africa” in Fiorenza, S. E. Searching the Scriptures: A Feminist
Introduction, New York: Crossroad, 1993 Vol. 1, pp. 76-85).
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authors, characters and readers’ social worlds which are influenced by various factors. She
suggests. the concerns that should guide feminist hermeneutics in Africa are stories of women
and God’s relationship with them, together with the neglected feminist aspects of God. Thirdly,
Okure postulates that, re-reading the Bible as a patriarchal book demands a sustained effort to
recognize the divine and human elements. The latter reflects social-cultural attitudes which are
oppressive and unjust.
Fourthly, drawing on Galatians 3:26-28; she suggests that the teaching on the oneness of all
should be made concrete in ecclesial life. This is for the liberation of both men and women that
would lead to the transformation of gender roles and development of a better self-image for
women. Her emphasis on extolling women’s motherhood, however, leads to stereotyping
gender roles for not all women are mothers in the biological sense.

Musimbi Kanyoro advances a method she calls engendered cultural hermeneutics which she
sees as a key to African women’s liberation. She suggests that African women read the Bible
in dialogue with their own cultural understanding and become critical of the intersection
between them. She notes that African women read themselves in the text of the scriptures and
interpret what they read with their own culture’s lenses. Using the book of Ruth, and
analysing the stories of the women characters (Naomi, Ruth, Orpha), she asks questions on
the text as it describes each woman, asking what message it conveys and asking if it
encourages them to succumb to cultural expectations.30 From the women’s reading, it
became clear that:
i.

Their hermeneutics indicated that their definition of taboos for example, extended to
cover things forbidden by the Church.

ii.

The Bible is used as a mirror to culture and can be used to protect culture (African
indigenous culture resonates with biblical worldview).

iii.

Whether in church, social or legal issues, African culture provides a hermeneutic key.

iv.

In their reading of the text, issues of curses, domestic violence, etc. featured (to
explain Ruth’s closeness to Naomi) an interpretation not alluded to earlier in western
interpretations.
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Cultural Hermeneutics, New York: Pilgrims’ Press, 2002.
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According to Kanyoro, “culture is the most authoritative canon to the African worldview
and any form of liberation theology will have to come to terms with culture.”31
African women theologians continue to develop their own approach to biblical
hermeneutics and add literature to the subject.

Conclusion
African women theologians view Christianity as a “mixed blessing for the African woman. It
promised an elevated personal dignity and equality with their men and yet it did not bring
about the fullest enjoyment of this promise’.32 Oduyoye’s judgment of Christianity in Africa is
even harsher, she avers,
…in my opinion, it is still debatable whether or not the influence of
Christianity has been beneficial to the socio-cultural transformation of
Africa - and I am most concerned with its effects on women. It seems that
the most sexist elements of Western culture have simply fuelled the cultural
sexism of traditional African society.33
Women generally continue to play traditional feminine roles. The validity and necessity of
these ministries is not in dispute but the underlying assumption that women can only play these
roles is. Women experience social injustices, especially when we consider that they comprise
eighty percent of the Church in Africa and are its pillars; yet they are generally absent from
key areas of decision-making bodies and hierarchies. Attitudes towards women in the churches
are based either on the position that the early church community was egalitarian and shared
leadership roles or that patriarchy was entrenched in clearly delineated gender roles that
prevented women from full participation in all spheres of church life.
African women theologians have been analysing the decisively ambiguous impact of
Christianity on their lives. On the one hand, they have noted that Christianity has participated
in the oppression of women, since it has functioned to legitimize colonialism, racism and
sexism. At the same time, many African women have appropriated for themselves the Gospel
of liberty implicit in Christianity as a strong motivating force in their struggle for liberation.
Recognizing the practices of injustice in the Church and the society as a sinful betrayal of the
vision of Jesus who laid a foundation of a human society, characterized by equality, justice and
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freedom, the African Christian women see their task as a prophetic one, unmasking and
challenging such sinful practices and structures of injustice. 34
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Abstract
This study focuses on the issue of motherhood in Africa. Motherhood is a status a woman
acquires when she gives birth to an offspring. In African culture, the bedrock of motherhood is
through a marriage between a man and a woman. This is because it is believed that a woman
should first get married to a man before becoming a mother and the sustainability of her
motherhood is also determined by the husband and the culture. The conflict of adhering to the
state of motherhood against all the opposing forces is what prompted this study. The study
examines the role of Sekai, the first wife of Mkwati in Ben Hanson’s novel titled Takadini. Sekai
suffered from barrenness for nine years during which time her husband marries three more
wives in the quest of getting an offspring, especially a male offspring. Fortunately, Sekai
conceives after nine years of barrenness. Her joy and that of her husband knew no bound,
especially when they think that the child she is carrying might be a male child. This joy turns
into sorrow and agony immediately Sekai gives birth to Takadini, a musope - an albino. In
their culture, albinism is regarded as an abomination and such a child should be killed. In this
situation, Sekai is placed between “the devil and the deep blue sea.” The choice, the symbolic
journey she makes, and the value of the two is what is being examined in relation to motherhood
in general. This study employs a feminist perspective to read the symbolic journey of Sekai that
redefined the course and the value of motherhood in the text, as it underscores the value of
motherhood.
Key words: marriage, culture, motherhood, journey, mother

Introduction
The concept of motherhood continues to generate a lot of debate in academic fora because of
its complex and contested issues in feminist research. According to Taslima Tanjim (2016),
“motherhood has always been one of the vested topics of feminist consciousness. This issue is
intertwined with feminist consciousness from its early days” (5). However, motherhood has
always been regarded as a sacred mission assigned to women by Mother Nature because a child
is seen in all cultures of the world as a divine gift. Chisale (2018) defines motherhood as “a
feminine instinctive and it is an obligation for women to have biological children to love,
cuddle, embrace and nurture” (1). Robinson (2014) views motherhood as ideologies which “are
rooted in cultural and historical contexts, and encapsulate attitudes towards the roles and
expectations of mothers” (4) especially in Africa. In Encyclopaedia of Motherhood, O’Reilly
defines motherhood thus:
the term motherhood is used to signify the patriarchal institution of
motherhood, while mothering refers to women’s lived experiences of
mothering as they seek to resist the patriarchal institution of motherhood and
its oppressive ideology (8).
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Nevertheless, there is a rising tension between the old beliefs, especially in Africa, that a
woman must ‘be tied’ to a man in marriage before her motherhood status can be authenticated,
against the “new motherhood” belief as a state a woman decides for herself whether married
or not, as long as she feels she can face the challenges that come with it. Hence, the old
traditional belief of motherhood considers the “new one” to be “problematic” primarily because
it challenges the idealised, heteronormative construct of “mother” (Kerry Frizelle and Gabrielle
Kell, 2010). Indeed, “[m]others have been the focus of many fictional works throughout
literary history. Writers may revere or confront, respect or dissect, reject or accept them, but
countless pages have been written in an attempt to understand them” (Dale Salwak, n.p).
Notably, every generation has its own definition of motherhood. In Feminist Mothering,
O’Reilly distinguishes between the term motherhood and mothering. She defines motherhood
as a “male-defined and controlled institution” that is “deeply oppressive to women”, while the
word “mothering refers to women’s experiences of mothering that are female-defined and
centred, potentially empowering to women” (3). However, the works of literature according to
Lisa Baraitser, probes “what is so often left unsaid, and strangely mute, within maternal
experience and cultural depiction of motherhood” (xiii).
In Takadini, the issue of disability has greatly been examined by depicting social exclusion,
oppression and the question of identity which Takadini, the son of Sekai encounters and by
examining how culture paints the picture of children with disabilities as well as how they are
treated in the society. Cuthbeth (2012) evaluates Takadini as a text that calls for attention to
the voice of the marginalized in the society; he argues that Takadini “marks the turning point
in the culture of a people who were lying dormant in their complacency” (6). Manyiwa (2013),
on the other hand, evaluates how adult characters are portrayed in children’s literature. He
argues that the character of Sekai, the mother of Takadini and other female characters are
depicted as “weak and helplessness against the strong will of the patriarchal traditional society”
(10)
This study focuses not on the “weak” or “helplessness” of the female characters, but on
celebrating the bravery of Sekai who finds her willpower during her weakest and helpless
moment. The article examines her emotional and physical journey in the quest to save her son.
According to Onunkwo et al (2017), quest can be explained in two terms: “first as an adventure
in search of a price and secondly, as a set of activities to achieve a defined goal” (47). On the
other hand, Dagnino (1993), opines that “the theme of journey or quest in literature is often
seen to symbolize the pursuit and achievement of a sense of personal identity” (65). In other
words, quest involves a journey. This journey may or may not be a physical one. It could either
be emotional, spiritual or physical. The journey can be one of encounters with danger and risk.
In such scenario, it is construed to be a journey to nowhere in particular, a journey of risk, fear
of the unknown, and of sacrifice but made proudly because a precious life is at stake and needs
to be saved from the cruel arms of culture. The journey and not the destination matters to Sekai
in this quest and this is seen in the following statement:
Now she realized that even if some of the old men sympathized with her, none of
them would go against tradition. In that moment of realization, Sekai knew that there
were only two choices open to her – death in a manner to be decided by the elders,
and voluntary exile from her people. The first choice required great courage. And if
she did not have the baby to consider, Sekai would most likely, have accepted that
course. On the other hand, the second option demanded greater courage as well as
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resourcefulness. It held the possibility of survival and new life, new beginnings for
herself, but especially for her son (21&22)

The pregnant Sekai is an ideal female character who loves her husband selflessly and lives her
life within the dictates of tradition. She cannot make decisions on her own without Mkwati’s
permission, and she is so grateful to him for not sending her back to her family because of her
barrenness. Mkwati chooses to be with her even when he is asked to abandon Sekai by his
relatives. The pregnant Sekai does not see her husband’s unfaithfulness when he marries extra
wives, instead she sees her own failure of not being able to fulfil her responsibility as a wife.
But the new Sekai is a woman and a mother who gets her bravery through the presence of her
son. Immediately Sekai sees and hears the cry of her son for the first time, her motherly instinct
creeps in and overshadows her love for her marriage, and she shows it when she defends her
son from both the midwife and her husband. Despite her love for her husband, she puts the
affairs of her son first:
“No, Ambuya!” The cry was wrenched from Sekai. “I want my son!” ‘But
my daughter, how will he be able to live without skin?... For an answer Sekai
reached for her baby and held him fiercely to her breasts. So sudden was the
movement and so, as if echoing Sekai’s labour cries, bonded their two lives
(11).
The above quote shows how the presence of a child can transform a weak woman to a fierce
courageous mother. The new Sekai refuses to live within the framework of a dictatorial
tradition. Unlike the old Sekai, she chooses to save the life of her son over her marriage:
“No, Ambuya, he must live! I have waited too long and already suffered
too much for him. No, Ambuya, he is mine, and I will not give him up!” (11)
And when Mkwati – Sekai’s husband asks why the child is still with them, Sekai answers as
follows:
…he is still with us because I desired it to be so… He is my first born for
whom I have waited these many years, I could not bear to lose him, my
husband. If you do not want him, then send me back to my people or into the
forest but do not force me to part from our son (13&14)
It requires the character’s growth and development to be able to stand against an existing
power, and this development is witnessed after the birth of Takadini by Sekai and this is the
reason O’Reilly distinguishes between motherhood and feminist mothering by arguing that
“mothering could be experienced as a site of empowerment, a location of social change” (9) in
the life of a woman. The journey Sekai makes in Takadini is both physical and emotional, the
most important aspect of the journey is that it is prompted by Sekai’s feminist mothering
willpower which O’Reilly refers to as “any practice of mothering that seeks to challenge and
change various aspects of patriarchal motherhood that cause mothering to be limiting or
oppressive to women” (4).
As stated earlier, there are so many published works on this text, but most of them have
concentrated on studying Takadini and how he is able to cope with the issues of disability by
criticizing the culture that has placed a boundary between the able and the disabled. But this
study examines Sekai who makes the first move that saved Takadini’s life, she refuses to give
up her child even though the culture of her society dictates so, and chooses to embrace the
challenges that come with her decision. At the end of the text, she is able to prove their culture
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wrong in its attitude and treatment of disability (albinism)and motherhood. Hence, she
challenges a culture that dictates to a mother which child is worth living and which one should
be destroyed; a culture that blames childlessness in marriage on the woman and encourages the
man to marry as many wives as he can in the quest of having a child.
Sekai escapes with her child in order to save his life. In the foreign land, ruled by Chief Masasa,
she becomes a negotiator who knows how to negotiate both her way and that of her son for
acceptance and social change. It is very evident in the text that both the acceptance and the
social change towards Takadini do not come easily, but as the saying goes, ‘the end justifies
the means.’
This is a struggle against culture which has been defined as “intellectual and creative products,”
the beliefs and practices of a society, “particularly where these are seen as closely linked with
tradition or religion.” Culture is part of the fabric of every society. “It shapes ‘the way things
are done’ and the understanding of why this should be so” (CIDA, 2000).

The Concept of Motherhood in Takadini
Culture is the way of life of a group of people which comprises the behaviours, symbols, values,
and beliefs that people accept and live by. Most African cultures are transferred from one
generation to the next orally and through constant performance. In many African communities
people live their lives according to the dictates of their culture. In this study there is evidence
of the influence of culture on the importance of motherhood. Although Sekai is deeply loved
by her husband, Baba Mkwati, her inability to give him a child prompts him to take three extra
wives, who fortunately, bore him female children. Because of the importance placed on a male
child in African culture, Mkwati still wishes for a male child from his wife Sekai, who also
hopes to validate her first wife’s position in the family by giving her husband a male child. Her
desperate desire to bear a male child for her husband is evident in the extract below:
“At last!” she whispered to herself. “The ancestors have granted my greatest
wish. Now the other wives will give me the respect due to my position as
senior wife. And my in-laws will stop telling my husband to send me back to
my people. I’m sure this will be a man-child, the first-born male for my
husband. It will make him so happy; he will love me more than before!” (1)
According to Waweru (2014), “the concept of motherhood underlies the very existence of the
human race. The world over, motherhood is, so to say, the common denominator in debates
defining a woman as a wife and as a mother” (1). Hence, a childless married woman faces
social and cultural consequences of not being able to bear a child, she is considered as a “she
male” for failing to live up to her responsibility as a woman and a wife. The cultural
consequences of Sekai’s inability to bear a child in her marriage leads to her husband marrying
three more wives. The blind power of culture can be detected in the conversation between
Dadirai, the third wife and Rumbidzai, the fourth wife where the two co-wives refer to Sekai
as an old goat:
Dadirai, the third wife and Rumbidzai the fourth and youngest wife, saw
Sekai vomiting. “Amai Chipo, how many calves has the old cow of yours
had in the last four years?” she continued. I have her just two years now and
she has produced two kids and is expecting again.” “What?” exclaimed
Dadirai in mock surprise. “I hope that what she is carrying this time is a real
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kid and not a monster. That can happen you know, if an evil spirit gets into
an old goat. (1)
According to Oyeronke Oyewumi:
Motherhood occupies a special place in African cultures and societies.
Regardless of whether a particular African society displays a patrilineal or
matrilineal kinship system, mothers are the essential building block of social
relationships, identities and indeed, society. Because mothers symbolize
familial ties, unconditional love and loyalty, motherhood is invoked even in
extra familial situations that calls upon these values (2003).
In African societies, it is believed that a child is a foothold and a great treasure to a marriage
and this belief is still alive even in the present day. In his discursion on the issues of motherhood
in Africa, Remi Akujobi (2011) argues:
Feminists in Africa, while conceding that motherhood may at times operate
in an oppressive manner, have tried to read other meanings to motherhood,
meanings that are empowering for women. Within these meanings, they
agree that giving birth bestows a certain status on women – even mystical
powers (4).
In Takadini Sekai refuses to let go of her child by recounting how she has waited for the
ancestors to bless her as a mother, and the shame and humiliation she endured as a result of her
inability to have a child of her own. Before the conception of her son, Sekai’s position as the
first wife has been threatened a lot of times by the youngest wife Rumbidzai, who wants to be
their husband’s favourite wife. The state of Sekai before the birth of Takadini illustrates that
motherhood is a source of power and provides significant meaning, satisfaction, and respect to
a wife within the family and the larger community. The importance of a child in solidifying
marital relationship and the pride it gives to women in the family is witnessed through
Rumbidzai’s caricaturing song:
Our fields have been ploughed
The seeds have been sown
They sprouted and blossomed,
We three have reaped ours;
Our lord held the produce
In his very own hands
He has ploughed, he has eaten
From all of our fields
But what has he taken
From that barren plot?
The social implication of bareness in an African marriage is always focused on the woman.
This is because the woman risks divorce and, in some cases, like Sekai’s, she risks replacement
by women deemed fertile. This is one of the reasons Sekai is overjoyed for the birth of her son
and the joyous feeling of motherhood which Sekai feels, is a feeling of pride and fulfilment
which manifests below:
she had created this new being, this man-child. She had moulded him, shaped
him in her body and carried him there many months. Now he was hers; hers
to have and to love. Had he not saved her from the ridicule and scorn of her
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co-wives? And had he not restored her in the esteem of her in-laws? Yes, this
man-child would lift up her head and restore her position in the village… (9)
Sekai refuses to yield to the demand of her tradition because she has experienced ridicule and
shame, hopelessness and despair and she is “not willing to destroy this morsel of life which has
been given to her” (Takadini, 11).

The Life Saving Journey of Sekai
The issues of motherhood in literature cannot be overemphasized as the dealings of a mother
are greatly constrained by two factors: her battle to maintain her stand as a functional person
both in her husband’s house and in the society and the priority of protecting her offspring. The
society that the woman finds herself in is often a patriarchal one that leaves her with not many
options of self-expression and participation in matters of utmost expediency and delicacy. The
question that Sekai asks herself during her reflection on the truthfulness of her husband’s love
is a kind of self-examination which helped in concretizing her decision. During the moment of
reflection, Sekai realizes that she has really been living her life by herself and that her husband
has contributed nothing to her affairs. This helped her to be physically, mentally, and
psychologically ready for the journey ahead as shown below:
Then she arose and began the preparations for her unscheduled journey into
the unknown. She slipped out of her hut and went over to her cooking hut…
she took a spear and a knobkerrie which Mkwati had put there as well as
some dried meat which she wrapped in a piece of bark cloth (22).
Moreover, it is during the period of self-reflection and communing with the spirits that
the name Takadini surfaced in Sekai’s mind by which she names her son.
Life, they say, is a journey. The journey in this study includes Sekai’s marriage that becomes
strained because she chooses her son over her husband and tradition; her underlying anxiety
and hyper-vigilance; her being ever ready to battle the next challenge that might threaten the
life of her son; the worry that her son will not be accepted by other children in the village, or
worse, may be bullied for being different; and the fear about her son’s future and whether he
will be able to find love when he becomes an adult. The journey of Sekai, after leaving her
home, comprises all her emotional, social, and physical experience as a fugitive in Chief
Masasa’s village. When her case is presented to Chief Masasa and the elders on the morning
of her arrival in their village, her constant fear of the unknown is described as follows:
Sekai could see the Chief’s council in session… she shivered. Fear set up
such a tension in her that she could scarcely order her thoughts. She knew
that she and her son were being discussed: her sope child and her a fugitive
(40).
There is nothing more tormenting and emotionally draining than being as powerless in a
situation such as Sekai’s, whose fate lies in the hands of the elders and she will be unable to
change whatever the outcome of their discussion might be. Her fear and helplessness are seen
in her thoughts below:
Would anyone among those old men (except Chivero) consider her happiness
and her son’s right to life as being of any importance? Would these men be
any different from her husband and the elders of her own village? Would they
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not put the life and good fortune of their village above the life of her child?
(40)
But in this state of despair Sekai tries to balance her thoughts by being objective, which is by
viewing the scenario from the elders’ point of view and this is shown as well:
Then another idea flashed into her mind and gave some balance to her bitter
thoughts. If this child were not to be hers, the only one, the first fruit of her
body, would she have cared about its fate? She could not truthfully answer
the questions, and that fact softened her feelings towards the men sitting in
judgement about her existence. But Sekai knew that even if they had to
survive alone in the bushes, she would not give him up (40).
One good thing about Sekai is her relentlessness and determination to save the life of her son
in case the decision is unfavourable even as she tries to imagine and understand the actions of
the elders. Fortunately, with the help of Baba Chivero, the elders allowed her and her son to
live among them. When Sekai is called by the elders in order to announce their verdict, the
Sekai’s feelings are described as follows:
Soon Chivero returned with Sekai. As she walked slowly behind him, the Chief
and his advisers looked at her with calculating eyes. Each approved of her…
Her firm, full lips and short chin indicated determination, while her flared
nostrils suggested physical strength. But it was her eyes in particular which
caused Manyamombe to take a second, long look at Sekai. Those eyes were
defiant and fearless as well as soft and kind (44).
Sekai might be rebellious because of her determination to save the life of her son, but she is
kind and appreciative of every good deed done to her both in her village and in her new home.
She shows gratitude to her husband for not sending her back to her parents because of her
inability to bear him a child, and in her new home, she regards Chivero as her father and vows
to take care of him as such. In the text, Sekai is described as a hardworking woman who
harbours no grudge against anyone. She allows her son to feel fatherly love through Baba
Chivero and never for once interrupted their bonding. Sekai, after leaving her home, lived her
life as a single parent but she never allows her suffering, worries and rejection by her fellow
women to affect her love for her child, and she does everything possible to make sure that she
supports her son to cultivate a life of love for everyone. Through her kind heart and good nature,
Sekai becomes a role model to other young women. Sekai in this text does not hate men, this
is because she understands the motive for her struggle and that is, to save the life of her son.
She is a mother of a sope child, a child that finds love and peace in nature and in music. Through
music, Takadini is accepted in the village and at the end of the text, he finds love, and gives
birth to a child that is not sope, signifying a new beginning both for him and the village. All
that was achieved thanks to his mother, Sekai, who through her attitude, patience, love,
determination, and resilience saved his life and changed the mindset of the people of the village,
and because of her unselfish nature, gets ready to go back to her original village in order to
extend the same change to them.
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THE MAKING OF AFRICAN WOMANHOOD: THE STORY OF MY LIFE
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Abstract
This is a personal narrative about my interaction with my parents and members of my extended
family who contributed greatly in shaping my womanhood. My story illustrates how different
categories of people, including parents, grandparents, siblings, both maternal and paternal
uncles and aunts, peers and teachers socialized girls to meet the expectations of a traditional
society. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate the unique role that different members of
a family can play in a girl’s character formation through various stages of life from teenage to
womanhood. Not only is this paper meant to inspire readers to write their stories as well but
also, to educate them about the role of society members in influencing the growth of a girl into
womanhood.

The paper seeks to answer the question: to what degree do family members prepare girls for
womanhood in the African society? Do teachings imparted to young girls influence their future
womanhood? This story will inform the readers of the importance of the knowledge and skills
gained by girls and women from family members through personal experience. I use a
narratological approach to present and document data which might be useful to readers and
researchers as well, without conducting an empirical study which is likely to be costly and time
consuming.

Introduction
I was born in the mid-1960s in the Gusii ethnic community of western Kenya. I am the sixth
born in a family of eight siblings. My family is Christian. My father worked in various towns
as a civil servant until he retired in 1985. He passed on in 2014. At the age of 85 years, my
widowed mother is still a hardworking and committed small scale farmer. She grows sweet
potatoes, traditional vegetables, maize, beans, bananas, pumpkins, coffee and tea. Because of
her age, she now has workers who help her with farm work and picking the tea leaves. She
usually sells any surplus potatoes and maize. In the Gusii community, a woman is responsible
for bringing up her children according to the traditional norms and societal expectations.
Therefore, my mother was entirely responsible for bringing me up as well as my other siblings
as future hard-working women and men. I was socialized into becoming an adult Gusii woman
through the hands of various agents of socialization such as, my mother, grandmothers, paternal
and maternal aunties, elder sisters and respectable women and men in the community. My
character and that of my other siblings was shaped through socialization at different stages by
observing, imitating and learning what society expected of us; acquiring skills in farming and
various household chores, among others. In growing up, each stage was important as it
determined my future womanhood. Transition from one stage in life to the another (for
instance: from egesagane, a girl below 10 years old, to enyaroka, about 15 years old teenage
girl who has breasts, and then to omoiseke, a young woman who has reached a marriageable
age, to omosubati, a lady who is already married, and finally to omong’ina, an old woman, but
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also a term generally used to show respect to both young and old women or women in position
of power) was closely coordinated.

I am telling my story so as to illustrate what it meant to grow up as an African rural girl; how
girls’ education was viewed in my community; the value and role of socialization agents in
character formation and also, so as to inspire others through my life experiences. In writing this
story, I collected data from members of my family, and through episodic memory of past
experiences. My story is divided into the following subsections: my early life experiences;
learning household chores; school life and a brief experience of womanhood.

My Early Life
I believe that the first teacher of a child in any African traditional society is the mother.
During my time, the child was assisted to learn the rules and expectations of the nuclear and
extended family through the older siblings, step brothers and sisters, aunties and uncles as
well as grandparents.

My Mother and my Father
It is impossible to write the story of my life without talking about my mother, Peres Mosoti the
daughter of Mabuka Maraga, who was my first teacher. She is a tall, dark, medium size woman.
She is a conscientious and caring woman. She was and still is calm and a committed Seventh
Day Adventist Christian. She was the first wife of my father who had three other wives. She
was married in 1951 in a Seventh Day Adventist Church wedding ceremony. One thing I
remember about my mother is that she was disciplinarian. Therefore, caning was part of the
discipline she administered on all her children when necessary.

My father was the first born in a family of sixteen siblings. He was a tall, light skinned
handsome man. His mother (Rhoda Mosiara) and father (Joel Samita) were Seventh Day
Adventist Christians. However, he later became polygamous after marrying three other wives,
thus disparaging his Adventism. My father was a civil servant who worked in Nakuru, Nairobi
and Kisii from the 1960s up to 1985. So, he was rarely at home to address cases of discipline.
He only came around once a year during his annual leave. Like my mother, my father was
equally a disciplinarian. During his leave period there were behaviours that he would not
tolerate such as coming back home late from church, market or from drawing water from the
river or collecting firewood.
In the Gusii community women, especially mothers, are concerned with the behaviour of their
children. Therefore, they concentrate on character formation. My mother was concerned with
shaping her children’s character and behaviour to meet the acceptable standards of the Gusii
community. In the very beginning, as young girls, my sisters and I learnt how to sit ‘properly’
around the fireplace or in family social gatherings, especially during meals or in church.
Whenever any of us forgot to comply, my mother would shout loudly: “sit properly”. This
meant that one of us had sat with her legs apart. Another popular statement was “sit like a girl”
(ikaransa buna enyaroka). Depending on her mood, the statement ‘sit properly’ was often
followed by whipping. Moreover, she did not allow her daughters to climb up trees.
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Accordingly, climbing trees or sitting “badly’ was a sign of disrespect. Only boys were allowed
to do that. However, I was rather naughty so I often climbed up trees without my mother’s
knowledge or on the days she was away from home or when I was in the company of my age
mates. both boys and girls, especially while taking care of our goats and cattle in the field.

My mother helped me to understand that as a girl I should not expose my nakedness. This was
the reason why she also insisted that my sisters Nyaboke, Kerubo, Kemuma, Moraa and I
should ‘dress or sit properly’. I learnt that girls should wear petticoats under their dresses. My
sisters and I were not allowed to wear transparent or short/mini dresses at any given time. I
learnt from my mother that wearing short dresses exposed our thighs hence, it would lead to
sexual abuse. If we were spotted wearing short dresses, my mother would say “takworokia
abasacha amaria agaiti, oraise gotacherwa inse” which literary means “don’t show men your
thighs, you will be raped”. Such statements were not only meant to scare, but also to remind us
about the ‘right’ dress/dresses to wear as girls.

I grew up in an Adventist family. My mother is still a staunch Adventist Christian. Going to
church depended on how my siblings and I had behaved during the whole week. This meant
whether we had performed all activities to her satisfaction. Sabbath preparation was always
on Fridays. On this day my siblings and I spent fewer hours on farm work so that we could
spare adequate time for Sabbath preparation. This entailed fetching enough water and firewood
as well as gathering food stuffs to last us up to Sunday. I recollect very well the ringing bell
from the nearby Adventist church (Mirani church). This was a signal that Sabbath had set in or
ended. The bell used to ring on Friday and Saturday evenings around 6.00pm at sun set. Sabbath
was to be observed according to the Fourth Commandment in Exodus, Chapter 20, Verses 811 of the Old Testament. Therefore, Sabbath was a Holy day for Church/worship and rest from
all activities.

My Paternal Grandparents
On Friday evenings, my siblings and I, together with our cousins, used to converge in Joel
Samita and Roda Mosiara’s (our paternal grandparents) house which was situated on the
hilltop. The house had several rooms with a large balcony where my grandparents used to
prepare their meals. The meeting was purposely for family evening devotion. During the
meeting we would practise both new songs and familiar ones as well which we would sing in
church on the Sabbath. We had formed a family choir which was composed of Joel Samita’s
(our grandfather) grandchildren and younger sons (our uncles, Amos, Thomas, Gordon, Aron
and others) and their wives (Rosemary, Penina, Mary, Hellen, among others). So, every
Sabbath ‘mwa Joel’ choir (Joel’s family choir) was always given a chance to sing.

Rhoda and Joel alternately helped us find relevant biblical verses. I can confess that I do not
know their level of education but they read the Bible verses so well. I still wonder how my
grandmother Rhoda could lend one of us her Bible and say, for example, “open Mathew
chapter…verse … read and stop at the semi colon”. Then she would interpret the relevance of
what we had read. That used to happen whenever we visited her. My grandfather Joel was
equally well versed with the Bible verses. Besides, he was one of the church elders. His Bible
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was always kept in his handbag. Our grandparents put a lot of emphasis on Adventist health
teachings. Hence, smoking cigarette or opium; drinking or brewing traditional beer (amarua)
within the larger family was forbidden.

What’s more, we did not recite the biblical verses for the sake of it. After reading the verse(s)
my grandmother/father or our mother interpreted the readings and then explained how this was
relevant to us or could be applied in the contemporary society. Each one of us was encouraged
to learn and memorize biblical verses. Only those who recited verses correctly were allowed to
do verse speaking on the Sabbath.

My grandfather Joel, who was a church elder at that time, made each one of us recite all the
ten commandments and other biblical verses and stories. I must confess that most biblical
verses I still remember are those that I learnt during my youth. I can still recite the Ten
Commandments and the most popular verse in John 3: 16 “For God so loved the world…”
without referring to the Bible. I still remember the story of the prodigal son which our
grandfather used to illustrate to us the outcome of disobedience and indiscipline among
children. The other biblical story was that of the ten maids in the New Testament in which a
distinction was made between the wise and foolish maids. Accordingly, the five wise maidens
carried extra oil for their lamps as they waited for their bridegroom. The other foolish five
maidens did not carry extra oil. So, they did not meet the bridegroom as their lamps went off.
This was an indication that they had not adequately prepared for the occasion (Mathew 25:1-6
NIV). The emphasis was on the need to prepare in advance for any occasion so as to avoid
embarrassment or being locked out.

I also recall and cherish the story of Naomi, a Jewish widow who lived in Moab with her two
daughters-in-law, Ruth and Orpah, who were also widows. My grandma Roda Mosiara
narrated to us how Naomi loved and cared for Ruth and Orpah even in the absence of her sons.
Grandma wanted us to learn from Naomi how women live with their daughters-in-law. Naomi
was married to Elimelech of the tribe of Judah. They moved and settled in Moab. Their two
sons Chilion and Mahlon married Moabite wives Orpah and Ruth respectively. Elimelech died,
followed by his two sons, leaving behind Naomi and her two daughters-in-law. (see Ruth 1,
Verses 1-25 RSV Bible). As I reflect on the story of Naomi, to me she portrays a character of
a unique woman, full of concern and love for her widowed childless daughters-in-law.
With love, she gave them options to make their own decisions when she decided to return to
Bethlehem. The finality is that while Orpah went back to her people, Ruth stuck with Naomi.
She returned to Naomi’s people in Bethlehem where the two lived together as ‘mother and
daughter’. Conclusively, it’s through Naomi’s initiative that Ruth got married to Boaz and later
became the great grandparents of King David from whom we can trace the genealogy of Jesus
Christ. Accordingly, Joseph the father of Jesus was a descendant of David, (St Luke 1, Verse
27) the most popular verse in John 3: 16 “For God so loved the world…”). I am greatly inspired
by the patience and love that Naomi had for her daughters-in-law. It was her love that
encouraged Ruth to follow her. Naomi’s character is a great example of an empowerment to
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women who experience rejection, and subjugation as a result of childlessness, widowhood and
other conditions which render them voiceless in society.

Our grandmother wanted us to understand the importance of being kind to others. She then
advised us girls to live in harmony with mothers-in-law once we were married. I recall her
words, “abachokoro bane mobe abaremereria buna Ruth na Naomi” which literary means,
“my grandchildren, be as forbearing as Ruth and Naomi were.” My grandmothers’ lessons have
enabled me to learn how to co-exist with other people, especially those from extended families.
Many times, have I tried to emulate Ruth so as to live peacefully with those around me.

Stories of some prominent women who were mentioned by grandma and our mother included,
Eve, Sarah, Esther, Miriam the Sister of Moses and Aaron, Mary the Mother of Jesus, Mary
Magdalene, Elizabeth the wife of Zachariah, Peninnah and Hannah the mother of Samuel and
Bathsheba the mother of Solomon, Deborah the influential judge, Rebekah, Rachel, Hulda,
Priscilla, and Phoebe, among others, were narrated to us many times to help shape our
behaviours. I remember, after telling a story, my grandmother would ask: “my children have
you heard what the Bible has said”? “She continued, “I would like you to be tolerant and
prayerful like Hannah and as hard working as Lydia and Dorcas.”

My cousins Joan, Rose, Linnet, Janet and I learnt great lessons from these women’s lives. For
example, from the biblical narratives I learnt that there was a man from the tribe of Ramah
called Elkanah who had two wives, Hannah and Peninnah. Hannah had no children while
Peninnah had several. Every year Elkanah and his family went to Shiloh to pray, and offer
sacrifice. On those occasions Penninah would always tease and make fun of Hannah for her
infertility. Despite all the humiliations she experienced from her rival co-wife, Hannah did not
respond. Instead she cried and prayed to God to open her womb (1 Samuel 1: 2-20 NIV). I have
been inspired by the manner in which Hannah humbled herself regardless of her circumstances.
I learnt that humility can prevent more tribulations from taking place. For instance, responding
ruthlessly to Penninah would have destroyed the entire family of Elkanah. After marrying
Penninah who bore several children, one would expect Elkanah to disown the ‘barren’ Hannah.
Instead, he encouraged and comforted her. As he said to her, “… Why are you weeping? Why
don’t you eat? Why are you downhearted? Don’t I mean more to you than ten sons?” (1
Samuel 1: 8 NIV). According to biblical narratives Hannah’s prayers were answered and she
gave birth to a son Samuel whom she dedicated to God as she had promised. She also gave
birth to three other sons and two daughters. (1 Samuel, 2:21). The story of Hannah, Sarah,
Rebekah, Rael and Ruth portrays women who experienced fretfulness related to delayed child
birth but later rejoiced when the right time came for them to have children. The lesson I learnt
is that the journey towards womanhood can be full of trials. Therefore, women need to be
patient when they face challenges, especially those related to child birth or marriage
relationships.
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The story of the deceitful Jezebel, the wife of King Ahab, was also narrated to help us
understand how she punished God’s people during Prophet Elijah’s time. According to the
biblical story she used her influence of Baalism over Ahab against God’s people but He
punished her for revengefulness. Another bad example of a woman was Delilah who used her
bad influence over Samson. According to the biblical narratives, Samson was born a Nazirite
and was set apart to do God’s work in Israel and subdue the Philistines. He fell in love with a
Philistine woman – Delilah who later persuaded him to reveal to her the source of his strength.
Samson told her that his strength was given by God and that if his hair was cut, he would lose
his strength. One evening when Samson was asleep, Delilah cut his hair and called in the
Philistines who were able to capture him, gouged out his eyes and imprisoned him in Gaza.
Following the narration of these stories, our grandma would explain to us that women like
Jezebel and Delilah were not to be emulated because of their wickedness. The story of Delilah
and Samson was narrated, too, as a lesson to my brothers Peter, Moses, Cephas, Stephen and
uncles Amos, Aaron, and Thomas. The message to my male relatives was that they should be
careful when looking for wives and that they should not marry deceptive and shrewd wives
like Delilah. According to the story, even though Samson loved Delilah, she did not love him.
Instead, she had been bribed by the Philistines to discover his source of strength so that they
could destroy him (Judges 16:4). This led to the end of Samson.

My Maternal Grandparents
Let me now turn to my interactions with my maternal grandparents who lived about ten
kilometres away from my natal home. My mother allowed me or any of my siblings to visit her
family during school holidays. I did not interact much with my maternal grandfather, because
he was reserved. Moreover, being polygamous, I rarely visited him in his third wife’s house
which was a few meters away from my grandmother Estel Kemunto - the first wife who was
constantly visited by her other grandchildren, including Jane, Joyce, Ruth, Mary and Tabitha,
among others. Thus, I always found other cousins in her house. This afforded me a good
opportunity to interact with my cousins. It was also the best holiday place since we enjoyed
our grandmother’s food and various kinds of fruits such as pineapples, bananas, and avocados,
among others.

What I enjoyed most was fermented millet porridge which was served in a calabash. I liked
the porridge because my grandmother habitually put a lot of sugar in it, making it very sweet.
As teenager I was oblivious to the side effects of taking too much sugar. My aged grandmother
had lost her sense of taste so she sweetened her porridge and tea excessively. She too did not
know the effects of sugar to her body. The porridge or sour milk were both preserved in
traditional gourds which were covered tightly. The taste was good. To date, I also keep sour
milk in a gourd because I like it even though our children do not like milk because they were
born and brought up in the city. Instead, they prefer yoghurt.

During our visits, our maternal grandmother would engage us in various activities such as
weeding; picking tea leaves and coffee beans; harvesting maize or doing household chores. I
would like to stress that grandmother was very pleasant and generous, too. Apart from letting
us eat any kind of fruit that we found appealing to us, she also allowed some of my older
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cousins to wear her shoes, sweaters and dresses to church. However, since I was small in body,
I could only borrow her head scarves.

A unique trait of grandma was that she gave each one of her grandchildren a Gusii name drawn
from her late relatives. She gave me the name Mesente. This was the name of one of her aunts.
Consequently, she would call me her aunt. However, it was a choice of each one of us to use
that name or drop it.

After supper we went to sleep in a shared bedroom with grandma. The bedroom had two large
beds which had enough blankets and clean soft cow skins for mattresses. Depending on how
many we were at a given time we shared the two beds. It was at this time that our grandmother
narrated to us bed time stories. For some of my cousins these were lullabies. So, when she
started telling us stories some of them fell fast asleep and started snoring. Our grandmother
told us stories on topical issues including rites of passage, traditional weddings, traditional
prayers, circumcision, and issues around morality, among others. These were important stories
which were not to be taken for granted. For instance, I recall very well when grandma
discouraged us against falling in love with men from distrustful backgrounds. She talked
against men who were associated with witchcraft, theft, curses and taboos.

As a child I learnt many things at different stages through the process of socialization. I
interacted with various teachers at different stages. I learnt different things and expectations
from each of these groups of people. I grew up in an era whereby every child was expected to
respect and obey any elderly person he/she interacted with. I always remembered the fifth
Commandment in the Old Testament Bible: “Obey your father and mother so that your days
may be …”3536 I learnt from my Sabbath school teachers that this commandment meant that I
was supposed to obey anybody older than me in the society if I needed to prosper.

Household Chores
Household chores are performed around the home. These are usually considered as domestic
activities. In the Abagusii ethnic community such roles were and still are commonly performed
by women. I am saying this because I recall when my father would rebuke my brothers
whenever he saw them in the kitchen. He would shout at them, “what are you doing in the
kitchen? Are you girls?” Such statements made me conclude that the kitchen was a place for
me, my sisters37 Moraa, Nyaboke, Kerubo, Kemuma and our mother. I also remember being
absent from school to cook and look after my siblings whenever our mother was away or sick.

36

Old Testament Bible, Exodus, Chapter 20
I have three brothers (Moses, late Peter and Kephas my immediate follower) and four sisters Moraa,
late Kemuma, Nyaboke and Kerubo, my second follower. Then I have several half sisters and brothers
from my other three step-mothers.
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Interestingly, none of my brothers was asked to assist with such roles. Only girls were tasked
with the responsibility of taking care of their siblings in the absence of our mother.

Household chores included preparing meals, fetching water and firewood, house cleaning,
washing dishes and clothes for everybody. I remember, when I was about ten years old, I
performed these chores alongside my older sisters (Nyaboke, Moraa, Kemuma) and my mother
from 8.00 am to around 1pm. It was by observing and practising that I learnt and managed to
perform all the chores. My mother and older sisters always reminded me that any woman who
did not perform household chores to perfection will eventually be sent back to her parents by
her in-laws. The message from my mentors was that learning and doing household chores at
an earlier age would shape my future adulthood as a woman and make me a better future wife.
Therefore, I had no choice but to learn and perform every chore that I was assigned. In any
case my family members did not tolerate laziness.

Farm Activities
Farm activities were an extension of household chores. Unfortunately, I was not as hard
working on the farm as I was expected by my mother. I disliked working for longer hours
especially during peak seasons. My mother observed me and concluded that I was lazy when
it came to farm work. As a result, she sent me home to prepare lunch for the rest of the family
members. Hence, I cooked different types of dishes, including maize meal with
vegetables/beans, or sweet potatoes and porridge/tea. I would also prepare a millet meal which
I kept in an ekee38 to keep it warm until my mother and siblings returned from the farm.

This made my mother to occasionally reprimand me by saying “omwana one, oboremi
nobokongu, bwata ekeramu ne ‘egatabu bokongu.” The literal translation is, “my child,
farming is difficult, hold on your pen and book tight”. This sounded rather funny and sarcastic.
However, to me, I took my mother’s statement as words of encouragement to a lazy person. I
concluded she was giving me an alternative pathway to womanhood. This inspired me to work
harder in school so that I could escape farm work. My mother’s reprimands rang in my mind
every time I was doing my school assignments. However, going to school was not an excuse
from performing mandatory household chores.

In regard to farm work, for the purpose of this story, I would like to single out the task of
growing finger millet which was a popular crop in my ethnic community. Initial land
preparation was done by men and young boys such as my brothers (this included clearing the
bushes and tilling/ploughing the land). The planting of the millet grains was done by women
and meant scattering the grains evenly on the prepared land. The task of weeding was mainly
for the women and elderly men. It involved squatting, sitting on small portable wooden stools
which were easily moved around or by kneeling. Girls like myself and my sisters learnt the art
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Ekee was a very useful kitchen tool. Traditionally wives were expected to use ekee for keeping
food warm for their husbands. Ekee is also used for carrying prepared millet meal to a daughter’s new
home upon payment of dowry.
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of weeding (which involved uprooting the weeds from the millet) as we worked alongside our
mother.

When the millet was almost ready for harvesting both boys and girls were sent to the farms to
chase the predatory birds away. This was done in the mornings and evenings.
Although this was an activity, throwing stones at birds was an enjoyable thing because if an
edible bird was stoned to death, we took it home, roasted it and shared the meat. Harvesting
the finger millet was women and sometimes men’s work. It was tedious and backbreaking since
it involved bending to reach out for the finger millet whose height was about 60 inches. Postharvest tasks included drying the millet, threshing and winnowing. These activities were
mainly done by women. Nowadays men are paid to thresh the finger millet.

The exercise of drying the millet took a number of days because it involved spreading the raw
finger millet on traditional mats known as ‘oroambo’39 to dry naturally under the sun. The other
task I learnt was that of threshing the dry finger millet using ‘ekiige’40. This was after drying
the millet in the sun. I want to tell my readers that the use of ekiige is gradually fading away
and it is being replaced by pounding the dry finger millet in bags. I have to confess that while
writing this paper, I requested my niece Rhoda (who was named after my paternal
grandmother) to locate some of the artefacts41 for processing millet. She was visiting with her
grandmother (my mother). She found some of the artefacts my mother was still using.

Threshing of dry finger millet was and still is women’s post-harvest activity. However,
nowadays young energetic men may be contracted to do the threshing at a fee thus making it
an income generating activity for men42. After threshing the dry finger millet, the next process
was winnowing it, using a traditional tray popularly known as oroteru43.
The process of winnowing involves separating grains from the chaff using the wind to blow
away the chaff. I noticed that my mother did the winnowing exercise early in the morning or
evening when it was windy. Therefore, I did the same.

‘Oraombo’ is a round traditional mat which was made out of raw reeds and then plastered with
cow dung. It was also used at night for closing the entrance into the house when there was no door.
40
Ekiige is made out of raw reeds which are tied around two strong sticks placed horizontally then
plastered with cow dung and left to dry. Thereafter it was used for threshing. Ekiige was also used for
closing the door at night.
41
I have requested someone to gather for me some of the traditional items (such as ekige, oroambo,
ekonu, omonyoncho etc) before they vanish from our vicinity.
42
It was and still is a common practice in the Abagusii community that when men perform
reproductive roles which are usually assigned to or known to be done by women, they are paid.
43
Oroteru is one the traditional items which a married woman in the Abagusii community must own.
Oroteru is also used for winnowing other grains. It is also used for carrying things from one place to
the other. For instance, it is used for carrying maize cobs and loading them into bags during the
process of harvesting.
39
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Winnowing was an easier task since it was supported by the wind. I must confess that I failed
to learn the skill of “ogosonga” which involved removing the remaining finer chaff from the
millet with the winnowing tray. During my apprenticeship, I watched my mother keenly and
thought it was an easy task. I tried it, in vain. I later tried “ogosonga” several times in my
adulthood and still I cannot master it. Therefore, I plan to go for further tuition from my friends
who have mastered the skill.
Apart from winnowing finger millet, the other tedious chore I learnt was pounding dry millet
using a wooden mortar and pestle to remove husks from the millet. Finally, under the
mentorship of my maternal grandmother, I learnt how to grind dry millet. However, grinding
millet into fine flour for cooking a meal was not an easy task.
Although the exercise was fascinating, it was tedious and strenuous since it involved kneeling
while grinding the millet. I enjoyed doing this in competition with my other cousins who were
also visiting our grandmother. I learnt from my grandma that before the advent of maize, millet
was the only dominant cereal grown by the Abagusii community in which I was brought up.
Therefore, it was women’s responsibility to master the skill of grinding millet. During my
teenage years there were no mills for grinding millet so it was done manually. Two stones
(orogena and ensio) were used for grinding millet. Once my grandmother confirmed that the
flour was well ground, then she would allow us to store it in the traditional basket (egetonga).
The seriousness that was given to the task of grinding millet flour enabled me to appreciate that
learning domestic chores successfully was in many respects part of the Gusii rites of passage.
Failure to master the skill had negative repercussions on future womanhood, including being
teased by age mates or in-laws upon marriage.
Since I successfully learnt how to grind the dry finger millet, I decided to demonstrate the skill
to our daughters. However, my attempts to get hold of the grinding stones even from my mother
in-law were futile. Fortunately, I found abandoned grinding stones in the banana farm near her
homestead. This is because, today, the task of grinding millet with stones has been replaced
with electrical modern power mills which grind faster.

The story of finger millet cannot be concluded without narrating how the final product was
handled. I grew up in an era where there were no thermos flasks for keeping food warm/hot.
Cooked millet meal was pre-served in a special traditional basket known as ‘ekee’ and covered
with banana leaves to keep it hot the whole day. Every Gusii woman is supposed to have one
therefore, I do. Given that cooking millet meal to the satisfaction of the elders was and still is
a sign of maturity in the Gusii community, I perfectly learnt how to cook millet meal and
porridge. This has inspired me to prepare millet porridge every morning and occasionally millet
meal for my family.

Other activities which I participated in included planting and weeding, picking coffee berries
and transporting them to the factory for initial processing. This was common during school
holidays and weekends. Our mother ensured that each one of us was assigned several coffee
trees from which to pick the ripe berries. My elder brothers Moses and Peter used to
accompany us to the coffee factory since it was far from home and it was usually crowded and
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would take long hours during peak seasons. Picking tea leaves was another activity I engaged
in alongside my mother and other siblings, both brothers and sisters. I wish to emphasize that
when it came to division of labour, our mother ensured that each one of us was assigned farm
tasks, regardless of gender. She also ensured that each activity was done to her satisfaction.
Failure to accomplish an assigned task(s) led to punishment such as doubling the task or
extending working hours. At times she would not allow such child to go to church or visit
grandma during holidays. Besides household and farm chores, I was expected to go to school
and compete at par with my classmates.

School Life
My paternal grandparents expected us grandchildren to go to school and gain knowledge and
skills for future socio-economic independence. In order to justify these expectations, my
grandfather who was also a member of the primary school committee where all his children
and grandchildren attended, usually paid the required fees popularly known as activity fees,
building funds and other fees for us without expecting refunds from our parents. My
grandfather was keen on our school performance and expected his grandchildren who had
progressed to boarding high schools to visit him regularly during school holidays. He also
encouraged his married granddaughters to visit them as well. Failure to do so was considered
as disobedience.
Such expectations may appear to be inconsequential to an ‘outsider’ who did not have a
grandfather figure whom everybody in the larger family obeyed. Not even my father, who was
the first born, or any of my uncles would dare oppose or question my grandfather’s decisions.
Nobody in the family thought our grandfather could make wrong choices for “Mwasamita”
which means the Samita family. Therefore, what he said was taken seriously.
I went to a local primary school in the company of my siblings and other children from the
Samita family. As I was the last but one born, my elder sisters44 (Moraa, Nyaboke and
Kemuma) who were in upper primary used to carry me to school which was about 3 kilometres
away from home. From class 4 to 7 I was a class prefect which meant that I did not do manual
work at school. Instead, I did supervisory work and was answerable to the class teachers.
During my time there were very few female teachers at my primary school. So, I mainly
interacted with the male teachers. The Headmaster, Mr. Naftal Oyieko (who happened to be
my paternal uncle), Newton Bonyi, Francis Mang’are, and Mr. Robert Ondigi were greatly
concerned with my education. They always focused on my performance as though I was the
only pupil they had. No wonder they nominated me as class prefect. Interestingly, even their
wives were keen on me. My teachers always encouraged me to work hard and join national
schools in the country. I remember each one of them warning me against relating intimately
with boys. Each one of them told me to focus on my studies.

I was the smallest in my class which made the teachers have high hopes that I would complete
my studies. Moreover, I was obedient and bright so they were keen on me as opposed to the
44

I had three elder sisters: Moraa, Kemuma and Nyaboke and a younger sister Kerubo who is my
second follower although she is eight years younger than me.
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older girls who were likely to drop out of school. The wives of my teachers always invited me
to their homes. They treated me like their daughter. Therefore, they gave me mother to
daughter advice. Apart from teacher Naftal who passed on in 1994, I am still in touch with the
other three male teachers and their wives. They are proud of me and occasionally they mention
my name to their friends and children that I was one of their best pupils.

I graduated from Misambi primary school in 1978. The following year I joined Itiero Mixed
Boarding High School through the recommendation of my paternal uncle Naphtali45. Being a
boarder meant that I stayed in school and only returned home during holidays. I must
acknowledge that I was an obedient girl because, when I returned home from school on the
following day, I made sure I fetched some water from the river and took it to my grandparents’
house on the hill,46 about a kilometre away from my home. On arrival I would receive a joyful
welcome. Here, I was immediately offered a huge mug full of sour milk or traditional porridge
with ripe bananas, cooked sweet potatoes, cassava or pumpkin. The first question my
grandparents would ask me was:
“How have you been my grandchild?”
“I have been in good health,” I responded.
“What position were you in class last term?”

I responded according to the position I took in that particular term. These questions were asked
at the end of every semester which showed that my grandparents were concerned with my
education. This motivated me to work harder in school so that when I returned home at the end
of the following term, I could give pleasing answers to my grandparents, parents and other
family members about my school performance.

During my high school time, I always ranked between position one and three. For that reason,
everybody encouraged me to work hard in school until I go to “mache ngumbu” (across the
waters) to pursue further studies abroad or overseas. When I was at Itierio mixed boarding
school, my grandmother and my mother always reminded me to avoid boys. I recall these
words: “bamura imbari koba morito” which literary means ‘boys don’t become pregnant’. This
was a warning to me that I should be careful when I am in the company of boys/men. My
paternal grandmother was careful when talking about issues around sexuality and morality. She
cited several examples of girls in our village who were suffering47 after becoming pregnant and
45

The late uncle Naftali Oyieko was a renowned primary school Head Teacher who was concerned
with my academic work throughout my academic journey. He always signed my school report forms
ahead of my father. He inspired me to be a teacher. Generally, left an indelible mark in my life.
Unfortunately, he succumbed to cancer in 1994. He invested so much in me. However, he did not live
long to enjoy the fruits of his labour, that of investing in my education and shaping my character.
46
My paternal grandparents owned a large portion of land which was enough to sublet to all their
nine sons. Their large traditional house with several rooms was built on the hill.
47
Some of the girls in my village dropped out of school because of early pregnancies. The next
option was to get married. Unfortunately, many of those marriages did not last. So, the girls returned
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eventually dropped out of school. At this point, she encouraged us to respect our teachers and
older persons. She always said to every female grandchild: “ekunge”. This literally means
abstaining from sexual relationships.

According to my grandparents and teachers, disobedience, arrogance, decadence, immorality
and disorderliness among the youth determined a teenager’s future life. Therefore, they
encouraged girls to behave well in and out of school. I was an obedient girl to my parents and
to everyone older than me as well. However, I admit that I did not obey the elderly villagers
both men and women who often persuaded me to get married after class Seven, form Four or
form Six. I was always devastated whenever someone questioned why I was still at home or
in school. I mean, the question was why I was not married yet my age mates were already out
of school. Most of my primary and secondary school female classmates had dropped out of
school due to early pregnancies and marriages. During my teenage years, many people in my
local village took girl child education for granted. They would ask: Omoiseke nere ngosoma
are which literally means do girls get educated? This not only discouraged many girls from
going to school but also from taking their studies seriously. It also trivialized girls’ education
to the extent that some people thought it was a waste of money and time to focus on girls’
education. Consequently, many girls dropped out of school before completing primary or
secondary school.

My Gusii natal home in Nyamira County borders with the Luo of Homa Bay county.
Consequently, families and clans from the two communities along the border have borrowed a
lot from each other. Members from the two communities used to and still interact peacefully
with each other in churches, schools and markets. They also intermarry. Because of such
interactions, I am privileged to be able to read, write and speak both languages (Ekegusii and
Dholuo) fluently. I recall, in regard to the issue of girl child education, some people would say
in Dholuo “wuoyi en siro”, (a boy is a pillar/ centre pole which holds the walls of a house)
“nyako en ogwang” (a girl is a wild cat). The other statement which trivialized girls’ education
was “nyako anyaka be ipuonjo” (why should you educate a mere girl?)48.

According to them, educating girls was a waste of resources. Hence, many parents invested on
their sons’ education since they were considered as pillars and assumed to assist them in future.
For girls, they were of less value. Moreover, they were destined for marriage in other places
away from their homes. That's why dropping out of school and getting married was the right
thing to do. Nonetheless, my family members were exceptional in the sense that they
encouraged all of us to go to school regardless of gender.

to their natal homes with several children or gave birth to more children. Such girls were and still are
commonly referred as ‘returnees.
48
The Luo translation was validated through Personal Communication by Ojwang Humphrey, Senior
Lecturer, Institute of Anthropology, Gender and African Studies, University of Nairobi
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I remember the support I received from both my paternal and maternal uncles when I was in
school. This ranged from pocket money, school reading materials and money for academic
trips, among others. In turn, I was expected to reciprocate through discipline and good
performance at school. Some of my relatives were teachers who often demanded to see my end
of term school report. One of them (Naftal) always signed my report forms before I went back
to school. Hence, I was careful not to disappoint any of them. This inspired me to work hard
in primary school through university.

After form four, I successfully applied for a training course in Registered Nursing. However, I
had to make a choice between joining nursing or advanced level of education (‘A’, Levels) at
Kyeni Girls High School - Embu. Initially, I wanted to join nursing. After all, many of my
female school mates had already dropped out of school. However, my uncle Naftal rejected
my decision and ordered me to report to Kyeni Girls immediately. I obeyed my uncle, prepared
myself and was escorted to school by my elder brother.

Kyeni Girls High School in Runyenjes – Embu (Eastern region) is about 500 miles away from
my home in Nyamira (Nyanza region). It was a girls’ Catholic Mission boarding high school
under the headship of Ms Zilpah Omondi. Because of the distance, I could only return home
at the end of the term. Going home for the mid – term break was too expensive for me.
Students were visited every last Sunday of the month. Unfortunately, because of the distance,
nobody visited me during my two years stay at Kyeni. I was contented with my situation. On
visiting days, I and a few other classmates who had no visitors always spent time to study in a
room that was used for keeping sports equipment. Here we could do serious studies and
discussions the whole day until the end of visiting hours. This was a strategy of staying away
from seeing our schoolmates enjoying the company of their visitors.

In Kyeni girls, all students were expected to be ‘equal’ and there was no seniority. I mean,
unless one was a prefect, manual work was compulsory. The school Head Mistress (Ms
Omondi) repeatedly reminded us that “there is no difference between a form one and a form
six. The only difference is that one has read more books than the other”. This means there
was no difference between a daughter of a peasant farmer and senior government officer.
According to the Headmistress we were all students. She said this several times at parade. At
that time, it sounded to me that she wanted to ensure equality among the students since we
were from various socio-economic backgrounds. So, she levelled the ground for all of us. Todate my Itierio school mates as well as Kyeni classmates have joined WhatsApp groups for
networking. My interaction with former students in both schools through such network has
enabled me to continue interacting with former schoolmates49 who are now working in various
positions.

49

My other school mates Leah, Assumpta, Nancy, and Anita, who got married at the same time, had
similar challenges. Fortunately, all of them graduated as scheduled
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One and a half years after completing my ‘A’ levels at Kyeni Girls, I joined Kenyatta
University where I pursued a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Education. I got married in the second
year. My spouse James had just graduated and had started working. I gave birth to our first
baby Kerubo in the second year. After giving birth I became a non-resident. My spouse helped
me in caring for the baby, especially when she woke up at night. Baby Kerubo was calm and
used to sleep a lot so she was not problematic. However, things changed immediately as I
started to grapple with multiple roles. Life of a student, a young mother, and wife was full of
challenges which I did not only have to adjust to but also to persevere. This included putting
up with house helps and in-laws. Immediately, I settled as a wife, the number of relatives who
came to stay with us doubled while others regularly visited us without any notice. I learnt to
persevere as I remembered my parents’ teachings about peaceful co-existence and tolerance.
It was not easy to adjust to the new role of mothering. To my dear readers’ disbelief, I did not
disclose my difficult experiences to my parents fearing that they will tell me to return home
and forget about the marriage. I did not wish to be a single parent. So, I had to endure and
assume that all was well. I found that my in-laws were not as tolerant or as loving as Naomi in
my grandmother’s story. I realized that women join strange environments upon marriage and
must make firm decisions for themselves in order to pursue their dreams. Mine was to complete
my university studies and raise a family. The teachings I received when I was a young girl
helped me to withstand the later difficult experiences in my womanhood.

All the same, my undergraduate academic performance was not very appealing due to the
aforesaid challenges. However, I completed my studies and graduated and was posted to teach
in one of the secondary schools in Nairobi. One year after graduation, I won two scholarships
from the Association of African Universities: for a postgraduate diploma and a Master of Arts,
respectively. I gave birth to Moraa and Kwamboka in that order when I pursued the two
programmes. About ten years later, I won a prestigious Commonwealth Scholarship when I
was a lecturer at the Kenya Institute of Administration (KIA), (currently, the Kenya School of
Government). This enabled me to pursue doctoral studies in Canada. I endured my stay in
Canada since I was separated from my family for the entire period of my fellowship even
though I was visiting them annually. I was also in constant touch with them through emails,
letters, cards and phone calls.

Despite encountering several challenges during my studies, I climbed up the academic ladder
and finally became the first female graduate with a doctorate degree in my natal village. Since
then, I have invisibly become a role model to many parents some of whom proudly say that I
“inspired their daughters to wear graduation gowns”50. Some of my other siblings too studied
up to university but their experiences were not the same as mine because the choices I made
were not the same as theirs. For instance, I made a bold decision to study abroad and stayed
away for seven years leaving behind our children under the care of their father. My mother
and one of my brothers were opposed to this decision but our children and my spouse gave me
the go-ahead. I stayed in North America longer because after completion of my PhD I was
50

This statement has been made several times by parents, especially women whose daughters have
gone past secondary level of education. They normally make this statement in a way of appreciating
me.
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given an offer to teach in the USA as an Assistant Professor. When I returned to Kenya I
worked as an adjunct lecturer at Kenyatta University, Masinde Muliro University of Science
and Technology, Tangaza University College and Moi University. Later I was employed on
contract by the Kenyatta University before I tried politics. The second contract came
immediately after the 2013 elections. I then taught at Kenyatta University until I got a
permanent teaching job at the University of Nairobi in 2014.

I could not go back to the Kenya Institute of Administration (currently the Kenya School of
Government) where I used to teach as a Senior Lecturer before I left for my doctoral studies in
Canada because I had sued the institution for illegally denying me paid study leave. I won the
case and was paid damages. Through this legal engagement, I wanted to encourage other
workers, especially women to fight for their rights when they are frustrated by their employers.

Unlike during my teenage time, today, many parents in my local village where I was brought
up have embraced education for girls even though some are still lagging behind. As I conclude
this narration, I wish to concur with Monika Fludernik who said that “throughout our lives,
things frequently happen without prior warnings and bring about radical changes in the course
of events…” (2009 p.1)51.

My story has helped me to share my thoughts, views and understanding of people who shaped
my womanhood. I wrote this story hoping that those who will have a chance to read it will be
inspired to appreciate the important role of various agents of socialization in the family and
society at large and to write their own story so that our children may also learn from their
experiences as well. The encouragement from members of my family as well as my teachers
reveals a type of caring people whose compassionate love inspires me to long for those old
days when children’s behaviours were shaped by older family members and the larger
community. I am also inspired and ready to help those who need my assistance.

As I conclude, I would like to reiterate that my womanhood was shaped by all those who were
around me, including my paternal and maternal grandparents, my parents paternal and maternal
uncles and aunts, my school teachers and siblings. I must say that the teachings I received from
each category of people not only shaped my character but also encouraged me to work hard
both in school and at home. The biblical and traditional teachings which I received also
empowered me in many ways: I learnt what it is to be an African Gusii woman and how to
behave when interacting with boys. I learnt that girls should take care of themselves in order
to succeed in life. I was prepared to be omoremereria (to be tolerant) as my mother and my
grandmothers who always reminded me that women experience a lot of challenges in society,
therefore, they must persevere. They also inspired me to motivate others. Today, I do motivate
girls to work hard and take care of themselves. I do this since they cannot interact with the
people I had interacted with when I was growing up. From my upbringing, I still believe that
51

Fludernik, M. (2009). An Introduction to Narratology. London and New York. Routledge.
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obedience to the older ones should be the norm. I grew up knowing that any member in the
larger family could punish any one of us for misbehaviour. These checks and balances enabled
me to live within the expectations of the family and the community at large. My people,
especially my father saw some leadership potential in me so they always said to me “mwana
kaa nogambe” literal meaning “child one time you will rule/will be a leader”. To-date I am still
trying to fulfil their wishes through my political ambitions.
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Abstract
This paper breaks new ground in understanding how the African American jazz genius, pianist,
composer and arranger Mary Lou Williams (1910-1981) utilized her music during her life time
on a national and international scale. She created a new form of jazz called Sacred Jazz, wrote
hundreds of original compositions, and completed successful arrangements for leading
musicians, trios and bands, while mastering performance of sixty years of different styles of
jazz. It examines the historical context of her life and career and juxtaposes her against two
major events during her life time: The Civil Rights Movement and the Black Arts Movement.
Williams, as a Black woman and as a jazz artist, did not participate in any significant way with
either movement and used her music as a creative shield that never allowed self-examination
based on race or gender. This paper, through the theory of intersectionality, further examines
how colourism, race and gender oppression are connected in impacting the life and career of
Mary Lou Williams because of the racial and patriarchal systems that adversely affect the
African American woman and that caused Williams and her music to be marginalized. Current
scholarly writings have not examined these deleterious effects on her career that caused her
and her music to remain largely unknown, obscured and forgotten in contemporary times. My
key findings are that music was a limited shield against racism and patriarchy for her, but that
she utilized creative resilience to overcome all these barriers to continue creating music over
a long career. Despite chronic illness and advanced age, she became an even better pianist,
composer and arranger at the end of her life. Mary Lou Williams and her music, empowered
by her sheer genius and prodigious musicality, need to be acknowledged in the jazz cannon.
Key Words: African American, also Black Americans or Blacks (used interchangeably); Black
Nationalism; Canon; Colourism; Patriarchy; Racism; Segregation

Introduction
An examination of Mary Lou Williams’ jazz career revealed that her creative genius
empowered her as an artist and maintained her in a career that lasted 60 years until her death
in 1981. Born in 1910 into intense racial hostility and debilitating patriarchy in the United
States, she suffered discrimination because of her race and because of her gender. Mary Lou
Williams’s handwritten autobiography, from her childhood to young adulthood, offers a
valuable perspective on how she utilized her creative genius to overcome enough of the
negative impact of racism and patriarchy, to keep brilliantly performing, composing and
arranging. She used music as a shield and as a form of creative resistance.

Suffering Racism and Colourism
Williams experienced racism in multiple forms. She encountered racism externally from others due
to the fact of her ethnicity as an African American. She encountered racism, internally, from intimate
family members, due to her darker skin colour. She wrote in her autobiography, about numerous
disturbing incidents with racial discrimination that started when she was young, little, and
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defenceless. Even as a young African American child, she was routinely threatened, harassed and
attacked by neighbourhood immigrant white children, as well as chased and beaten by grown adult
white men, too.52 There were horrible examples of bigotry based on skin colour that were also present
in her family relationships. Williams encountered racism professionally, both as an African American
and an African American with a very black coloured complexion. Mary Lou Williams was victimized by
this external and internal “double barrel” racism.53

The colour hierarchy, that values light complexions over dark, is called colourism. Colourism
disadvantages dark-skinned people while privileging those with lighter skin. Research has
linked colourism to smaller incomes, lower marriage rates, longer prison terms, and fewer job
prospects for darker-skinned people. Women with light skin experience greater success in
relationship, education, and employment. Furthermore, they report higher levels of
confidence.54
Colourism has roots in slavery when slave owners forced slave women into sexual intercourse
and light-skinned offspring were the tell-tale signs of these sexual assaults. Light skin was
initially a badge of shame, until slave owners, while not officially recognizing their mixed-race
children, gave preferential treatment to slaves with fairer complexions. Dark-skinned slaves
worked outdoors, while light-skinned slaves worked indoors. As slavery continued, light skin
came to be viewed as an asset in the slave community, another degrading form of
discrimination.55
Like most African American families, due to the history of rape during enslavement, and intermingling
with Native Americans, Williams had relatives with widely different skin colours. There were those
who could physically pass for white, those with various shades of brown and those who were deep
black in skin colour. Her maternal great-grandparents could pass for white; her maternal grandparents
were light-skinned, her mother was brown and Mary was dark black.56
Due to her dark skin, physical violence also began early in Williams’ home as a child who was beaten
quicker, longer and harder by adult family women. She acknowledged that her great-grandmother
Matilda especially beat her harder and more often than the other children because she was darkskinned.57
To add insult to injury, middle class, light-skinned African Americans looked down upon darker
members of their race, too. The closer they were, in colour to white skin, the more they ridiculed and
segregated themselves from darker-skinned African Americans. This meant that African American
children whose parents judged her far too dark to play childhood games with their lighter coloured
children also ostracized Mary Lou Williams.58

Outside of her personal life, she also experienced racism in her professional life. It was
especially difficult for Williams to get decent jobs and earn the same equitable pay as lighter
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skinned women or men jazz artists. She stated categorically that she was no exception to the
fact that “white men in the music industry stole, misappropriated copyrights, and swindled
black artists.”59 In a letter to white manager, Joe Glaser, in a futile attempt to get payment from
him for money owed for a performance, she complained “…Now if I ask for one thin dime, I’m
either ‘Nigger Rich’ or have a swell head. What kind of shit is this?”60
Writer Frank Kofsky, in Illuminating the History and Political Economy of Jazz (1998), offers
an account of the history and political economy of jazz and how African-American jazz artists
were both creatively and financially exploited. He documented what Mary Lou Williams
always complained about: the theft of performance payments and royalties on her
arrangements, compositions and recordings.
Attacks of racism increased as Williams grew older. When she was 19, a white man from
Mississippi paid the cook at the club to kidnap her and take her to his plantation. She had to
stop playing her music there to stop his advances.61 There was also an incident on a streetcar,
where tired from her jazz schedule, she fell asleep and did not move to the back of the bus
when the front filled up. She was threatened with arrest by the conductor who asked if she
“…was one of those Northern niggers…”62
While performing down South, she recalled, “Never in my life had I ever heard so many
‘nigger, nigger, niggers.” 63 She endured the same indignities as other African Americans in
that era. Despite her talent, she ate in the kitchen with the help, and club owners who refused
to honor their contracts often did not pay her. One club owner told her, “I can get all the
niggers I want on Beale Street for two dollars a dozen”64 Beale Street in Memphis, Tennessee
was where artists lived, performed and could be hired to work.
Once, while being driven to a club by a white driver, the driver saw an elderly man on a bridge
and yelled, “There’s a nigger, run over him, he’s too old to live anyway!”65 Williams
remembered that she was with too many white people in the car, too far out in the woods, so
she “kept quiet, counted to ten very fast, and thought of a beautiful composition.”66 She
maintained that writing a composition in her head kept her alive in this racially charged
atmosphere.

Mary Lou Williams and the Civil Rights Movement
While she identified herself as a ‘Negro’, which was the racial terminology used during her
lifetime, Williams stated numerous times that she was definitely not ‘pro-black’ politically or
culturally. She believed that it was not good for movements or for artists when artists tried to
be political. Her position was “I think all musicians or people like me would get mixed up in
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something, looking for some people to help them and help the race. But they can never be
anything but a musician”.67
Based on this stance, she was logically absent from both the Civil Rights and the Black Arts
movements, two of the most significant historical movements for African Americans in the
20th century. Most historians begin the Civil Rights Movement in 1954 with the Supreme
Court’s decision, in Brown versus The Board of Education that ruled against the concept of
separate but equal education. The end of the Civil Rights Movement was the 1968 Voter’s
Registration Law. There is, however, evidence that the struggle for Civil Rights in the United
States actually began back in 1919 with the first organized resistance to the system of
segregation and the call for reform of racist American institutions.68
The Civil Rights Movement was a movement by African Americans to achieve basic civil
rights equal to those of white American citizens, which included equal opportunity in
employment, housing, and education; the right to vote; the right of equal access to public
facilities; and the right to be free of racial discrimination. No social or political movement of
the twentieth century had as profound an effect on the legal and political institutions of the
United States. This movement sought to restore to African Americans the rights of citizenship
guaranteed by the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, which were eroded by the
segregationist Jim Crow Laws in the South.69 Jim Crow Laws, enacted after the end of slavery,
began when the southern states were upset at losing the Civil War and slave labour. Jim Crow
Laws were designed to separate the races by punishing African Americans and keeping them
under racial control. These unfair laws were finally dismantled by the Civil Rights
Movement.70
Williams’ position, in terms of involvement in the Civil Rights Movement, was that even
though in her autobiography she related many racist events that happened to her, as both a child
and an adult, personally and professionally she kept a low profile in assisting in the Civil Rights
struggle. She did not participate in marches, she did not protest verbally or publicly, and her
singular contribution was that she played in some fundraising concerts to raise money for the
movement.71 The Civil Rights Movement led into the Black Arts Movement.

Mary Lou Williams and the Black Arts Movement
Williams publicly and privately ridiculed the Black Arts Movement. This was another historical, artistic
period that Mary Lou William lived in, but did not contribute to, except in minimal ways. The Black
Arts Movements was from 1965 to 1975 and was “considered the artistic branch of the black power
movement.”72 The Black Power Movement had a worldview that put black people as the centre of
everything. Willie Ricks, a Civil Rights activist, introduced the Black Power slogan during a Civil Rights
march in 1966. In 1968, one of the younger leaders in the Civil Rights Movement, Kwame Ture
(formerly Stokely Carmichael) defined Black Power as ‘‘the ability of Black people to politically get
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together and organize themselves so that they can speak from a position of strength rather than a
position of weakness.”73

While I never found a quote where Williams indicated she was proud of being black, privately
she did write to a priest in Rome, ridiculing the new Black Nationalism, “I’m black and
beautiful. This is the new slogan and I’m not Negro, I’m African or Blackman. Hurry back and
help me.”74 She also distrusted this term that she called ‘Afro’. She complained “… Afro had
nothing to do with jazz. Jazz grew up on its own here in America.”75
Williams found no point of connection with the Black Arts Movement. According to Linda
Dahl’s biography of Williams, Morning Glory, “naturals, dashikis, Black Power, all of which
Mary viewed with suspicion.”76 At the height of the Black Arts Movement in the sixties, when
Williams had been playing professionally for more than forty years, some African Americans
criticized her when she did not jump on the nationalist bandwagon. Mary replied that she did
not want to go back to Africa.77
The enigma is that she always identified jazz as black and was proud that jazz had its roots in
black people. She spent the last years of her life, admonishing African Americans to remember,
promote and be proud of the jazz legacy. Williams believed wholeheartedly in jazz as an
authentic creation from African Americans, and the need to preserve the legacy of jazz. This
should have meant jazz fit well into the concept of the black arts movement as authentic African
American art.
The Black Arts proponents such as the writer Amiri Baraka, also proudly claimed jazz as
originated by African Americans. Nonetheless, Williams complained, “… Afro had nothing to
do with jazz. Jazz grew up on its own here in America.”78 She insisted, “Black Americans don’t
have to go back to Africa…”79 Even in a life dedicated to jazz, Williams failed to realize the
connection between jazz and African Americans to the continent and culture of Africa. She
seemed forever unable to understand that Africa was the origins of her race and the music she
loved.
The reality of being both African American and woman born in the early twentieth century
seemed to have been historically difficult, racially, sexually and musically for Mary Lou
Williams. Even in the jazz world, the term musician predominantly meant black man. While
woman musician meant those who were inferior artists, certainly not as capable or not taken as
seriously as male musicians were. For her entire career, Williams refused to identify herself
as a “woman musician” and demanded that she be referred to as a jazz musician, full stop.

The Woman Musician
Sherrie Tucker, a musicologist, music historian, book author, professor, and journal editor, said
that Williams’ characterization of her musicality as masculine is a black feminist reading of
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black masculinity as an available space for black genius: that there was no corollary for black
women and black femininity in jazz, or anywhere else in culture.80 Tucker reminded that
Williams admired Melba Liston with Dizzy Gillespie’s band with the statement, “She
rehearses the band like she’s one of the boys, but she is feminine all right.”81
For Williams to call herself a ‘woman musician’ would translate, through the existing
patriarchal system and extreme gender bias, that she was saying:
she was inferior to men;
she couldn’t be a jazz genius; and
she was accepting a subordinate position in the jazz world.
Mary Lou Williams was a creative genius in jazz who knowingly curated her career based on
her understanding of herself as a jazz artist in a specific historical time. She was savvy enough
to know how women musicians were viewed in the jazz world. The jazz critic Barry Ulanov
in an article about Mary Lou Williams wrote, “Mary has made it…So fully has she made it,
that in discussing her work one almost forgets that she is a woman.”82
In the context of race and gender, my research uncovered multiple contradictions, between
what Williams said privately or publicly and how she lived her life. She made statements that
were directly opposite to each other, such as maintaining that jazz was original music created
by blacks from the spirituals and blues, but ridiculing the Black Arts Movement. She stated
that she likes being a woman, only to insist for her entire career, that she was a musician, never
to be referred to as a woman musician. Her statements showed little willingness to talk honestly
about racial or gender realities in the U.S.

Mary Lou Williams’ Relationships
Mary Lou Williams’ life choices in adult relationships, including her marriages, reveal a
woman victimized by black men who abused and dominated her intimately. There were also
the white men who abused and dominated her professionally. Men physically abused her. One
example is that in her first marriage to John Williams, her married lover saw her walking with
another man and slapped her around and threatened the other man. “My married lover couldn’t
understand me and one day he said he felt like killing me…”83 Men as husbands, lovers and
boyfriends constantly physically beat Williams. Along with domestic abuse and sexual
violence, came emotional violence. Williams’ childhood was fraught with violence and it
continued into her adulthood. She excused the men who said they loved her, but also beat her,
gave her black eyes, broke her nose, tore up her apartment and worse. Her ex-husband, John
Williams commented years later, “Other guys treated her like so many men treat women. Fight
‘em…cuss ‘em and run them off. She hadn't been used to that…”84
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Multiple Jeopardy
Williams appeared outwardly to have limited understanding of multiple jeopardy. Multiple
jeopardy is the construct of race, gender, class, and sexuality that is important in understanding
a black woman, as well as understanding black women musicians in the United States.85 The
inter sectionality of how these barriers are also connected in the social categorizations such as
race and gender as they apply to a given individual or group86 is another construct that Williams
seemed never to consider in defining or describing the dilemmas that race and gender caused
in her life. Bell Hooks’ Feminist Theory: From Margin to Centre, asserts that sexism – which
mostly affects women – is a form of oppression, perpetrated by institutional and social
structures, by "individuals who dominate, exploit, or oppress; and by the victims themselves
who are socialized to behave in ways that make them act in complicity with the status quo.”87
This analysis speaks to the life of Mary Lou Williams who only saw her talents in masculine
terms and her value in relation to, or in competing with men in jazz. Only with regards to male
references did Williams believe she was successful in the male-oriented jazz world.
A child prodigy who began playing music as a toddler, she also began to use her music as a shield ever
since she was a young child. First, she used music as a shield to escape the dysfunction in her family
around colourism.88 Her musical talent provided much needed money for her family’s wellbeing,89 so
she became valuable due to her ability to earn more than the adults in her family. It was also during
her childhood, that Mary Lou Williams discovered for the first time, that her talent mitigated the
racism she externally experienced, when she became known for her musical prowess as the ‘little
piano girl’. As the ‘little piano girl’, she was invited into neighbourhood homes to play piano for them
and to be paid by them. In this specific way, her creative talent, early in life, lessened the trauma of
being black, with those who were aware of her growing fame.90 Certainly, it did not completely do
away with the impact of racial prejudice in her life, but white children and white adults no longer
physically assaulted her.
For her entire professional life, she refused an identity as a woman musician, believing that focusing
on, or including her gender, was personally denigrating and professionally limiting. She also had a
contradictory and very basic definition of womanhood, combining the feminine with the masculine,
“I’m very feminine, but I think like a man.”91 She acknowledged being born in poverty, but she never
believed that she was poor because of systematic oppression and patriarchy. Rather she felt that it
was a personal wrong being done to her when white managers, agents and record producers stole her
music, royalties and fees.
Williams appeared outwardly to have limited understanding of multiple jeopardy, the construct of
race, gender, class, and sexuality, which is important in understanding the black woman, as well as
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understanding black women musicians.92 The inter sectionality of how these barriers are also
connected in the social categorizations such as race, class, and gender as they apply to a given
individual or group93 is another construct that Williams seemed never to consider. She did not apply
either of these constructs in defining or describing the dilemmas that race and gender caused in her
life and in the lives of other black women. She used her musical creativity in limited ways to resist both
racism and patriarchy and all of what she considered “miserable blocks…and bad sounds…” in her
career.94 She did not see being black and female as a source of strength or resistance to the racism
and patriarchy that she experienced. In her published statements, she never appeared to see herself
globally, in terms of race or gender, nor any connections to those outside of her personal or family
space. For Mary Lou Williams everything in life hinged on music and what she wanted from her race
was for every black person to know and love jazz. “Our people don’t know anything about their own
music.”95 Her convoluted way of exhibiting her black pride was to be the best jazz musician that she
could be as evidenced by her statement, “I’ve always been a leader of men.”96 Williams’ statement
that she was a leader of men, in her estimation moved her to the top of the jazz world.
Mary Lou Williams, in interviews over a period of decades, answered what it meant to be a woman in
jazz. Her answer was always the same with slight variations. In a 1957 article, Marian McPartland,
asked her again, woman to woman, “How does it feel to be a woman in a man’s world?”97 Williams
gave her the answer she had consistently given,
You’ve got to play, that’s all. They don’t think of you as a woman
if you can really play. I think some girls have an inferiority complex
about it, and this may hold them back, but they shouldn’t feel that way.
If they have talent, the men will be glad to help them along. Working
with men, you get to think like a man when you play. You automatically
become strong, though this doesn’t mean you’re not feminine.98
Williams was a reluctant pioneer who opened up the way for women pianists that followed her, even
if that was not her intention or that she did it grudgingly,
As for being a woman, I never thought much about that one way or the other. All
I’ve ever thought about is music. I’m very feminine, but I think like a man. I’ve been
working around them all my life. I can deal better with men than women.99

Black musician Howard McGhee, a jazz trumpeter from the Bebop generation, had a familiar biased
male perspective about women musicians and included Williams with,
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When a woman is on the scene, it’s different. Even with the grandmother of all
the lady musicians, jazz pianist Mary Lou Williams, you really have to be extra
respectful. She expects it. So, if you hire women, it’s just going to mean hassles,”100
His remarks are incredibly sexist that he would rather miss her extraordinary playing, than deal with
his preconceived notions of whether he would be able to curse or not around her.

Although Mary Lou Williams did not have a framework for understanding the reasons behind
these biases or for working to dismantle them in her life, she gave ample evidence of how she
personally felt the harmful effects of the intersection and multiple jeopardy of race, and gender.
She had jazz music and an insistence on artistic freedom despite the deleterious manipulations
of race and gender on her whole self. Williams insisted in her autobiographical notes, “My
music acted as a shield preventing me from being aware of many of the prejudices that must
have existed.”101 The operative words “must have existed” imply that her genius was
disconnected from her reality. Williams gave numerous examples of racist discrimination from
her family, community, immigrant neighbours, employment, and inside the world of jazz. What
seems likely is that jazz, until she was 54 years old and had an emotional crisis, was in all
actuality the most important aspect of her existence. She left jazz for a number of years and
when she returned to performance, composing and arranging, she traded jazz and creativity as
a musical shield for her new found relationship with God. God then became the most important
in her existence. She remained empowered by her creative genius.
For Mary Lou Williams the issues of race and gender were summed up in simplistic sentiment,
“I’ve worked all my life on my own merits.”102 Her tragedy is that she was never able to be
‘wholly’ Mary Lou Williams as an African American woman jazz genius. Her legacy is that
she was a jazz genius.

Glossary
African American, also Black Americans or Blacks (used interchangeably) are a group of North
Americans with ancestry from any of the black racial groups of Africa.
Black Nationalism in the U.S. is advocacy of or support for unity and political self-determination for
black people, especially in the form of a separate black nation.
Canon is a body of musical works that society has accepted as influential. Canon has religious
connotations, with the Oxford English Dictionary defines it as a “collection or list of sacred books
accepted as genuine.” In other words, a canon is a group of works deemed timeless and universal.
Colourism is prejudice or discrimination against individuals with a dark skin tone, typically among
people of the same ethnic or racial group.
Jazz developed from both the spirituals and the blues. It is a type of music of African American origin
that emerged at the beginning of the 20th century, characterized by improvisation, syncopation, and
usually a regular or forceful rhythm.
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Jim Crow Laws are statues named after a minstrel character called Jim Crow, when southern
legislatures passed laws of racial segregation directed against blacks at the end of the 19th century.
Multiple Jeopardy is a term used to describe the way in which oppressive barriers that individuals
face, contribute to the life of oppression faced due to these factors culminating together to cause
further and greater oppression.
Patriarchy is defined as a system of society or government in which men hold the power and women
are excluded from it.
Racism is defined as a system of prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism directed against someone
of a different race based on the belief that one's own race is superior.
Sacred Jazz is contemporary jazz and Christian worship.
Segregation was an institutional system of separation of access in the United States that set apart
blacks and whites, in supposedly separate but equal access to facilities, services and opportunities.
The Black Arts Movement was the artistic outgrowth of the Black Power Movement.
The Black Power Movement was a political and social movement of racial pride, self-sufficiency, and
equality for all people of African descent.
The Civil Rights Movement was a decades-long movement to secure the same legal rights for
African Americans that other Americans already held.
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AFRICAN WOMEN IN CARIBBEAN LITERATURE: A LITERARY STUDY OF
SPACE IN EDWIDGE DANTICAT’S CLAIRE OF THE SEA LIGHT
Julius Kanyari Mwangi, Prof. Ciarunji Chesaina and Dr. Joseph Muleka- University of Nairobi

Abstract
This study is guided by but not limited to Chandra Talpade Mohanty’s ideas in Feminism
without Borders: Decolonizing Theory, Practicing Solidarity, on particularized rather than
generalized study of women. Indeed, the study avoids classification of women as a category
but instead sees them as individuals from different social, economic, geographical, cultural
and political backgrounds. Ultimately, based on individual and group experiences
representative of both the Caribbean and African experience, the study argues that the
Caribbean women share a lot in common with their African counterparts. The study has
interest in the question of how Caribbean women are perceived, treated and rewarded within
the family and communal set ups as presented by Edwidge Danticat. What is the role of women
in the Caribbean; and how is it related to the role of African women? The study is, therefore,
interested in the social, political and economic standing of women in the Caribbean. In order
to achieve these objectives, the study adopts a materialist feministic approach coupled with
African feministic point of view.
Key Words: African Women, Caribbean Literature, Space, Caribbean Women

Introduction
This study is anchored on the need to conduct particularized and tailor-made study on the
experiences of Caribbean women in the Caribbean novel, who arguably share a lot in common
with African women. Although women occupy a central position in the Caribbean family and
community, there seems to exist a muted effort to discredit their contributions. This form of
censorship is also evident within the African context.

The Status of Women in Caribbean Literature
Leota S. Lawrence, in her essay titled Women in Caribbean Literature: The African
Experience, problematizes the status of African and Caribbean women in the society, arguing
that they are both victims of unjust social systems. Lawrence makes the following observation,

As has been shown, there are several analogies that can be drawn between
Caribbean women as they appear in the literature and their African
counterparts. The most significant analogy that the literature reveals is that
women in Caribbean like their counterparts in Africa are ultimately assessed
on their success as wives and mothers, and that traditionally they have not
been taken seriously as a viable force in either the religious or secular
workings of the community, even though, as we have seen, their
contributions in both areas are anything but negligible (10-11)
Not only is the success of Caribbean and African women assessed based on their roles as wives
and mothers but also any of their contributions are highly muted. It is, therefore, important to
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interrogate the process of ‘knowledge-making’ and how this process hinders or enhances the
social, economic and political mobility of women in the Caribbean novel. Rosemary Hennessy
and Chrys Ingraham, in Materialist Feminism: A Reader in Class, Difference, and Women’s
Lives, problematize division of labour and power in societies:
Knowledge-making is an integral material aspect of this arrangement because
knowledges — what is considered true or the ways things are — can
legitimize how labour and power are divided. For this reason, culture — the
domain of knowledge production — is both a stake and a site of class struggle
(p.4-5)
Knowledge-making is, therefore, a material reality occurring within the class systems presented
by Danticat. Just like the bourgeoisie who own and control the means of production in the
capitalistic system, the men control ‘knowledge production’. In so doing, different social
expectations and responsibilities allocated to members of different genders seem to
disadvantage the women. In a way, this appears to be the root cause of gender-based
inequalities in Caribbean and African societies. Not surprisingly, failure to perform a slotted
duty seems to be the most prevalent yardstick for measuring the efforts and contributions of
women in the Caribbean novel. Consequently, the story of women in the novel is told from the
perspective of missed opportunities and/or failure to perform their roles as wives and mothers.
Danticat purposes not only to illuminate the centrality of women in the society but also to
celebrate their resilience in male dominated spaces. Women are presented as fulcrum in most
working social arrangements in the Caribbean society in the novel. Being a mother, for
instance, is not a secondary but instead a primary social, political and economic position in the
Caribbean. The success of the Caribbean society is, therefore, dependent on the roles played
by different women down from the family levels all the way to the highest offices in the
Caribbean nations. As such the reader is introduced to the questions of what is work and why
some work is remunerated whereas another one is not.
We are persuaded to think that Danticat writes with a preconceived goal to empower women
in the novel. Most female characters in her novels are enviable, strong and supportive of one
another. Being a mother, for instance, is presented as a noble task that demands highest levels
of training and experience. However, Danticat also celebrates women who decide not to have
children. In addition, we are introduced to a deeper understanding of being a mother whereby
some women take care of the children of other women. This phenomenon is very common in
the Caribbean society. Danticat uses the character of Claire as a symbol of the emancipation of
the Caribbean woman:
The name was buoyant as it sounded. It was the kind of name that you said
with love, that you whispered in your woman’s ears the night before your
child was born. It was the kind of name you easily carry your dreams, in your
mouth, the kind of name that made you clasp your hands against your chest
when you heard it being shouted out of so many mouths. It was the kind of
name you might find in poems or love letters, or songs. It was a love name
and not a revenge name. It was the kind of name that you could call out with
hope. It was the kind of name that had the power to make the sun rise (p.
119).
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The name Claire is symbolic of change and empowerment of the women in general and the
Caribbean women in particular. In spite of her hard start in life, Claire is victorious. Claire’s
mother died while giving birth to her. She is lovable and knows how to take care of herself.
She is also very confident, knows how to fight for her space and freedom and how to coexist
with others. On the day Claire’s father Nozias plans to give her away to Gaelle, the young girl
distances herself from her physical belongings: “Not her things, but the things, as though she knew
that nothing in the world was truly hers” (p. 226).

This is definitely not the way a seven-year-old girl behaves when she is about to leave the place
she has called home since birth. Probably Danticat seeks to highlight the plight of women who
have to deal with different journeys, departures and arrivals in their lifetimes. During marriages
women have to leave their parents’ homes, go to their husbands’ houses and start a new life
never to return to their former childhood homes. These journeys and movements also connect
the Caribbean with Africa. Historically speaking, the people of the Caribbean are descendants
of African slaves who were transported to the Caribbean by slavers to work for white plantation
farmers and colonialists. Therefore, the African experience is a major theme in Caribbean
literature.
The study, therefore, agrees to a certain extent with the ideas of Melville J. Herskovitz, in The
Myth of the Negro Past, who also advocates specialized study of women in the Caribbean
family, especially with regard to their African experience. Herskovitz, however, argues that in
“Africa, marriage is not a matter requiring approval of the state or any religious body” (p.
171). These words were true when Herskovitz wrote, during pre-independent Africa, but are
no longer true with regard to the present-day Africa. The same rule applies to the words of
Lawrence who argues that “[t]he only requirements are the consent of the families concerned
and the benevolent approval of the ancestor” (p. 2). Contemporary Africa requires partners to
officiate their marriage either through recognized traditional processes, the church and/or the
government. In as much as the ‘concerned families’ have a role to play in the approval of
marriages, the buck stops with the government. In Kenya, for instance, the office of the
Attorney General is mandated with the approval and legalization of marriages. Therefore, this
study re-launches the conversation on the status of African and Caribbean women in the
African and Caribbean families, respectively.
The nagging question then would be, with whom are we comparing the Caribbean women and
why? Our attempt to answer this question would be that this is not a comparative study but a
study of Caribbean women who share a lot in common with their African counterparts. Rather
than looking for African women to compare the Caribbean women with, this study consults
with a number of literary critics on Caribbean and African literature to ensure that the
arguments in this paper are articulated objectively. As such, the study is premised on the
experiences of Caribbean women in Danticat’s Claire of the Sea Light which are arguably
representative of the African experience. The experience of Caribbean women is comparable
to the events which led to the conquering and eventual colonization of the Caribbean islands
by the Europeans. Mimi Sheller, in Consuming the Caribbean: From Arawaks to Zombies,
explains how a normal and harmless appreciation changed to acquisition and control over the
Caribbean islands,
If the appreciation of Caribbean landscapes began from a pursuit of survival,
medicine and natural science, the flow of tropical flora, fauna, and forms of
cultivation across the Atlantic soon fed into a new ‘scenic economy’. I refer
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to these ways of representing and viewing ‘scenery’ as an economy because
they involved modes of accumulation, exchange, and consumption through
which landscape was fetishized and turned into commodity. (p. 46)
This commoditization of the Caribbean islands led to the conquest and eventual colonization
of the Caribbean. The process was marred by unprecedented levels of violence, displacements
and transportation of slaves and indentured labourers from different parts of the world,
especially from Africa and India to the Caribbean:
Colonialism’s manipulation of the social fabric of the Caribbean through
forced migrations of African slaves and the later movement of many Indian
workers to the islands was parallel by its manipulation of the environment to
produce consumer goods for Europe. (Shoemaker, p. 15)
It also led to the killing and annihilation of indigenous tribes of the Caribbean. Consequently,
the formation of the Caribbean is arguably a violent enterprise. This commoditization of the
Caribbean islands is comparable to commoditization of women in Caribbean literature in
particular, and society, in general. To start with, women are named after flowers. These flowers
are ideally beautiful; but also, some have thorns. These thorns which act as an adaptation
feature to protect the flower from potential enemies can also put potential friends and
companions off. This analogy presents women as a valuable companion to be handled with a
lot of care. Despite these tedious and delicate processes of managing and maintaining the
beauty of the flower the beauty fades away eventually and the flower dies. These ideas are best
illustrated by Danticat through the character of Rose who dies at the tender age of four years.
Her mother Gaelle is ready to die to save her unborn daughter Rose,
The baby, determined by the images to be a girl, was shown to have a cyst
growing in her chest and down her entire spine. If she lived long enough to
be born, the doctor said, she would probably die soon after. Both the doctor
and Laurent had thought Gaelle should abort before she was too far along.
But Gaelle wanted to carry full term to see the whole thing through. (p. 51)
Possibly, the determination to have a child of her own influences Gaelle to name her daughter
while in her womb. Although, some people name their children before they are born, her
interaction with her unborn child is unique. When she realizes that her child might die before
birth, she swallows a frog so as to dare her daughter to fight on,
Here they were, she thought, drawing the thought out of her mind. Two types
of animals were now inside of her, in peril: her daughter, Rose, and now this
frog. Let them fight it out and see who will win (p. 60).
Luckily, the daughter survives against all odds, but for a short while. After the death of her
daughter this joy turns to grief and regrets. Gaelle tries to find solace in men but this solace is
not forthcoming,
Gaelle had filled some of the years since her daughter’s death with these
answered questions and with the company of men who were interested in
either money or sex or both. Couldn’t they tell, she often wondered, that she
was a shell, a zombie, just as she had been when she was pregnant with her
daughter and was sure that her daughter would be born damaged or dead, just
as she had been too during those early days after her husband had died?
Couldn’t they tell that wherever her husband’s and daughter’s spirits were,
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was where she longed to be? Only Max had understood this, because he had
listened intently to her story about hiring the Special Forces avengers, while
holding her hand (p.149).
Max is a married man and the best he could do for Gaelle is to avenge for the death of her
husband. Their relationship does not develop to true intimacy possibly because it is kept a
secret from all other members of the society. Gaelle misses her daughter. She fantasizes about
the smell of a little girl:
There were many days when she wanted to grab a little girl and hold her in
her arms, just to inhale her smell, the smell these men lacked. Their smells
were musty: they smelled of roads and dust and cologne that never quite
covered their musk. They smelled of work, of sweat, of other women. But
little girls smelled of roses and wet leaves, of talcum powder, and the dew.
(p. 159)
The reader gets an idea of something beautiful that is out there to be looked at, smelt and
touched. Interestingly, this flower has no control over who is allowed to touch, smell or even
look at it. If we are to go ahead and imagine a flower shop scenario, all these aforementioned
rights would be transferred to the owner of the shop.
Finally, flowers die and give rise to seeds. This symbolism of a flower may be used to interpret
how the society perceives women. The Caribbean society expects the women to give birth to
children at whatever cost. Women who are unable to give birth for one reason or another
become the laughing stock of the community. This behaviour is also evident within the African
context. Flora Nwapa in her novel titled Efuru presents a tragic but heroic figure as the central
character. Efuru is married twice, deserted by both husbands and her only daughter dies. The
people believe that Efuru is bewitched,
Efuru, in what ways have you offended our ancestors? …You were married
and for a long time you did not have a child. Then the gods and our ancestors
opened your womb and had a baby girl…A girl is something though we
would have preferred a boy…and now, that only child is dead…As if all this
is not enough…I hear your husband has run away with that worthless woman.
(p. 87-8)
In the above excerpt about Efuru, a number of issues affecting women in Africa are brought
out which include the following points: place of the girl child in the community, role of the
ancestors in the allocation of social responsibilities, and the position of African women in
marriages and/or families. To start with, the society prefers couples giving birth to boys than
to girls. Secondly, women are responsible for ensuring that their marriages work. And lastly,
the death of a child is blamed on the mother. One might argue that the above excerpt comes
from a novel written in 1966 and as such, things have changed; only to realize that the same
issues raised above are prevalent in contemporary Caribbean society and literature.
Some of the women are socially and economically challenged, thus the process of child bearing
becomes a risky venture. The majority of women have limited or no access to proper antenatal
and postnatal care, thus endangering their lives as well as those of their young ones. And if
they die in the process of giving birth; they become mere statistics, as long as they are survived
by their newly born children.
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Does this seek to justify the death of women during child birth? Must the seed die to give rise
to a seedling? May be the women are meant to be like banana suckers which thrive hand in
hand with their young ones?
Finally, housewifization of women is another recurrent theme in Caribbean and African
literature and which affects the mobility of women. Women are supposed to stay at home and
perform domestic duties,
[H]ousewifization as the ideological and economic process of creating the
housewife to perform the free labour of domestic activities…emotional
labour as “love” and constructing the female gender to be naturally suited to
such works. (Shoemaker 22)
In contrast, the men are discouraged from staying at home. Men who like to stay in the house
become the laughing stock of the community vis-à-vis women who abandon their space at
home. This study avoids this stereotypical view of women and men in the Caribbean and
African set-ups. The study argues for a middle ground whereby both men and women
contribute equitably towards the running of families accordingly. In this regard, Lawrence
argues that although “the roles of men and women of African descent in the Caribbean have
changed,” they continue to retain “a flavour that is African” (4). To this end, the study does
not seek to isolate women from men and vice versa, but rather to promote a favourable middle
ground for both men and women.
The fact that a husband and children always have been of utmost importance
to African women and their Caribbean counterparts has never meant that
black women have been passive or powerless within the West Indian society.
(Lawrence, p. 4)
Supposedly, the majority of Caribbean women in the novel of study are comfortable with being
a wife and a mother. Nevertheless, the above statement does not seek to disqualify the fact that
the society in question has placed unreasonable expectations on being wife and mother. Merle
Hodge disapproves of the predicament of unmarried and childless women in their forties,
[T]he unmarried, …or childless woman, say in her forties, is projected as a
stock-joke –frustrated, nagging, disagreeable, withering away for the want of
a man to rule her or offspring to prove her fecundity” (p. 42)
This observation is also related to what Shoemaker refers to as the ‘structure of happiness’
whereby women are expected to wear a happy face while going through pain and tribulations.
Women wear this face as a veil to hide the “structure of terror” inside them. The structure of
happiness is thus the dominant structure that regulates the behaviour of women in the
Caribbean society.

Conclusion
The centrality of motherhood in Caribbean literature is manifest in the recurrent configuration
of the powerful figure of a mother. The mother is not only an agent for fostering peace and
unity but also a provider in the Caribbean family in particular, and society, in general.
It is obvious, therefore, that in spite of the transmutations and
reinterpretations that various aspects of traditional African culture have
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undergone in the New World, there exist among Caribbean people some
survivals of Africanism. These survivals surface in a variety of areas,
religious well as secular (Lawrence, p. 10)
The Caribbean woman is, therefore, comparable to her African counterpart based on her role
as a mother as well as a role-model for the younger generations,
The […] African woman acts as a model for younger generations; hence as a
woman grows older, she has taught another woman to whom she hands over
the mantle. Perhaps the above portrayal of the African woman would explain
why she does not give up on life, looking at the many problems with which
she has to contend (Chesaina, p. 226).
Being a mother, therefore, becomes an enviable and pertinent position in the community which
should be equally rewarded. In the same vein, Danticat celebrates the Caribbean woman in
order to empower women in Claire of the Sea Light. Women are pillars of hope and change.
Although some critics have argued against the ‘structure of happiness’ whereby women are
supposed to be happy in spite of their pain, this study advocates for a better system that
recognizes the real contribution of women in the Caribbean and African societies.
Finally, the study advocates for the adoption of an African centred approach towards the study
of the Caribbean women. The approach would ensure that issues and recommendations given
are based on the historical context which defines the contemporary Caribbean woman.
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Abstract
The United Nations adopted the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) under the theme
“Transforming our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.” The SDGs were
adopted by 193 countries to “end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy
peace and prosperity” (UNDP, 2020). These goals are to be achieved by 2030. As children
are affected by all the seventeen goals of the SDGs, there is a need for children, our future, to
be actively involved in achieving the goals. However, with exactly ten years remaining, the
question is: how do we get children to understand the importance of the SDGs and to be active
participants in their achievement?
It is in this light that this paper discusses how literature can be a powerful instrument in
teaching children about the importance of the Sustainable Development Goals and the need to
be active agents in the transformation of their society for the better. Toshiko Takagi’s The
Glass Rabbit and Linda Sue Park’s A Long Walk to Water will be used to demonstrate how
children’s literature helps our children to become aware of the challenges facing the world
and to understand the importance of realizing the SDGs. Through illustrations from the texts,
I try to show how children will learn about problems such as war, poverty, hunger and
insecurity that exist in the world and which are some of the issues addressed by the SDGs.
Furthermore, children will, at an early age, embrace positive values such as empathy,
compassion and caring for others which are necessary for them to make constructive changes.
In conclusion, I recommend that literature for children should be taught in order to
demonstrate to the children the importance of SDGs and how they can be agents of change for
the betterment of the society.
Key words: Sustainable Development Goals; Children; Poverty; Education; Peace.

Introduction
During the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit held in 2015, the United Nations
adopted the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) under the theme Transforming our World:
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. This move was meant to ensure that all citizens
work towards achieving a more sustainable future where all people can live in peace and can
prosper. The seventeen goals include those related to poverty, education, inequality and peace
with 169 concrete targets measured by 232 specific indicators. Thirty-five of these indicators
are directly related to children. This means that, “for the very first time, the dignity of children
and their right to live free from violence and from fear is recognized as a distinct priority on
the international development agenda” (United Nations “Children’s Rights in the 2030
Sustainable Development Agenda”).
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The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), identifies five focus areas:
1. Every child survives and thrives;
2. Every child learns;
3. Every child is protected from violence and exploitation;
4. Every child lives in a safe and clean environment; and
5. Every child has a fair chance in life.
With UNICEF’s call for “leave no child behind” (Children and the Sustainable Development
Goals), the vision of the SDGs is meant to ensure that every single child shall enjoy their rights
and “live in a healthy, equitable and peaceful world”. With exactly ten years remaining to
achieve the goals for 2030, the question is how do we get children to understand the importance
of the SDGs and involve them as active participants in the achievement of these goals?
In this light, I discuss how literature can be a powerful instrument to make children, our future,
aware of the importance of the SDGs. I will analyze the two children’s texts, Toshiko Takagi’s
The Glass Rabbit and Linda Sue Park’s A Long Walk to Water to show how this can be
achieved. I wish to demonstrate how war and conflict have devastating effects on children,
thus, hindering the achievement of the SDGs: No Poverty (Goal 1); Quality Education (Goal
4); Gender Equality (Goal 5); Clean Water and Sanitation (Goal 6) and Peace, Justice and
Strong Institutions (Goal 16). Literature can be useful in teaching children empathy and
compassion by understanding the challenges other children go through in other parts of the
world that they would, otherwise, never experience. Literature can also help children learn
how to be actively involved in transforming the world and achieving the SDGs.

Learning from The Glass Rabbit and A Long Walk to Water
The Sustainable Development Goals are universal and must be achieved through each and
every person’s efforts, including by school-going children, most of whom will be adults by
2030. For children to be active agents of transformation, they need to be aware of the challenges
such as climate change, inequality, conflict and poverty, among others that our world faces.
Living as we are in a highly connected world, we must teach our children about this
interconnectedness for them to truly understand that we all need to care for each other, our
environment, and our planet. The Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
subjects are seen as crucial to deal with the problems that we face in our world. However,
without the humanities we would be creating a modernized world with no humaneness. Thus,
the humanities should not be sidelined as these subjects play a key role in teaching our children
to connect and empathize with others. Moreover, they instill positive values in the children,
thus laying the foundations for the creation of a more humane society. Working together with
the humanities, the STEM subjects become more useful to humanity.
How, then, can we teach our children about empathy, responsibility and humaneness?
Literature is an important branch of humanities that can teach children about the necessary
skills and values to create a sustainable and humane world. Robert Eaglestone, in his book
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Literature: Why it Matters, states that literature is “a living conversation” and that it “makes
things matter” (7-8). For Eaglestone, we dialogue with the characters, dialogue with ourselves
and self-reflect. In this way, we learn not only about ourselves but also about caring for and
empathizing with others. We learn to think about how the world should be. Therefore, literature
helps children develop insights into the problems or issues around them and the wider world.
With guidance from adults such as parents, especially mothers and teachers, children will be
nurtured into global citizens who not only appreciate themselves, but care for others as well as
the world at large.
In this paper we look at the two children’s stories: The Glass Rabbit and A Long Walk to Water.
In both of these texts, children take us through their experiences as war victims from Japan in
the Far East to Sudan in Africa. Our world has gone through numerous wars and conflicts that
never seem to cease. Conflicts such as the Yemeni Civil War, the Kurdish-Turkish Conflict,
the Syrian War, Israel-Palestine Conflict and the Rohingya Conflict in Myanmar exist all over
the world. Closer to home we have the Boko Haram Insurgency in Nigeria, the DRC Conflict,
the Somali Civil War and the Al-Shabaab, to mention but a few. When there are wars and
conflicts, whether minor or major, not only is peace disrupted, but also many lives are lost,
properties are destroyed and numerous people are displaced. In addition, poverty and
destruction of the environment drastically increase while health and education, especially for
the children, become greater challenges. Through the experiences illustrated in the selected
texts, I will not only reveal the intense sufferings and agony children go through during wartime
but will also demonstrate how war can have deleterious effects on achieving many of the SDGs.
Further, this paper shows how literature can aid children to be aware not only of the importance
of peace but also to be committed to ensuring peace.
Synopsis of The Glass Rabbit
The Glass Rabbit is an autobiographical novel written by Toshiko Takagi, a Japanese female
author who experienced World War II as a child. The book is about her life during the war and
it provides a close account of her struggle and resilience during wartime. From The Glass
Rabbit we learn of the horrifying experiences Toshiko, a 12-year-old girl, endures through the
first narrator’s voice. Her father was a skilled glass craftsman and owned a glass factory but
was later forced by the military government to produce syringes in his factory. The title derives
its name from the half melted deformed glass rabbit that Toshiko finds at her house which was
burnt down by bombs during the war. The melted glass rabbit symbolizes the intensity of the
heat that had also killed her mother and two sisters.
Her two brothers eventually return from the warfront after being demobilized and she goes
back to school. The story ends where Toshiko remarks about the new Constitution that
renounces war forever. The book has received a number of awards in Japan and has been
translated into eight languages, including English and Spanish. It was also adapted into a
Japanese television drama series in 1980 and an animation movie in 2005.
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Synopsis of A Long Walk to Water
A Long Walk to Water written by Linda Sue Park, has two stories intertwined with Salva, an
eleven-years-old boy, and Nya, a girl, also eleven-years-old, from South Sudan being the main
characters. Our focus is on the story of Salva, based on a true experience of Salva Dut. The
story begins when Salva is daydreaming in class at school when suddenly the students and their
teacher hear gunfire. The teacher tells his class to run away as soon as the gunfire ceases in
order not to be caught by either the rebel forces or the army fighting in the Second Sudanese
Civil War. Though worried about his family, Salva runs for his life. However, being young, he
is left by his group until he eventually joins another group in which he meets his uncle. It is his
uncle who encourages him to continue walking and not to give up.
As he goes on, Salva witnesses a number of deaths, including his friend who is mauled by a
lion; his uncle who is shot dead by some men who ambush their group; and a number of people
who die of hunger, thirst and illness. Salva eventually reaches Ethiopia and stays in a refugee
camp for a number of years. But suddenly there is a notice that the camp is closing down and
the Ethiopian army forces the refugees to leave. Salva decides to walk to Kenya, followed by
fifteen hundred boys, some younger than him. Though only twelve hundred make it, they reach
a refugee camp in Kenya. Here, Salva meets an Irish aid volunteer who helps him learn English
and eventually Salva gets the chance to leave the refugee camp in Kenya for New York, USA
with another three thousand “lost boys” of Sudan who were separated from their families
during the Second Sudanese Civil War (Luster, Tom, et al 444).
Towards the end of the story Salva discovers his father alive in Sudan, as well as the other
members of his family, except for his two brothers who had been killed. The story ends when
Salva comes up with a project while in New York to help his village in Sudan. Salva also helps
other villages, including villages that had been enemies with Salva’s tribe for years. This
symbolizes Salva’s understanding of empathy and compassion: that regardless of differences
in tribe or religion, one should help those in need. The story of how Salva brings water to the
young girl Nya’s village which was in constant conflict with Salva’s village is an illustration
of empathy and willingness to help others, even if they don’t see each other eye to eye.

Relevance of the Texts to the Sustainable Development Goals
In this section I will discuss the relevance of the two texts to three specific goals of the
STGs, namely, “peace, justice and strong institutions;” “no poverty;” and “quality
education”. Through illustrations, the children will know that so long as conflict exists,
none of these goals can be achieved. Further, the children will realize the importance of
peace and harmony despite the many differences we may have, such as different ethnic
origins, religions, sexual orientations or different opinions. With the guidance of the
teachers and guardians, children will learn how to respect each other and promote
inclusion. In this way the children, who are our future, will aspire to be the change for
the better and also to ensure they improve the lives of every single person as is stated in
the United Nations’ slogan “leave no person behind.”
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First, the setting of both texts is during war. Interestingly, both stories begin with a tranquil

atmosphere. Toshiko, in The Glass Rabbit talks about how lively her district was with many
shops and a theatre. There were going to be sumo wrestlers’ tournaments and festivals in which
everybody joyfully participates. Similarly, in A Long Walk to Water, we see Salva, an elevenyear-old boy, in a classroom daydreaming and eager to go home. He feels lucky to be able to
go to school but at the same time wishes also to be at home looking after cattle with other boys.
He thinks of the days they would hunt animals and eat the meat with his friends. Then he starts
imagining how his mother would welcome him back home with a bowl of milk. The beginnings
of both stories display ordinary, tranquil lives of children living in a peaceful world.
However, when the war erupts and chaos ensues, neither Toshiko nor Salva can continue to
enjoy the lives they had. When the Great East Asia War begins and the Japanese troops are
defeated at Guadalcanal, Toshiko laments, “the atmosphere in our neighborhood became dark
and oppressive” (8). Men were sent to work in the munitions factories or to join the military.
Only the women, the children and the old remained at home. Even Toshiko’s two brothers both
decide to voluntarily join the army and the navy. Meanwhile, her father was sent to Manchuria
as a technical advisor. Toshiko had to evacuate to upcountry with her sisters together with other
children to avoid the bombing. It was only her sick mother who remained in Tokyo. It is always
the women who suffer most during war as their fathers, husbands, brothers and sons are sent
to fight, not knowing if they will ever come back. Women become the breadwinners having to
look after their families despite themselves being sick or unable to work.
Salva is also caught up in the war. When the class hears the sudden gunfire, the teacher shouts
to them to run into the bush and not go home. Without knowing what is happening, Salva “feels
his heart beating so hard that its pulse pounded in his throat and ears”. We sense the
immediate fear and panic that Salva is going through at a young age. When he gets out and
sees how everybody is running, he is forced to run “as hard as he could into the bush. Away
from home”. (7)
Families are the core of any relationship. Children need a loving family and a safe environment
to grow to become fine citizens. But where there is war, sadly, families are sacrificed and many
families are torn apart. In the case of Toshiko, all her family members are separated from one
another except for her and her sisters whom she had to look after at a young age. Likewise,
Salva is forced to run far away from home to avoid being caught by the rebels or the
government. As he runs, he does not know where his family is and whether he would ever see
them again. “Where will I go? Where is my family? Will I ever see them again?” (9) These
questions are repeated often in the story. His concern for his family shows his fear of the
unknown. If we, as adults, fear war, how much more frightening it must be for a child like
Toshiko or Salva? The scars left on children who experience war will have long-term effects
not only on themselves but on our society.
War causes displacement as well. Salva in A Long Walk to Water has no place to call home,
though he was constantly thinking about the family he left back home. He walks for miles to
reach the Ethiopian refugee camp but is soon displaced again by force because the Ethiopian
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government was closing down the refugee camp. He, eventually, walks miles for a year and a
half to reach the Kakuma Refugee Camp and then Ifo Refugee Camp in Dadaab, Kenya.
However, the refugee camps were nothing like home, as according to Salva “Kakuma had been
a dreadful place… tall fences of barbed wire enclosed the camp; you weren’t allowed to leave
unless you were leaving for good. It felt almost like a prison”. (84) Toshiko in A Glass Rabbit
is also displaced when she has to evacuate and live with her mother’s friend’s family. She is
later sent to live with her relative until she finally moves in with her brother. When children
are displaced from their homes or live with relatives or strangers, they can develop fear
associated with being alone.
War brings destruction. Not only are families separated and displaced, but also their properties
are destroyed and lives are lost. In The Glass Rabbit, Toshiko’s family house is burnt down
after being bombed by the American Air Force. When she finally goes to check on her family,
she only finds a half-melted glass rabbit which was twisted out of shape. This was the glass
rabbit the father had made when he used to own the glass factory. Pointing at the rabbit,
Toshiko’s father tells her that there is really no possibility that her mother and sisters would
have survived such a dreadful fire if the glass rabbit melted in such a way. With most of the
houses burnt down, people have nowhere to go. Toshiko is sent upcountry to stay with her
father’s relatives but, except for his one aunt, the rest cannot afford to accommodate her, saying
they do not have even enough food for their own families. When her brother Yukio finally
comes back after being demobilized, he promises Toshiko that they will live together once he
finishes building a house. As they part, she laments “Separated again — all because we had
no home”. (93) She wishes her brother could finish the house soon so that they could live
together and go back to school. Having a shelter is an important factor for any human being.
Loss of life in war is the most unbearable thing that can happen to any human being. In the
case of Toshiko, not only does she lose her mother and her two sisters in the bombing of the
city, she also loses her father. Toshiko witnesses her father being killed by an American
warplane before her eyes at a railway station where they were on their way to start a new life.
She suddenly finds herself alone, with nobody to ask for help. Because of her father’s death,
Toshiko attempts to kill herself by throwing herself into the ocean. She restrains herself from
doing so when she realizes it is only her who could cremate her father’s body and take the
remains to the temple. She becomes resilient as is evidenced by her words, “I clenched my fist,
brushed away the tears, and vowed not to cry any more” (77) and “I made a silent vow that I
would go on living with every ounce of my strength to make up for the lives of my parents and
sisters who had met such inopportune deaths” (118).
In Salva’s case, he loses his two brothers in the war and his friend, Marial, who was mauled by
a lion when they were running away together in a group. The saddest death was the death of
his uncle who kept on encouraging him not to give up and keep on walking. One day they were
caught by a group of men who tied Salva’s uncle to a tree and shot him dead. That was a
devastating experience for Salva who had to witness his beloved uncle’s death just like Toshiko
who witnessed her father’s death. However, they both develop the courage to live, believing
that that is what Salva’s uncle or Toshiko’s mother and father would have wished for them.
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Poverty is another problem that coexists with war. There are different types of poverty but in
this paper, we refer to absolute poverty which is defined as “lack of the basic necessities, which
include adequate food, clean water, safe housing, and access to healthcare” (Eskelinen, 1).
According to the United Nations, “High poverty rates are often found in small, fragile and
conflict-affected countries.” Further, it states that “one out of five children live in extreme
poverty.” On the other hand, The World Bank states,
More than half of the extreme poor live in Sub-Saharan Africa…. and the
number of poor in the region increased by 9 million, with 413 million people
living on less than US$1.90 a day in 2015, more than all the other regions
combined. If the trend continues, by 2030, nearly 9 out of 10 extreme poor
will be in Sub-Saharan Africa. (Understanding Poverty)
Africa is experiencing numerous conflicts, and it is of utmost importance to seriously address
these conflicts. Otherwise, we will have more people living in absolute poverty, making the
possibility of Africa achieving its share of 2030 SDGs far from possible. In The Glass Rabbit,
Toshiko’s father is said to have owned a glass factory that produced “bowls, knickknacks, and
clock faces” (14) and which was doing well. However, when the Second World War broke out,
the father’s factory became part of the army medical supplies division to produce syringes and
sedimentation tubes. With the beginning of the war, food was rationed as Toshiko explains “we
only received about a cupful of rice per person per day, and sometimes barley, potatoes, or
yams were substituted for rice…. There was no sugar, no salt, no meat, no fish” (11). Food
was scarce to the extent that when children stole fruits from the trees or yams from the fields,
they would be whipped. Even clothes were scarce. There will be only “one pair of tabi socks
for every four people, one towel for every fifteen, or one pair of men’s underwear for every
thirteen people” (11). Children were told to make sacrifice for the soldiers and that they should
“desire nothing until victory… If anything is lacking, it’s ingenuity” (11). It was absurd to
educate children to support the soldiers and the war in this way.
In A Long Walk to Water, Salva explains,
(he) had never been hungry. His family owned many cattle, they were among
the better off families in their village of Loun-Ariik. They ate mostly porridge
made from sorghum and milk. Every so often, his father went to the
marketplace by bicycle and brought home bags of beans and rice. (48)
Here, Salva speaks of the abundance of food that was there before the war. However, when
war erupts, he has to walk for miles without enough food to eat or water to drink. At one point,
Salva and his group feed on honey from the beehive they find in a tree. When they had to walk
through the Akobo desert, they find men dead or dying due to lack of water. It is the women
who offer to give water to those who collapsed while the men say if they gave, they themselves
would not survive. Here we find the fine quality of women who are caring and ready to sacrifice
for others. Even in the camps, there was never enough food and everybody was hungry.
Sometimes the local people would sneak in the refugee camp and steal from the refugees. The
local people would also get into fights with the refugees that sometimes led to death.
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Another very important issue that we see in the texts is the thirst for education. According to
the United Nations on Quality Education, “an estimated 50 per cent of out-of-school children
of primary school age live in conflict-affected areas”. Toshiko in The Glass Rabbit, is about
to do her exam when the war reaches mainland Japan. Owing to the bombing she has to
evacuate, and this disrupts her studies. She eventually goes back to school, but because of lack
of food for lunch, schools were open only half day and rarely did much studies. When she is
sent upcountry, her aunt does not care about her education and makes her work at home while
her own daughter goes to school. However, Toshiko’s desire to go back to school never left
her mind. Likewise, we find Salva in a classroom at the beginning of the story. But with war,
education is impossible. Nevertheless, Salva has a dream to get a job and save money so that
one day he could continue with his education. It is only when he moves to the Ifo Refugee
Camp in Dadaab and meets Michael, an Irish aid worker who helps him to learn English, that
he eventually gets a chance to travel to the USA and go to school which eventually changes his
life.
Towards the end of her story, Toshiko sees an American soldier giving sweets to Japanese
children. She asks herself,
How could such nice people serve their respective countries by going to
war…. If two people were supposed to talk things over and avoid violence,
couldn’t two countries do the same? (152).
This gives an opportunity for the readers to think about the ills of war and how we can avoid
them. With the help of teachers and parents, children will be able to discuss the fact that we
may have our differences but appreciating them and working towards living in harmony is of
utmost importance.
Toshiko, through her experience, has learned to be resilient. As for Salva, going to study in the
USA helps him see the world from a different perspective. He eventually discovers that his
family is alive and learns about his father’s illness due to drinking contaminated water. He
visits his father at the clinic where he was admitted. Meeting his father in a bad state gives
Salva a mission to live for. He eventually creates an organization that helps bring clean water
to the villages. He begins with his village but spreads his project to the village of the Nuer tribe
which has been an enemy to his Dinka tribe for hundreds of years over the issue of water. The
parallel story of Nya is about how Salva brings water to her rival village.
Education empowers people to create value in their lives and work for a better life for all. With
quality education, children can learn to appreciate differences and work towards being more
tolerant and more compassionate towards each other. They also learn to live “more healthy and
sustainable lives.” In the long run, education nurtures capable future citizens who will
contribute to a more peaceful world, free from wars. However, when education is used in the
wrong way, people suffer and become unhappy. Examples are Toshiko's two brothers who
volunteer to join the army and navy, respectively. Despite their mother pleading with them not
to go, they state that they need “to protect the country” (15). Toshiko strongly believes it is
the military education that contributed to their decision to go to war. “Fukokukyohei” meaning
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“a rich country and a strong army” was the slogan during the war period in Japan. This led
the military government to encourage its citizens to be patriotic and fight for their nation.
As illustrated above, war is evil. It destroys everything including lives. According to the United
Nations, the objective of goal 16: Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions is to:
… promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development,
provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels. Peaceful, just and inclusive societies are necessary
to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). People everywhere
need to be free of fear from all forms of violence and feel safe as they go
about their lives whatever their ethnicity, faith or sexual orientation. In order
to advance the SDGs, we need effective and inclusive public institutions that
can deliver quality education and healthcare, fair economic policies and
inclusive environmental protection. (UN The Sustainable Development
Agenda)
Without peace, no country can prosper. As illustrated above, war has a negative impact on
societies. It affects people, especially women and children. So long as conflicts remain
unsolved, we will not be able to achieve the majority of SDGs. Though it is the responsibility
of each state and institution to resolve conflicts and create a just environment for all, we need
to start helping children understand their roles in achieving peace. We need parental guidance,
especially the mothers, to guide our children through reading together to help children
understand that war is evil. As Toshiko says, the literature will “help succeeding generations
to know the bitterness of war so history will never repeat itself”. (144)

Conclusion
In this paper, I looked at how literature can engage children in being the solution to the myriad
problems our world faces. Through literature, children learn about the problems existing in the
world, problems they might have never experienced themselves. They dialogue with the
characters and in the process learn how to be compassionate, empathetic and caring. They also
develop problem-solving skills. By understanding that there are problems all over the world
such as war and the aftermath of war, they can be motivated to advocate for peace and to
empathize with those in war-torn areas. Through literature, we can teach children about the
importance of the Sustainable Development Goals and once children understand the
importance of the SDGs, they will be inspired to make positive changes in the world in their
own ways.
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A DAUGHTER ‘SITTING AT THE FEET’ OF WOMEN LEADERS: A
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Abstract
While women’s experiences are still largely absent from the general research literature, even
less is known about African women’s experiences. Studies that exist often depict African
women as stereotypes, burdened by domestic chores, farming and childcare. As such, there has
been little research undertaken to counter this image by offering different depictions of African
women – as women who are agentic and self-determining in their career and life paths. Even
less has been written by African women researchers who report on their experiences of
researching in their home countries. It is important for African women to write about their
experiences of research – as it will provide an accurate picture of feminist research and
researchers.
This paper examines the experience of a Kenyan female researcher and her experience of
interviewing eighteen Kenyan women political leaders. African feminism theory is used to
examine the experiences of the eighteen Kenyan female political leaders interviewed. The
framework explores female agency, self-determination and the bonds of sisterhood in a
patriarchal African leadership context.
Feminist methodology is discussed in this paper as well as the positionality of the researcher,
that is, the researcher is an insider, being a female Kenyan by birth, but at the same time an
outsider due to the fact that she has lived and studied in New Zealand and Australia for a
significant period of time. Moreover, factors such as gender and age are examined to find how
they influence the interview process.
Key words: African feminism, African women, feminist research, feminist methodology

Introduction
It is acknowledged that many traditional research approaches often seem to marginalise or
make assumptions regarding women’s experiences. In addition, African women’s experiences
are often absent from the research literature, particularly with regard to accounts of African
female researchers and their experiences of conducting research in their own country. This
paper focuses on the experience of a young Kenyan female researcher interviewing eighteen
Kenyan women in political leadership.
The paper reflects on feminist methodology as employed by a young woman researcher. In
addition, the role of gender and age in the interview process is examined from the perspective
of a young Kenyan woman interviewing older Kenyan female political leaders. The paper
examines the influence of similarities and differences between the interviewer and interviewee
with regard to gender, age and culture when conducting research. It is suggested that this
responsiveness was influenced by a number of reasons such as similarity in gender and culture.
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The willingness of the participants to respond to the researcher were influenced by obligations
derived from mutual ties and experiences as Kenyan women.
In this paper, the status of the researcher is explored both as an insider and as an outsider within
the context of this research, that is, the researcher is an insider, being a female Kenyan by birth,
but at the same time, an outsider due to the fact that she has lived and studied in New Zealand
and Australia for a significant period of time.
An African feminist framework is used to examine the experiences of the eighteen Kenyan
female political leaders interviewed. The framework explores female agency, selfdetermination and the bonds of sisterhood in a patriarchal African leadership context.
Background Research
White western researchers have researched and written on the experiences of African women
(Dieng, 2019; Ngunjiri, 2007; Nzenza, 1995). Most of the depictions of African women tend
to be one-dimensional, sometimes perpetuating stereotypes regarding African women
(Ngunjiri, 2007). Only a few African women so far have written about their experiences of
researching on African women. For instance, Faith Wambura Ngunjiri discussed her
experience of research on Kenyan women leaders. She describes her experience during the
study as both a learner and a researcher (Ngunjiri, 2007). Ngunjiri further narrates the
challenges that arose because she was a young unmarried female researcher. Age and marriage
are significant for status and recognition in African societies. Ngunjiri’s article further
describes how she navigated the nexus of age and her status as a researcher to conduct her
research in Kenya (Ngunjiri, 2007). More recently Dieng (2019) wrote about her acceptance
as a mother and a researcher undertaking a study in Senegal on land. However, asking critical
questions was not acceptable because of her perceived role and status in society as a woman.
This demonstrates traditional attitudes towards women even when they are undertaking
research.
In her doctoral research, Virginia Mapedzahama (2007) describes her navigation of her
ethnicity and her work as a researcher when interviewing Australian and Zimbabwean women
on work life balance. Mapedzahama found that she was able to draw on common bonds of
motherhood in Australia but was still an ‘outsider’ due to her ethnicity as a Zimbabwean
(Mapedzahama, 2007). In Zimbabwe, Mapedzahama had a different status as an insider, albeit
a privileged one due to her pursuit of a doctorate and the status associated with a doctorate.
The Zimbabwean women Mapedzahama interviewed tended to ‘downplay’ their experiences
and they believed that their experiences were not significant enough to be in a PhD thesis.
Violet Barasa (2011) in her Master’s thesis briefly discusses her location as a young female
African researcher with perceived similarities between herself and the Kenyan women
Members of Parliament and political actors that she interviewed. Barasa, however, did not
interrogate these perceived similarities or differences further but noted that these perceived
similarities or differences were of significance to her study.
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Yene Assegid (2010) in her unpublished doctoral thesis discusses her location as an Ethiopian
woman who has lived outside her home country. Being part of the Ethiopian and African
diaspora, this influenced Assegid’s choice of research topic on investigating African
leadership, as she believed that this was a way of resolving the various issues that the continent
faces.
The aforementioned studies demonstrate that, while there are a few African women researchers
who have written about their experiences of researching African women, there is still a gap in
the literature regarding documenting African women researching African women. Although
these researchers provide insight on the experiences of African women researchers, there is
still much to be learned. It is against this background that this paper is written for the purpose
of expanding knowledge on African women researchers undertaking research on African
women.
Rationale for a Qualitative Approach
This current research explores the life-histories of eighteen Kenyan women political leaders. It
examines key events, characterised as character-developing events, including interaction with
key people. Education, family background and personal characteristics were also factors that
enabled Kenyan female political leaders to access leadership positions. This research comprises
a collection of life experience stories which reveal transformative life events.
When designing this study, a qualitative research approach was selected because it is deemed
to be appropriate for the diverse socio-political contexts within Kenya and its capacity to
consider and depict the varied perspectives and contextual realities that participants occupy
(Bryman, Stephens, & Campo, 1996). This consideration of diverse contexts and perspectives
is important for African feminists. Moreover, it was found that a qualitative approach is a
relevant research design for studying the experiences of women, as similar qualitative methods
have been employed in various studies which explore the experiences of women in leadership
(Amos-Wilson, 1999; Madsen, 2008; Ngunjiri, 2006). Such an approach enables women to be
the focus of the research and to collect data from the viewpoint of the women involved (Kasper,
1994), thus involving them in the research process. The centrality of women and the
inclusiveness of the approach is also a significant element of feminist work, which will be
discussed in the next section.
The Researcher’s Approach
The research aimed at investigating the emergence of selected Kenyan women leaders that is,
examining the experiences of these women leaders, including the motivating and inhibiting
factors they faced during their leadership journey. To adequately capture the experiences of the
eighteen Kenyan female leaders under study, a feminist methodology was employed. The
feminist methodology allows for an in-depth comprehension of a given subject, in particular,
the narration of the lived experiences of Kenyan women who have been under-represented.
The approach takes into account the participants’ social and political contexts (Popadiuk,
2004). This study can be considered an endeavour in feminist research, as it investigates and
employs the voices of women as part of the research process (Brayton, Olivier & Robbins,
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2005). Feminist research offers a holistic lens that highlights, explores and ultimately
acknowledges the various experiences of African women.
It is acknowledged that the feminist methodology is largely about the mind-set and the
approach of the researcher (Letherby, 2011), that is, feminist methodology is about “bringing
together theory, practical research methods, and the production of new knowledge” (Stanley
& Wise, 2008, p. 221). It focuses on women’s experiences and visibility and places them at the
centre of the study (Fonow & Cook, 1990). As such, feminist ideologies which influence
research are concerned with altering oppressive structures within the society. Mickelson (1994,
p. 133) states that the “hallmark of feminist research is its focus on the dispossessed, the
marginalised and the oppressed, and particularly women.” This key feature of feminist studies
places gender concerns at the centre of research (Cook & Fonow, 1986; Lather, 1988; Kasper,
1994). The research that is discussed in this paper fits this description as it focuses on
interviews with eighteen Kenyan female political leaders where the researcher listened to their
leadership journeys and identified key events that took place in their lives. It is a comprehension
of the external and internal actuality of women’s lives, which is a significant element of
feminist research (Bloom, 1998). This methodology is relevant to examine the experiences of
Kenyan women in leadership.
In this research an African feminist framework is employed and used to interpret the memories
and experiences of Kenyan women. The framework seeks to understand historical and
contemporary perspectives regarding African women in particular, examining pre-colonial and
colonial African women’s experiences. It is important to explore women’s experiences in order
to understand the status of women within that given society.
The Researcher as a Co-Creator of Knowledge
The role of the researcher in qualitative and feminist studies often entails working with
participants to co-create knowledge (Klenke, 2008). Chilisa and Ntseane (2010, p. 619) suggest
that feminist researchers employ reflection to co-create knowledge with participants and make
‘visible’ their stories and experiences and as such provide resolution and healing to concerns
within the community. Co-creation of knowledge converges with African indigenous ways of
generating information (Klenke, 2008). Feminist scholars state that when the researcher is
involved within the research as an investigator,
[She] is able to locate herself as a subject in history so that her own vantage
point arises from the same social relations that structure the everyday worlds
of the experiences of those she studies. (Cook & Fonow, 1986, p. 6).
In this way the researcher is more than just a data collector, for she is engaged both in the
process and with the participants (Oakley, 2003). The use of reflection, as well as personal and
private experiences, is a core component within feminist research (Letherby, 2011). As such,
this approach fosters a rich comprehension of the researcher’s and the participants’ experiences
and “enables the feminist researcher to bring women’s realities into sharper focus” (Cook &
Fonow, 1986, p. 6).
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In the study of Kenyan women in political leadership positions, the researcher positioned
herself as a co-creator of knowledge and as an instrument for data collection (Oakley, 2003).
Harding (1987, p. 9) advocates for such an approach as she argues that the researcher ”must be
placed within the frame of the picture that she/he attempts to paint.” This approach, which
entails an African feminist “reading of the data by reflecting on the researcher’s own standpoint
and knowledge of the political and historical background of Kenya” (Ackerly & True, 2010)
was the approach for this study. It is suggested that employing such an approach aids in writing
about African women’s realities.
The Multiple Identities of a ‘Native’ Researcher
It has been recognised that a researcher can occupy several identities as a native researcher
conducting a study in his/her hometown (Geleta, 2013; Ngunjiri, 2007; Parameswaran, 2001).
In agreement with this assertion, during the process of fieldwork, the researcher embodied at
least three identities: 1) an insider, being a female and Kenyan by birth; 2) an outsider owing
to the fact that she had lived and studied in the West; and 3) as a learner-researcher. In the role
of the learner the researcher positioned herself as a daughter or sister ‘sitting at the feet’ of the
women leaders. The role of learner-researcher is that of a young person seeking advice from
elders (Ngunjiri, 2007). Being a Maasai103, born and brought up in Nairobi, Kenya in a middleclass area and having attended a reputable Catholic school, the researcher’s life offered many
parallels and similar experiences to some women leaders’ experiences while to others it showed
contrasts. Subsequently, the researcher’s insider status was not ‘eroded’ or scrutinised as
Geleta104 (2013, p. 7) found. Perhaps this was due to the contact person(s) who introduced the
researcher to the participants and verified her identity and credibility. The researcher for this
study found her experience was more in line with that described by Parameswaran (2001) who
was seen as a sister within the community she researched. The researcher also found that
adopting the stance of a daughter/sister/niece was appropriate in the African context because it
is often the duty of aunties and older women to educate young women on how to live
appropriately in society. Therefore, the stance of a young woman seeking advice from an elder
or older sister often elicited solid responses to some questions, especially questions regarding
advice to aspiring women leaders.
Yet as a young Kenyan who undertook her studies abroad, the researcher was sometimes
deemed an outsider. However, this did not appear to result in any adverse effects. As such,
participants often took this into account and elaborated more carefully on certain ideas or
situations. Such background knowledge was beneficial in constructing the socio-political
context of the eighteen female leaders’ lives. Thus, the researcher’s status as both an insider
and an outsider presented a significant advantage to conducting this research. The combination
of these perspectives also assisted with the asking of ‘taboo’105 topics, as in many African
cultures it is impolite to discuss perceived intimate personal details with strangers. It is
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The Maasai are a tribe of pastoralists found in both Kenya and parts of Tanzania.
Geleta an Ethiopian researcher, conducted research in his home country of Ethiopia. Geleta faced
challenges and close scrutiny which somewhat impacted his insider status.
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An example of a taboo topic would be providing a stranger with details about your family, for
example, how many children you have or how many siblings you have in your family. These topics
are considered impolite as the counting of people is considered taboo.
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suggested that the researcher’s status as a young Kenyan female enhanced the data collection
process and the responsiveness of the participants. The responsiveness of participants was in
part due to the values of Ubuntu. Ubuntu is an African principle and world view that places
people, relationships and ‘human dignity’ at the centre of community life while emphasising
interconnectedness and morality (Prinsloo, 1998, p. 43). Ubuntu encourages reciprocity and
generosity partly due to the responsibility of older females to prepare those following to
conform to society.
Gaining access to female political leaders, who are few in number and also have a busy
schedule, proved to be a challenge. At the same time, successful participant recruitment was
central to the success of this research106 and as Wajcman (1983) suggests, gaining the trust of
participants is fundamental for the success of interviews and the creation of robust data. Trust
is facilitated through sustained interaction with potential participants. For this study, such
sustained interaction was not possible, as the researcher was studying in Adelaide, South
Australia and was only in Kenya for four months. Fortunately, a local liaison in Nairobi
introduced the researcher to potential participants and this created an atmosphere of trust. This
is doubly appropriate in the case of this research, with respect to African and Kenyan culture,
as trust is built through introductions from a trusted network of friends and relatives (Ngunjiri,
2006).
Liaisons can be defined as people connected in some way to women leaders. Thus, access to
female political leaders in Kenya is most easily achieved through the use of liaisons or contacts
(Ngunjiri, 2006). The liaisons in this study provided access to participants by verifying the
researcher’s identity and thus establishing credibility, which in turn, facilitated contact with the
women leaders. Liaisons came from the researcher’s own informal networks, which included
the Kenya Women Parliamentary Association (KEWOPA) and the African Women Studies
Centre of the University of Nairobi. The liaisons provided advice on how to effectively
communicate with women leaders in order to secure an interview. Once the initial women
leaders were interviewed, they often provided referrals to other women leaders who they felt
should be interviewed and this provided further access to participants. This process aligns with
the ‘snowballing’ technique where the researcher asks ‘well-situated people’ who they should
interview and how to gain access to participants (Patton, 2002, p. 237). It is also congruent
with Kenyan culture, as relationships and connections are a key part of the African ethos
(Assegid, 2010).
Interview Process and Description of Participants
A total of eighteen Kenyan women leaders were interviewed for this study. Participants in the
sample were derived from a range of political leadership positions that included aspiring,
nominated and elected members of Parliament as well as senators, commissioners, activists in
the political and education spheres, a woman county representative, two councillors, and a
deputy governor. Representation was sought from the various counties in Kenya. In addition,
participants came from a range of backgrounds and ethnic groups, with the researcher ensuring
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Barasa (2011) discusses accessibility as a core issue when conducting interviews with women
leaders in Kenya.
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that there was regional and multi-faith representation with the inclusion of Muslim and
Christian women. The ages of participants were evenly distributed across the different
historical periods. Thus, the colonial era consisted of birth dates before independence in 1963,
while the independence era consisted of birth dates from 1963 until the end of Kenyatta’s
regime in 1978.
The interviews were conducted largely in English, however, in some cases where the
participant or researcher wanted to explain an idea that proved elusive in English, then Swahili,
Maasai, (and a bit of French by the respondents in the pilot study) was used. Depending on the
time availed by the women leaders, the interviews lasted between 30 minutes and 90 minutes
and were tape recorded for accuracy, except for one interview where detailed notes were taken.
While conducting the interviews a postcolonial indigenous approach was utilised. To this end,
the researcher prepared for the interviews by having an introduction which included
information about herself (that is the researcher’s identity as a Kenyan researcher based in
Australia and the liaison who referred her to the participant) and what prompted an interest in
this research. This approach is consistent with the start of indigenous interviews where the
researcher states who they are and elaborates on their interest in the research project being
undertaken (Chilisa 2011). Cultural etiquette was also observed during these interviews. When
interviews were conducted in the participant’s home, the researcher was often invited to have
refreshment and food before the interview started. Often, while taking refreshments
pleasantries would take place. African culture emphasizes “sociability, solidarity and
reciprocity” (Schulz, 2012, p.134) especially in dialogue. It is, therefore, important to build
on this interconnectedness in an interview setting so as to put the participants at ease and build
rapport. This means engaging in pleasantries before and sometimes after the interview. In a
culture with a long history of oral tradition, it is important to be able to engage in two-sided
dialogue and observe etiquette which indicates mutual respect and reciprocity.
Consistent with Chilisa’s (2011, p.220) “relational way of knowing”, the researcher conducted
the discussions in a spirit of respect and co-creation of knowledge. She used an African feminist
stance of a young woman leader being prepared for leadership by aunties or older sisters. This
approach yielded many positive responses. Kenyan women leaders were forthcoming with
advice for young women leaders and how they could navigate the barriers faced by women in
leadership. The researcher often began the interview process by asking participants to describe
the key events around their birth, followed by questions on their family background. Questions
on key events surrounding the birth of a woman leader in many cases elicited a positive
response. This may have been because in traditional African culture (especially for the older
generation) many people do not have exact dates when they were born due to various issues
with registration of births, however, they do have an approximation of the birth date due to the
events occurring around the time of their birth. Often participants informed the researcher that
they received names due to certain events occurring during their birth. This approach of
questioning also aligns neatly with the storytelling culture prevalent in many African societies.
Experiences with the Methodology
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The researcher used the storytelling approach to explore the participants’ leadership
experiences. She asked them to discuss their leadership journey and how they obtained their
current leadership position. This approach was more fruitful and yielded richer information in
comparison to when the researcher requested participants to identify key events in their
leadership journey. It could be that this line of questioning was more focused on the individual,
in comparison to enquiring about a journey which lent itself to storytelling, and proved to be
more inclusive and communal in nature. Again, this instance emphasizes the saliency of the
storytelling approach to research in an African context.
When participants were asked to describe themselves or to state how others described them,
they were initially slow to respond or not forthcoming with the response. Some participants
offered anecdotes about themselves as told to them by their relatives while others suggested
that the researcher should speak to their constituents about them to get an answer to this
particular question. This response could be due to the fact that the questions posed to describe
themselves were more focused on the individual and they avoided appearing self-absorbed.
Often in African cultures it is not appropriate to be as forthcoming with knowledge about
oneself, especially for a woman as she might be poorly perceived.
Conclusion
There is a recognition that African women’s experiences of research have been underserved in
literature. The aim of this paper was to add some insight on African women’s experiences by
documenting the researcher’s experience as a young Kenyan female undertaking a study on the
emergence of female political leaders in Kenya. This research employed a post-colonial
research approach to data collection as scholars have called for more indigenous research
approaches (Chilisa, 2011; Cram, 2009). It is important to adopt such an inclusive and
participatory approach when working with African peoples, for instance, taking time to
consider the influence of age, values, status and relationships on research in the African
context. In the case of this research, being both a young female researcher and a young African,
created an impact on the data collection process. Africa is an age-centric society. Thus, this
influenced the researcher’s approach to interviewing the female political leaders, and
subsequently the adoption of various roles and consequently the approach of a daughter/young
sister seeking advice from older sisters and aunties. This was a successful strategy in this
context due to the careful consideration of age and status, as these are issues that the African
society is centred upon. The positive responsiveness of participants, according to the
researcher, was due to a number of reasons: firstly, the values of Ubuntu, which encourage
reciprocity and generosity; secondly, because it is the responsibility of older women to prepare
younger women for their role in society; and lastly, due to the obligation derived from mutual
ties and experiences.
It was stated in an earlier section that there were some similarities between the researcher and
the participants; these similarities were highlighted. It is further suggested that insisting on
maintaining researcher objectivity and distance in this study would not have been beneficial
and may have even proved problematic as this is in contrast with African humanistic values
and the centrality of relationships. As such, this research presents a different perspective to the
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literature on conducting research in Africa, that is, one of a Kenyan female researcher and her
experience of conducting and interpreting the study.
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Abstract
This paper addresses membership of gender and the role played by gender in the pastoral
communities, especially by the female members who suffer from all types of segregation,
including in education and finances as well as whom and when to marry. This justifies the
selection of the Maasai community where women are highly segregated from all activities. This
paper is guided by the involvement of women in gender groups, their activities and the benefits
accrued for these groups. The study shows how the Maasai are slowly moving from gender
partiality to involving women on the basis of equality which, in turn, would improve pastoral
economies and the benefits would be a more self-sustainable community. A conceptual
framework has also been used to show how membership groups, especially those where women
are involved in the activities bring in benefits. Data was collected using questionnaires,
observations and informal interviews with a total of 92 household respondents, randomly
sampled from eight conservancies around the Maasai Mara National Reserve. The results
indicated that 52.8% of the respondents were members of gender groups and out of these,
52.2% were males and 47.8% were females. The results further indicated that there was a
positive relationship between gender and membership to gender groups. Furthermore, the
majority of the male group members (95.5%) attended the meetings in comparison to the
females who were only 75%. The study indicated that the group members benefitted from many
activities which boosted their skills, empowered them financially, improved their health and
their literacy levels were increased as well. Females benefitted highly in terms of economic
well-being and access to natural resources such as water and pasture. As a result, the Maasai
women living in the conservancies have begun to improve their livelihoods and experience
some level of equality with the males. More Maasai women and other women from pastoral
and indigenous communities must be encouraged to join such gender groups and empower
themselves so as to improve their life as well as that of the future generations.
Key words: Gender groups, membership, activities, Maasai, empowerment, livelihoods
Introduction
Amongst many indigenous communities globally, gender plays a very important role. It defines
gender duties and activities one can participate in, which in turn, defines the extent of their
empowerment. In the name of culture, the rights of females are often abused through early
marriages, lack of education, rape, violence, female genital mutilation as well as limited access
to a variety of activities. It is the community elders who determine whether females can
participate or be empowered in activities meant for males only. This includes trading, bee
keeping, attending community meetings, going out to work and even education. This indicates
that being a ‘female’ in some communities can be more of a hindrance than a blessing.
However, with the Sustainable Development Goal 5 on gender and equality, things have begun
to change for the betterment of the females.
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Gender is defined as “culturally and socially constructed attributes, behaviours, roles and
duties associated with either being male or female in any society at any given time” (Massoi,
2019). Women, especially those belonging to indigenous communities “face severe challenges
in life due to their gender of being ‘females’” (UN, 2010). They are prone to all kinds of
segregation ranging from being denied the right to education, finances, land and even decisions
relating to their personal life such as marriage and spouses. In fact, in many patriarchal
societies, women are “assumed to be more of an inferior species” (Hora, 2014) and
“considered as only ‘home makers.’” (Kauria et. al., 2018). All this has resulted in indigenous
women facing problems such as abject poverty, violence and becoming victims of all types of
conflicts. Women undergo a lot of stress “due to changes in environmental conditions
associated with rivers which are now becoming seasonal, forests getting deforested resulting
in women being forced to walk long distances in search of these natural resources and climate
change (WEDO, 2012; UN, 2004). This results in women being exposed to poor health,
wildlife attacks and even rape. This also indicates that their valuable time which includes
studying and carrying out income-generating activities “is diverted into collecting natural
resources.” (Alvarez & Lovera, 2017) As climate change, together with man-made influence,
affects the lives of women, many indigenous communities are changing towards empowering
their women. According to Sen and Batliwala (2000),
empowerment is whereby the people who are less powerful in life are able to
get greater control over their life events and this includes better control over
physical, human and financial resources as well as their belief status. This
helps them gain self-confidence which is very important as women are almost
half of the global population.
Women and gender have been given special recognition under the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD) of 1992. The Conference of Parties (CoP) 10 of the CBD which was held in
Cancun, Mexico has clearly pointed out that “in order to value women in terms of their
participation in the society, all countries need to have in place policies, plans and programmes
based on women”. (WEDO, 2012) Women need to be recognized and not marginalized.
In East Africa pastoral women face serious customary traditions which deprive them of their
basic rights such as education, ownership of natural resources such as land, working outside
the home by taking up ‘office jobs’ which are income generating as well as inheritance of
property. All these rights, “including decision making are in the hands of men”. (Markakis,
2004) These women are “marginalised and yet they do the vital work to keep the society
running” (Hodgson, 2000). Ethiopia has the largest pastoral community in the region which
includes the Oromo. They are also found in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. In Kenya, the
pastoral tribes include the Turkana, Maasai, Rendille and the Borana. They all are patriarchal
societies.
This paper examines the extent of pastoral women’s involvement in gender groups by the
indigenous Maasai community, especially those living around the Maasai Mara National
Reserve’s immediate conservancies through their gender group membership and attendance to
+gender forums and the benefits obtained by joining the gender groups. This is in line with the
global trend of focusing on women’s issues in terms of benefitting from resources at grassroots
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level. Furthermore, the Kenyan Government is very focused on achieving the Sustainable
Development Goal 5 on gender equality. It is also determined to achieve Agenda 2063 which
is aimed at having a prosperous Africa, based on inclusive growth and sustainable development
and is focused on educating its citizens and reducing gender partiality while relying on the
potential offered by the African people, especially women through their empowerment.
By virtue of the Millennium Development Goal Number 2 on achieving universal primary
education, the UN has helped the pastoralist communities globally to overcome the gap in
education and inequality between the girl and boy-child. As a follow up, Kenya included the
provision of education as a human right in the New Constitution (UNDP, 2015). This has been
further strengthened by the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) Number 5 on gender
equality and SDG Number 10 on reduced inequality which has contributed positively to bridge
the inequality gap of the Maasai girls and women with their male counterparts.
Pastoralist communities in Kenya are well known to be dominated by men who make decisions,
are head of households and clans and own livestock. Women bring up the children and add
value to the products of livestock. However, “they are subjected to marginalised life, do not
participate in gender groups, decision making, activities of gender groups and knowledge
generation and due to all these restrictions, they do not benefit nor are empowered” (Shah,
2016; Hodgson, 2000). The Maasai men own and control livestock, are head of households and
are the ‘real’ breadwinners of their families. In the Maasai community, women are still not
allowed to hold equitable positions in the households and the community (Parsitau, 2017; Shah,
2016; Kipuri and Ridgewell, 2008).
However, this research indicates that things for women are changing slowly for their betterment
in the society. This is due to many reasons, “ranging from climate change, education of male
counterparts who realise the potential of women counterparts, search for improved lifestyle,
diversification of livelihoods due to limited natural resources, land fragmentation, family
nuclearization, dramatic cultural change and gender policies at the national level”
(Archambault, 2016) as well as to the Change in the National Constitution (GoK, 2010). The
role of the State in incorporating the pastoralists within the state systems has been the main
intervening success behind the empowerment of pastoral women. This is the reason why since
the second half of the twentieth century, women have begun to hold a more equitable place in
the households and communities (Ameso, 2018; Archambault, 2016; Hodgson, 2000). In
Kenya, the Government, through the State Actors such as the Agricultural Sector Development
Support Programme and Laikipia Livestock Marketing Authority, have played a key role in
giving women an equitable place in the society. The Non-State Actors include the African
Wildlife Fund, the World Bank through the Resilience Project and the African Conservation
Centre, amongst others (Ameso, 2018).
This research used a conceptual theory based on Agarwal’s (2001) theoretical framework of
women’s participation in society. According to him, six categories of variables have been
developed and these affect women’s participation and their recognition in the society. These
variables are:
•

rules that exclude entry of women into the participatory process;
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•
•
•
•
•

social norms such as segregation, division of labour or gendered biases;
social preferences that give more weight to men’s participation than women’s;
entrenched claims by men who are hesitant to give power to women;
few personal endowments of property or social networks that would allow effective
participation from women, and;
household endowments or attributes that prevent effective participation (such as caste
position or social status).

Agarwal (2001) has developed the following formula:
Women’s Participation = ƒ (rules; norms; social preferences; entrenched
claims; personal endowments; household endowments)
Women

Membership to gender groups

Activities

education

funds

Knowledge
sharing

trading

Benefits
Livelihood changes
Improvement in health
Income generation
Gender equality
Employment
Easy availability of natural resources
Figure 1: Conceptual framework on benefits of joining gender groups in Maasai community
Source: Researcher, 2020

Based on the theoretical framework of Agarwal (2001), this researcher developed a conceptual
framework on how the Maa women are recognized as seen in Figure 1. As mentioned earlier,
women are the home builders and owners and the entire family benefits from them (norms,
entrenched claims). If they are encouraged to join gender groups and attend gender-based
forums, they would understand the benefits of joining gender groups. This is because when
they are not members, they understand the benefits in terms of their household usage. But with
membership to and attendance of gender groups, they see the benefits from socio-economic
value to the society and in turn, their sustainability.
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Area of Study
The Maasai Mara National Reserve (MMNR) is located at 34°45' and 35°25' East and 1°13'
and 1°45' South (Figure 2) and lies at a general altitude of 1,600 m. It is part of the larger MaraSerengeti ecosystem, which includes the Serengeti National Park and Ngorongoro
Conservation Area in Tanzania in terms of wildlife movement. In terms of size, the greater
Mara-Serengeti ecosystem is 25,000 km². The MMNR is located in Narok County. The Mara
ecosystem covers approximately 6,500 km², out of which 25% is MMNR (Walpole et. al.,
2003).
According to the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (KNBS, 2009), the population around
MMNR and the conservancies was 20,000. In terms of their economic activity, most people
are pastoralists. In the past, the greater Mara ecosystem had 11 group ranches and these were
Koiyaki, Lemek, Ol Kinyei, Majimoto, Siana, Naikarra, Olderkessi, Kimintet, Oloirien,
Keringani as well as a private land which made up the Olchoro Oiroua Wildlife Association
area. These group ranches acted as wildlife dispersal areas. They fully supported higher wildlife
densities than usual in the MMNR during certain times of the year.
The conservancy movement came up to prevent land from further sub-division and also to
improve the livelihoods of the Maasai through lease payments and creating job opportunities
thus empowerment of the local community. According to the Maasai Mara Wildlife
Conservancies Association (MMWCA) (2019), there were 15 registered conservancies in the
Mara and they covered 1,405 km2.
The Mara ecosystem is also tentatively listed as a World Heritage Site under the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). The Mara Reserve consists of
four types of vegetation, namely grasslands, scrublands, woodlands and forests. The MMNR
is very famous for the variety of its wildlife, especially the “big five” of Africa (elephant, lion,
leopard, buffalo and rhino). It is world renowned for the annual wildebeest migration spectacle
which involves about 1.2 million wildebeests and 200,000 plain zebras crossing the Mara River
(Subalusky et. al., 2017). However, this ecosystem has experienced 70% decline in its resident
population in the last five decades (Wakhungu et. al., 2010). Figure 2 is a map of the MMNR.
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Figure 2: Map showing Mara Conservancies
Source: Researcher, 2020

The Maasai Mara conservancies gender forum was set up in 2015 where women are allowed
to participate in gender groups. The gender forum was developed so as to encourage women to
participate in economic and social activities. This encouraged the conservancies to take up
gender analysis and based on this analysis, a gender strategy was developed. This has helped
the Maasai women a lot.

Methodology
Primary data was collected using questionnaires, observations, informal interviews and
photographs. The unit of analysis was the fifteen conservancies bordering the Mara Reserve of
which eight conservancies were selected randomly. The reason for conservancy selection was
that the people who were part of the conservancy benefitted by joining gender groups and thus
empowering themselves. It was assumed that they understood the value of joining the gender
awareness groups. The eight conservancies selected were Siana, Naboisho, Olare Orok,
Kerinkani, Oloirien, Koiyaki, Olderkesi and Kimintet. A total of 92 household respondents
were selected randomly. They were selected based on the total number of the population from
the data base of KNBS (KNBS, 2009) which indicated that Siana had the highest number of
people thus the research selected 17.4% from there, followed by Kimintet, Olderkesi, Oloirien,
Naibosos, Mara North, Kerinkani and Olare Orok.
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The distribution of respondents is shown in Table 1. Ninety-two respondents participated in
the study of whom 32 males and 60 females. This was because the females were more easily
available at the household levels compared to the male counterparts.

Table 1: Selection of respondents

Conservancy
Siana
Kimintet
Olderkesi
Oloirien
Naboisho
Koiyaki
Kerinkani
Olare Orok
TOTAL

% of Respondents
17.4
15.1
13
10.9
10.9
10.9
10.9
10.9
100

No. of Respondents
16
14
12
10
10
10
10
10
92

Male
6
4
6
4
4
2
2
4
32

Female
10
10
6
6
6
8
8
6
60

Source: Researcher, 2019

The study used descriptive and inferential statistics. The primary data comprised the gender,
membership of women groups, activities and benefits from the gender groups. A null
hypothesis that there is no correlation between gender and membership to gender groups was
developed. Coefficient of determination r2 was used to show the association between the
dependent variable of membership to gender groups and the independent variables namely
gender. The coefficient of determination r2 is a measure of association and shows which
variable is dependent on which. It shows the strength of the linear association between the x
and y and the percentage that is closer to the best fit line (Ebdon, 1985). The formula for
computing r2 is shown in Equation 1.
Equation 1

2

where the r2 is the coefficient of determination, 𝑆 ŷ is the variance of the predicted values of
2

the dependent variable and 𝑆 ŷ is the variance of the observed values of the dependent variable.
When there is a perfect fit, the predicted values are the same as the observed values so that the
2

2

𝑆 ŷ and the 𝑆 ŷ are identical thus, giving an r2 of 1.0. If the fit of regression is less than perfect,
2

2

there are differences between predicted and observed values, and 𝑆 ŷ is less than 𝑆 ŷ , giving an
r2 of less than 1.0.
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Results and Discussion
In the Mara both men and women were can be members of gender awareness groups in their
various conservancies. A total of 52.8% of the respondents were members of the gender groups.
From those who were members, 52.2% were males and 47.8% females. The study further tested
the hypothesis that there was no correlation between gender and membership to gender groups.
This is shown in Figure 2. The R2 for the correlation analysis showed that 100% variation to
the gender groups was explained by the gender and it was a linear relationship. The gender
groups have been encouraged by the conservancies and individuals were free to join any gender
group even if it was not part of their conservancy. Furthermore, the membership to these gender
groups was free so it was an advantage for those who wished to join them.

53

R² = 1

% of respondents

52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
females

males
Members of gender groups

Figure 2: Relationship between gender and membership to gender groups
Source: Researcher, 2019

Literature review amongst pastoral communities indicates that women are hardly allowed to
be members of gender groups. Despite women bearing the brunt of the impact of climate
change, there are existing inequalities in the rights of women’s membership of various gender
groups. Amongst the Afar pastoralists of Ethiopia, women are under restrictions and their
participation in the community affairs is often limited. This hinders their membership to gender
groups and, in turn, their knowledge on issues such as drought which causes resource scarcity
or on issues such as food and water becomes very limited (Balehey et. al., 2018). Besides
pastoral women, women farmers are often disadvantaged when it comes to joining gender
groups. Research carried by Venkatasubramanian et. al. (2014) in India amongst farmer groups
showed that most women did not join farmers’ gender groups as they could not afford annual
membership fees, and in turn, this limited their opportunity to participate in gender group
activities. Similar results are indicated in the research carried out by Mudege et. al. (2015) and
Mudege et. al. (2017) in Malawi whereby deprivation to membership groups also prevented
women from acquiring funds and limited their role in decision making.
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The members of the gender groups were also asked if they attended the gender group meetings.
The results indicate that 84.8% of both genders made it a point to attend the meetings as these
meetings added value to their livelihoods. The results were further analysed in terms of males
and females and they showed that 95.5% of all male members who had registered as members
of gender groups made it a point to attend the meetings in comparison to 75% of females who
attended the meetings. This is shown in Figure 3.

100
90

% of respondents

80

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
males

females

Members attendance to gender group meetings

Figure 3: Attendance by members to gender group meetings
Source: Researcher, 2019

Women have now got the privilege to be members of gender groups. However, being members
is not enough. Attendance is of utmost importance as it is through attendance that they learn
how to empower themselves. In most of the indigenous societies there still is prejudice and
stereotypes against women attending these gender group meetings. Oftentimes men prevent
women from attending such meetings or the women themselves may be anxious to go against
the cultural norms and beliefs of their societies even when it concerns their lives. They feel that
they cannot go against the community and change cultural practices by attending gender group
meetings, which in the past had been reserved for the males only (Girard, 2016). However, this
is now changing. This research indicates that from the women who registered as gender group
members, 75% attended group meetings. Only 25% did not. This indicates that women also
want to harmonize their rights as females and at the same time maintain cultural identities.
According to Girard (2016), joining gender groups, especially by women and attending them
is a big win as there is a lot of knowledge sharing amongst the group members. This is because
these women have the primary responsibility of sharing traditional knowledge in terms of food
production and managing natural resources such as forest products. When women are barred
from joining or attending these gender groups and making decisions, their rights to traditional
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knowledge are threatened. A unique example is of the Maasai Women in Tanzania who have
been pushed off their lands by the government for tourism purposes. This has displaced the
Maasai women and no longer can they attend gender group meetings and their rights to pasture
for grazing have been cut off. This has prevented them from passing the practice to the younger
generation who were members of the gender groups (Haleem. et. al., 2016).
Joining and attending gender groups meetings can be a big boost for indigenous women’s
livelihoods. This is because their culture is so rich and it enables them to produce, sell and
market their original products. An example is the Padaung Minority of Burma who sought
asylum as refugees in Thailand. They were recognised in Thailand and the community formed
their own gender groups of both male and female and as part of their rich cultural heritage, they
make beautiful brass neck coils which are valued by tourists who visit the Padaung villages
just to see and buy them. This has empowered the group members and improved their
livelihoods (Haleem et. al., 2016).
Besides joining and attending the gender groups, the members are entitled to many activities
which bring them income, boost their skills, increase education and even improve their health
and general well-being. According to this research, the activities for the gender groups were
livestock keeping, bursary allocation, general health care, fund raising, educating on family
planning (fp) and women’s health, bead making, trading and bee keeping. The results were
very encouraging as indicated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Activities of gender groups
Source: Researcher, 2019

Bead making and trading were activities that benefitted both males and females in all gender
groups equally. In terms of trading, they were advised on how to sell extra milk from the
livestock, make and sell more cultural-related products such as bead work jewellery and how
to harvest and sell honey. Bead making was seen to be a successful activity as even the male
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counterparts were taught this culturally unique activity. In the gender groups, the majority of
males (51.2%) benefitted from education on family planning and women’s health. This is good
as this can improve maternal health and that of the child and at the same time improve on one’s
life expectancy.
All activities, except fund raising, took place in all the eight conservancies that were subject to
this study. All group members were educated on family planning and women’s health. The
majority of the group members from all the conservancies equally benefitted from trading and
general health care. In terms of bee keeping, more males (58.3%) benefitted from the group
membership compared to the female members (41.7%). This was because bee keeping was
seen to be associated with the risk of bee stinging. Similarly, more males (55.3%) also
benefitted from the general health care. Livestock keeping was also an activity of the groups.
Traditionally in the Maasai culture this was only done by men but nowadays, it has mainly
been left to the women (Wanzala, 2016). The group members were advised to revert to the
tradition where men search for pasture for cattle. The main beneficiaries were the men (73.9%)
so that traditional knowledge and culture can be well retained and passed on to the future
generations. The group members also carried out fund raising activities. This activity was
carried out in the Conservancies of Siana, Olderkesi, Oloirien, Kerinkani and Olare Orok. This
was a new activity which the gender groups had introduced. Their aim was to raise funds to
train youth on issues of conservation. It was also observed that only males were part of the
fund-raising activity. This indicates that still there is gender partiality as some activities are
only for males!
Those who attended group meetings were also asked if there were any benefits of being group
members and what these benefits were. All group members (100%) stated that there were
multiple benefits of joining the gender groups. Overall, 75.7% of women felt that there were
benefits by joining the gender groups as compared to only 24.3% male counterparts. The
benefits ranged from water availability (access to boreholes), bursaries, conducive learning
environment, income generation, employment, microfinance, attending seminars, game drives,
learning ‘my’ rights, education, access to cattle dips, grazing throughout the year, new cattle
breeds, increased market value for cattle and reduced livestock deaths.
Females benefitted the most in terms of water availability (75%) and employment (58.8%).
Women did not have to walk long distances to get water from the nearby natural water points
but since they were members of the gender groups, they could access nearby boreholes.
According to the females, this saved them a lot of time and other related problems such as
walking long distances and dangers of wildlife attacks while in search of water. This was
because with climate change water is getting scarcer and this is putting a strain on them. At the
same time, many females benefitted from employment such as making and selling bead work,
collecting and selling honey as well as trading. This made them independent as well as reduced
their poverty levels and improved their living standards. Overall, the other benefits were near
to equal for both males and females. The benefits for members who joined the gender groups
were very encouraging as indicated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Benefits of members on joining gender groups
Source: Researcher, 2019

These benefits included conducive learning environment, income generation, attending
seminar, game drives, learning ‘my’ rights, education, grazing throughout the year and reduced
livestock deaths. All members of the gender groups were appreciative of the fact that pasture
was available throughout the year. This prevented loss of livestock from drought-related deaths
and reduced human-wildlife conflicts. Males benefitted more in terms of bursaries, microfinance, access to cattle dips, new cattle breeds and increase in market value for livestock than
the female group members. This trend is because it is still believed that business and finance
are more male associated.
It is a good practice that Maasai gender groups in the conservancies have started allowing
women to join them. The women benefitting from grazing their cattle throughout the year and
having access to water is a positive move. In many pastoral communities even if women are
allowed to join gender groups, their benefits are restricted. The Afar pastoral community in
Ethiopia restricts and discourages women’s participation in rangeland scouting. This is a
practice carried out to ensure that there is enough grass and water for livestock throughout the
year. Only men are allowed to conduct this activity and they are the ones who have access to
these areas throughout the year. Women are restricted from taking cattle to graze and getting
water in some areas (Hailu et. al., 2008). The same practice exists within the Borana pastoralists
of Ethiopia (Solomon et. al., 2007).
This study indicates that as women join the gender groups, they begin benefitting from
education and learning about their rights. With better education and knowledge of their rights,
women can sustain their families and take care of their own health. At the same time, education
would help them from falling prey to early marriages. This is because through education there
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are multiple effects on improving the girl child’s health, her social and economic lifestyle and
that of her family and community (Winthrop and McGirney, 2014). However, studies carried
out by Coppock et. al. (2011), Fentaw et. al. (2013) and Inkermann (2015) have indicated that
in most pastoral communities’ women’s education and rights are restricted. This subjects them
to poverty, body wasting, illiteracy and sicknesses.

Conclusion: Gender Partiality or Equality?
When pastoral community members, both males and females, can join gender groups, their
household and community decision making power increases. In pastoral areas recognition of
gender-based groups and their membership is important for the development of the society.
This helps to bring in equality and general well-being of the community. Women need to feel
their value in the society as they play a very important role in bringing up and nurturing their
families, childbearing, feeding families and livestock as well as taking care of natural
resources. Overall, they are the backbone of families, communities and nations. Also, it is of
utmost importance to note that membership without participation in the meetings of the group
is fruitless. It is through participation that ideas are born and shared, entrepreneurship skills are
enhanced, traditional knowledge shared, and decisions are made.
If women are put on equal grounds as their male counterparts, especially in such indigenous
communities and be encouraged to join and participate in gender groups, gender partiality
would reduce and slowly, over time and space, women would gain equality with their male
counterparts. Women should also be boosted with bursaries and be given opportunities to
conduct fund raising for training and conservation initiatives in the same way as their male
counterparts. This will improve their lives and that of future generations.
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CONSTRUCTION OF MASCULINITY IN BUKUSU COMMUNITY AND THE
SHIFTING GENDER DYNAMICS IN URBAN AREAS

Dr. Kimingichi Wabende- Department of Literature, University of Nairobi
Abstract
Masculinity in the many Kenyan Traditional Societies is constructed through initiation rituals. Among
the Bukusu community from western Kenya, the circumcision ritual provides a stage for transition from
childhood to adulthood. The circumcision ceremony, in addition to the traditional narratives, defines
what masculinity is and how it is constructed. What’s more, it provides space for those going through
the ritual of becoming ‘men’ to demonstrate their masculinity. Focusing on the Bukusu community as
a case study, this paper examines how, with the diminishing spread and influence of the traditional
circumcision ritual and the prevalent rural urban migration, there is resultant diminishing masculinity
and emerging search and assertion of the same through new media. The paper explores how, in the
absence of spaces to display and demonstrate masculinity, the urban hip hop genre is a new platform
for demonstrating masculinity. The paper relies on the performance of the traditional circumcision
ritual in the Bukusu and the emerging Kenyan hip hop, to evaluate how shifting spaces and cultural
dynamics have affected masculinity.
Key words: gender, circumcision ritual, masculinity, Hip hop

Introduction
Rituals are viewed as the means through which the society prepares and integrates the youth in the
social systems that make them part and parcel of the community. Ritual is defined by Alexander
(2004) as,
episodes of repeated and simplified cultural communication in which the direct
partners to social interaction and those observing it, share a mutual belief in the
descriptive validity of the communications symbols, content and accept
authenticity of one another’s intentions. (p. 29)
The idea of repetition and shared consumption of the same is meant to reinforce and instill common
values and norms across the whole community. A ritual reduces resistance from any member of the
community and further,
…energizes the participants and attaches them to each other, increases their
identification with the symbolic objects of communication, and intensifies the
connection of the participants and symbolic objects with the observing audience,
the relevant community at large.” (p. 29-30)
Thus, ritual produces grouping, for example, age sets bound together by virtue of having undergone
the ritual (circumcision) together. The ritual, too, becomes a platform that allows the members of the
community to display (as entrenched in the ritual) virtues and values which it was set up for and for
the audience to partake and perceive as witness to the act.
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Rituals, therefore, normalise behaviour, norms, and values among the initiates and all those who
witness as audience or as participants in the performance. What the rituals instil becomes the
standard and accepted way of life that is performed and replicated by all the members of the
community. This produces the gender differentiation in the community, upon which Soyini, (2011)
echoing Butler argues that,
Gender is embodied through very specific stylised acts that are repeated through
generations to substantiate what it means to be male on one hand and what it
means to be female on the other hand…Men are conditioned to act in certain ways,
thereby making or constructing male, just as women have been conditioned to act
in other ways, thereby constructing femaleness.(p. 180)
Ritual processes and songs cast each member of the community in a role that s/he plays according to
the dictates of the community. The acts and behaviours are internalised as per the underlying social
script to the extent that one performs them without, in most cases, being aware. Underlying this, is
the idea of performativity as espoused by Judith Butler and underscored here by Diamond, (1996) who
views performativity as,
a stylized repetition of acts that are always a reiteration of a norm or set of norms,
which means that act that one does, the act that one performs is, in a sense, an act
that has been going on before one arrived on the scene…Performativity in this sense
becomes all at once a cultural convention, value, and signifies that are inscribed on
the body - performed through the body to mark identities.
Reinforcing this notion, Goffman (1959) argues that,
a status, a position, a social place is not a material thing to be possessed and then
displayed, it is a pattern of appropriate conduct. Coherent, embellished, and wellarticulated. Performed with ease or clumsiness, aware or not, guile or good faith,
it is none the less something that must be realised (p. 6)
The intention of most cultural performances is to achieve a certain level of fluidity in display of acts of
its members and generate general acceptance of those acts as standard, normal and acceptable.
Members of the community are constantly engaged in performance in everyday life. Goffman views
Performance as “an activity of an individual which occurs during a period marked by his continuous
presence before a particular set observer which has some influence on the observers” (p.7). Everyone
is open to this observation by the general community assessing the level of compliance to the norms
as inculcated by the rituals and all other socialising agents in the community. Thus, Turner (1982) avers
when he says that “when we act in everyday life, we do not merely re-act to indicative stimuli, we act
in frames we have wrested from genres of cultural performance” (p.17).
This study, therefore, employs a gendered performance theory which is brought through the concept
of performativity. Butler argues that the body acquires its sexuality through cultural practices
experienced in the daily lives. The cultural experiences in trying to model members as the prescribed
norms equally produce subversive elements that undermine the cultural structures. Performativity
allows us to analyse how the Bukusu community uses the ritual to inculcate gender roles and norms.
We examine the ritual process in Bukusu circumcision songs sung during the ceremony and relate
them to the Kenyan urban youth music variously referred to as Genge or Hip Hop. This paper explores
how masculinities emerge out of cultural performances by focusing on the Bukusu circumcision
ceremony. It examines how the circumcision ritual influences the youth within the society to interpret
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and perform masculinity in Bukusu traditional patriarchal society and how the resultant changes
brought about by urbanization disrupt the hegemonic masculinity. It seeks to understand construction
of masculinity through contestations in ritual performance and how material and cultural change
determine how community members are gendered.

Construction of Masculinity in Traditional Bukusu Community
We take Carrigan’s (1985) view of “hegemonic masculinity as dominant, socially admired and
historically contingent pattern of gender practice that serves the interest of powerful men through
legitimising and maintaining patriarchal gender relations” (p.587). Connell (1995) further interrogates
the term hegemonic masculinity as,
the configuration of gender practice which embodies the currently accepted answer
to the problem of legitimacy of patriarchy, which guarantees (or is taken for a
guarantee) the dominant position of men and the subordination of women. (p. 77)
Masculinity is instilled through the rituals that the youth go through and the narratives that they are
told to socialise them into community. Before one is circumcised in Bukusu community he is assumed
to be under the care of the mother. The transition from boyhood to manhood is, therefore, to a large
extent seen as movement away from associating with the mother. Thus, a boy’s early days are spent
on educating him about values in society, a task primarily given to the mother. The boy, within the
mixed audience of boys and girls, is enlightened on his future role, especially through ogre narratives.
In most of these narratives, the woman is portrayed as a weakling who is under the protection of the
man. A case in point is the story of Nasio ne Mwambu (2008 who are two surviving siblings with vast
riches. Mwambu looks after cattle while his sister Nasio remains at home cooking. She is warned to
be alert and to remain indoors lest she is abducted and eaten by ogres while her brother is in the field.
One evening, while Mwambu was out herding cattle, Nasio is eaten by the ogre. Her brother, in an act
of bravery, saves her by killing the ogre. He not only saves Nasio but other villagers as well, who had
been consumed by the giant creature. The man, as a protector, is defined early through such narratives
which entail protecting the female members of the society and displaying bravery to the society
through acts considered masculine.
Though the woman is portrayed as a weakling in the narrative, she feeds and takes care of Mwambu,
who is her brother and a herds boy. A mother, as the person who takes care of the young at their
weakest point in life, both in the womb and as toddlers, earns a special place in the heart of a Bukusu
boy. The mother’s role of nurturing the young makes the boys indebted to her. As Makila (1978) notes,
It was normal for a Mbukusu to boast or swear in the name of his mother. For this
reason, a mother commanded the highest degree of respect in the heart of the male
child… if one wanted a Mbukusu to lose control of his own reason one had only to
insult or talk ill of his mother in his presence. (p.42)
This is a very strong bondage, tied by the umbilical cord. It is said among the Bukusu community that
there are no secrets about one when it comes to the mother. The mother refers to her son as
‘omusinde wange’ (my uncircumcised boy) regardless of whether he is young or old. This means that
one is always a child in the eyes of their mother or that one always needs maternal care at whatever
age. It also implies that a man is emasculated in the presence of his mother, because he is always a
child in his mother’s eyes.
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The Bukusu community views an uncircumcised boy as uneducated in the ways of men and, therefore,
as feminine, having been under the tutelage only of his mother. Such is the low regard for the
uncircumcised boy to the extent that even if he got a woman pregnant, he would not be acknowledged
as the father. The assumption is that he is not a man, and only men can make a woman pregnant. Let
me share an anecdote of a worker in Pan Paper factory, who was from Luo Nyanza (where males do
not circumcise). He was reputed to have been very amorous. He was aware of the Bukusu culture and
he would boast of how it was a lie that only circumcised men are ‘men’, going by his popularity among
women. The husbands of the wives he was having fun with, were helpless and could do nothing since
according to Bukusu customs one cannot sue a ‘boy’. So, they planned and forcefully circumcised him.
Their excuse was that at least their wives would be sleeping with a ‘man’, a man who would be held
liable for his actions. This anecdote illustrates the strong belief in circumcision as a vehicle that moves
one from boyhood to manhood and the weight placed on the idea of what defines manhood. The
origin of the circumcision tradition in Bukusu land may shed more light on the cultural significance of
the ritual in explaining masculinity within this community.
The origin of organized circumcision among the Bukusu emanates from an act of bravery by Mango
omu Mukhurarwa. The story of Mango omu Mukhurarwa is always told as a legend in the Bukusu
community. Mango killed a snake (yabeba) that had terrorised the community. The snake was known
to kill and eat human beings and animals. Driven to the edge when the yabeba killed his daughter,
Mango set out to avenge her death. Everybody believed that a man who faced a snake that had killed
many people and did not fear was indeed a ‘manly’ man. Having accomplished such herculean deed,
the Kalenjin community who were neighbours to the Bukusu, honoured Mango omu Mukhurarwa and
declared him a real man by circumcising him and gifting him with a girl for a wife. The act of killing a
snake certified him as a brave warrior and to the Kalenjins, fit enough to be circumcised. Only the
circumcised could marry a Kalenjin woman since circumcision was a mark of manhood. Mango,
therefore, exemplified manhood within Bukusu society that is defined by bravery and which is also
tied to getting a wife. Makila notes that “Mango’s reform was to make circumcision compulsory; to
use the circumcision occasion as a public display of a person’s bravery and courage; and as a set of a
permanent regiment system whereby circumcised people belonged to clearly defined age-sets.”
According to Bauman (1986),
oral performance, like all human activities is situated, its form, meaning and
function rooted in culturally defined scenes or events – bounded segment of the
flow of the behaviour and the experience that constitute meaningful contexts for
action, interpretation and evaluation (p.3).

Structure of the Bukusu Circumcision Ritual
The ritual context of circumcision as a transitional ceremony defines the parameters of the
performance in traditional settings. It brings forth the function of ritual within the life and cosmos of
the Bukusu community. The norms and observance around the ritual define the terms of engagement
that facilitate a boy to move from childhood to adulthood.
From the Mother’s Lap
The traditional structure, despite portraying women negatively, sets systems to ensure their place is
safeguarded. Mothers are custodians of values which also essentially define what is demanded of
them. They help in laying the ground for the gender differential arising from what the community
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defines as culturally right. This includes defining what is meant to be a man. The narratives
conceptualise the ideal man. The values that the narratives teach include kindness and sanctity of
human life. Yet, the need for bravery does not always go with preservation of life, but the destruction
of it. Coincidentally, narratives told by women at this stage are still thought of as ‘effeminate’. The
community does not view boys who are still under their mother’s care as grown up or manly. A Bukusu
graduates from the state of childhood to a state of manhood only through circumcision.
The Bukusu view the whole circumcision process as a ritual that facilitates boys to turn into men.
Parker (2009) intones that “…all biological males and females must undergo a process of sexual
socialization in which cultural specific notions of masculinity and femininity are shaped across the life
course.” (p. 256) Circumcision allows boys to transform into men. At the heart of all this is the idea of
transformation which is the centre of dramas. Let’s first of all look at two basic forms of drama from
the performance point of view. On one hand is the social drama which is part and parcel of the normal
life in society while on the other hand is the aesthetic drama whose basis is entertainment.
Circumcision is a social drama, commonly referred to as Khukhingila - making an entry, which suggests
one being an outsider in the community until they are circumcised. It marks the entry into the cultural
institutions that require one to fulfil certain benchmarks. It has rules and boundaries that require
some drill before admission. Schechner (1999) argues that “…the function of aesthetic drama is to do
for the consciousness of the audience what social drama does for the participants; providing a place
and means of transformation.” (p. 171) One views the whole circumcision process as a ritual that
facilitates boys to turn into men. It allows boys to transform into men.
For one to get circumcised requires a personal commitment symbolically demonstrated by two
aspects. The initiate has to personally invite people to come and witness his initiation by physically
going to different homes and playing the bells (chinyimba) in front of the invitee’s house. By this act,
the initiate presents himself to the community for an opportunity for people to witness his transition
from childhood to adulthood. He invites witnesses to his transition and affords them the opportunity
to witness the single most important act of bravery in Bukusu community. Secondly, as a personal
commitment, the initiate brews beer for his guest in a minor subset of the main ritual called
Khuchukhilila. loosely translated this term means watering as in the act of sustaining life by ensuring
it has water.
This part of ritual the (khuchukhilila) involves the mother and the initiate, who must personally commit
himself to undergoing the circumcision ritual. The community does not consider a verbal request to
get circumcised as a firm commitment to face the knife; so, the initiate has to brew his own beer albeit
symbolic amount as a clear indication of his affirmation to go through the ritual. Whereas his mother
prepares the yeast and dough for brewing Busa, the initiate must personally fetch the water which is
a necessary ingredient in the brewing process. Water gives life or spurs life, so the initiate brings water
to symbolically ignite the growth of his life. While he goes to fetch the water in a small pot, the mother
is left grinding yeast (fermented finger millet). Upon his return, his mother meets him halfway the
compound, her hands still full of flour and carrying a cooking stick. The cooking stick is a symbol of
motherhood, the maker and provider of food in the kitchen. It carries the power of control of a mother
and indeed if a mother wanted to punish one and he ran away, she would remark: Eningilo Emali
Elakhutila” (the black pot will catch you). This means that even when a child runs away from a mother’s
punishment, they would feel hungry and come back for food (represented by a black pot that is a
cooking pot). The instrument of cooking the staple food ‘ugali’ is the cooking stick. Mothers can curse
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their children by merely pointing the cooking stick at them – for disrespecting the very cooking stick
that fed them.
On meeting the initiate, the mother slaps him, leaving his face full of flour. She would then point at
the initiate with the cooking stick, telling him that the act marks the last day of his childhood. The
words and the act are referred to as khuchuba, a word the meaning of which is something between
swearing and advising. The mother weans her child from her care into the adult life. Using her symbol
of authority in the act called khukhombia kumukango, the mother advises the initiate to stop behaving
like a child and face the knife. Any act of cowardice is deemed feminine and it is assumed to have been
inherited from the mother. The Bukusus have a proverb that says kwana okubi kufwananga ng’ina (a
bad child takes after/resembles the mother). It is commonly said fathers blame all the bad traits on
the mother and appropriates the good ones for themselves. It is the mother’s greatest fear that any
form of cowardice will be associated with her. The mother always asks of the initiate to be brave and
lift her spirit and honour, else the initiate would embarrass the mother. It is also followed by a
reminder by the mother that she does not come from a family of cowards.
The initiate is then allowed to brew the beer that is specifically set aside for the circumciser. This act
symbolizes commitment to get circumcised. The initiate will have been deemed to have officially and
traditionally prepared a drink for the person who will turn him into a man. The mother, on her part,
would have ushered her son into the process of moving from childhood into adulthood. It also marks
his movement from his mother’s fold, the kitchen and associated feminine acts, into the outside world
and, therefore, into a masculine world of association with the father. As Salamone notes,
…the attainment of masculine ideals often means not showing what are perceived
to be feminine qualities and their devaluation in the withdrawal of the boy from the
feminist sphere. At the same time this also implies the creation of a prestigious
male sphere with a corresponding hegemonic ideology (p. 177).
The mother’s role in handling the initiate reduces from that moment onwards. The father and other
male figures in the family take over the ritual. The transition from boyhood to manhood is, therefore,
to a big extent seen as movement away from associating with the mother yet his early days are spent
on imbibing communal values imparted by the mother.
Initiating Boys into Manhood: Attorning The Fathers Clothes
The next part of the ritual, Khuramo Khasombo, involves stripping the boys off the powers and
privileges in order to assign them new identities. From childhood until a boy is circumcised, he is
assumed to wear clothes bought or acquired through the mother. They are clothed and dressed by
the mother, in the modern setting from nappies or pampers till teenagerhood. Circumcision ritual is
symbolically seen as getting rid of the mother’s clothes from the initiate in order to dress him in his
father’s clothing. Before this session, the initiate strips until he only remains with a pair of shorts.
While standing before the elders and other witnesses, the contents of a cow’s stomach are smeared
on him as the elder says:
Esee Ngenaumbona ori neema paka chinyu chafwa
Look at me, I stood the knife till birds dropped dead
Mchuli Khubone chinyuni chifwe
Tomorrow let me witness birds dying because you stood the knife
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Esee chafwa chawa bangala na bikapu biosi basiangala paka saii
They died until people filled baskets and baskets of birds and they are picking more up to now
Barema liakwa, lielakho, lundi baremu likwa barema na hulwalu lwosi
They cut my foreskin, it came back, they cut it again, and they even cut my finger.
(Circumcision ritual, 2014)
Here the elder exalts the virtues of bravery. In self-praise spiced with exaggeration, he says he was so
brave that even the birds in the forest dropped dead in his honour. The birds were so many that they
filled baskets and many more are still dropping dead. He is cheered by the witnesses as he indulges in
self-jest as a mark of masculinity. For him the pain of being cut once was not enough, he offered
himself to be cut twice, including offering his own fingers. All these are a show that to be a man or
masculine is not to acknowledge pain. One must enact this masculine bravado in front of witnesses as
a sure proof of his prowess. Though the talk is understood to be mere braggadocio, it is instilled in the
initiate to fully understand what is meant to be a man among the Bukusu community. To be a man is
not to show any sign of pain, one must learn to withstand it.
Schechner (1993) notes that during the performance of a ritual, there is a liminal phase that is
characterized by a state of being in between, betwixt, neither nor. He points out that ‘Those
undergoing ritual become ‘nothing’, put in a state of vulnerability where they are open to change,
persons are stripped of their former identities and position in the social worlds, they enter in time and
place where they are not this or that, neither here nor there, in the midst of a journey from one social
self to another; for the time being they are powerless and identity-less” (66). The initiate, who is naked
and symbolically stripped of his former self, is open to be assigned new identities. The issue of
transition and transformation is also emphasized by the elders. The initiate must understand that
circumcision demarcates the transition between childhood and adulthood. Childhood means being
under a mother’s care while adulthood means being under the community’s care. The activities
associated with childhood and mothers are to be avoided. As the initiate is ‘dressed’ in a piece of a
cow’s abdomen lining, the elder says:
oli eluchi owumba chiunua
You are at the river moulding clay bulls
Khubolela nge musakhulu ebio warurimo
I am telling you as an elder, you are out of those
Khwikhala ne mao muchikoni
Khucha mubedroom mwa mao ta
Sitting in your mother kitchen or
Entering her bedroom is forbidden (Circumcision ritual, 2014)
The elder also outlines the significance of what the adorning of the abdomen lining means:
Ese khekhuwa engubo yefwe
I am giving you our cloth
Eyino eli engubo ye babakusu
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This is cloth for Bukusu
Engubo yino seli engubo nakhuloma khuli yano ta
It is not a cloth that came just the other day
Yama khale, yafwe ye wamango
It comes from far, it is ours from Mango (Circumcision ritual, 2014)
Therefore, as opposed to his mother’s clothes, the abdomen lining represents the community clothing
which is a long tradition inherited from the legendary Mango. Since Mango epitomizes bravery and
the best of a Bukusu man, he is invoked to reinforce what is demanded of the initiate in the
circumcision. As an important aspect of the ritual, sioyayo (the song that eulogizes mango) song is
sang for the first time for the initiate.
Singing and Dancing into Adulthood
The two terms that are used interchangeably to refer to the night before the actual cutting are
Khuminya and khulia. Khuminya refers to the singing done during the ritual and khulia means eating,
which underscores the spirit of sharing with others during the ritual. The host (the father of the
initiate) has to slaughter a cow for the feast and brew beer for those who come to witness. Only
extreme poverty would prevent one from giving a respectable feast and thus in adulthood/family life,
the ability of one to host a feast is a measure of masculinity. Families that are known to be mean do
not attract enough people to sing for the initiate and the few who would come would mock the family
in the songs. Such a family does not measure to the standards of the Bukusu ideal family, and the head
of the family, the man, is seen not to be masculine enough. He will not, when talking before fellow
men, swear ese umuseja wengo yewe busa (I man who owns his own home) a phrase used by men
who think they deserve respect for running their families by patriarchal standards. The presence of a
crowd during the ritual is a source of pride since the initiate can always point that hundreds of people
can attest to his bravery. If only a handful witness one’s circumcision, whenever you boast, people will
say “who saw you” (nanu wakhubona). It is worse for those who undergo circumcision in hospital
because it is assumed the family is too mean and of course no one will witness your bravery. Those
who undergo the rite in hospitals are not allowed to swear by bakheba bangalusia eluchi/esitosi (I
swear, I will be taken back to the river)
Khuminya involves a lot of mocking of those who are cowards or are uncircumcised. One of the songs
carries the refrain Singa Erunga (wash your club) where the club symbolizes the penis. The
circumcision is seen as the cleaning of the childhood dirt, and thus uncircumcised people are
considered dirty. Further the penis as a masculine symbol is equated to a club. A weapon of violence
and domination. The initiate is constantly reminded of being dirty owing to having a foreskin. Another
song, Layoni, ridicules the idleness of the uncircumcised, whose only role is paying visits to people. It
says
Soloist

Layoni kwacha mawe
Uncircumcised boy went to visit his mother

Soloist:

Omusinde kacha wa mawe
The uncircumcised went to his mother

Chorus: kwacha wa mawe kwalia Emuna kwakalukha
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He went to visit his mother, ate a squirrel and came back. (Circumcision
ritual, 2014)
Those who have no serious engagements in the community are the ones who hunt for squirrels. It is
not considered as a special delicacy for serious visitors. If one is offered such a delicacy, then probably
your host does not consider you a serious guest. The mother referred to in the song is an aunt (a sister
to our mother) and since an uncircumcised boy, however old he is, is still a child and, therefore, not a
serious guest, he does not deserve special treatment. He only gets to eat a squirrel.
In yet another song Okhabona Bwasia Wekena (Do not Say no at Dawn), the initiate is warned that
since he has committed himself to going through the ritual, he should not change his mind when a
new day breaks. The initiate is circumcised early in the morning, so as the day breaks, he is repeatedly
warned in the song that now is the time, do not say no. the initiate is also reminded of the valour of
bravery and how the Bukusu — circumcised Bukusus — have displayed bravery in wars. Amba Mutalia
(catch the Italian) refers to their exploits during Second World War. The implication is that as a
circumcised man, he will be expected to defend the community in wars and against all kind of enemies.
The songs sang during circumcision go out to emphasise qualities considered masculine while
ridiculing those viewed as feminine. Those who successfully undergo the ritual, cut out a niche among
their peers. They are also considered masculine and manly in the eyes of girls. Traditionally, a proof of
bravery is a show that one will be able to provide security for his family. The forum in which one is to
prove such is on the circumcision arena — not wincing despite the pain of the cutting knife. The ritual
is also commonly referred to as Embalu (the circumcision knife) and those who bravely withstand the
pain of the knife are said to have Khukhwima Embalu (standing up to the knife). One does this in public
display of his bravery before the whole community.
Men stage this act to prove to their female counterparts that they are worthy potential husbands.
Those who show signs of cowardice are mocked by girls and do not deserve their attention. It,
therefore, means one had to undergo the ritual of facing the knife as a proof to girls that they are
serious marriage mates, capable of defending them. This is echoed in one of the songs that says:
Abano bakhana balikila khafwila khumibano
These girls will make us die getting circumcised (Circumcision ritual, 2014)
The motivation behind the need to endure the pain of circumcision is displaying oneself before
potential partners in marriage and proving one is brave enough and capable of protecting his future
family. Circumcision, therefore, becomes a stage upon which masculinity is showcased. This in many
ways puts pressure on men which Salamone, studying the Hausa notes “…there is tremendous
pressure on Hausa males to play a difficult masculine role, one that puts a great deal of pressure on
them to provide quiet, calm leadership while proving their sexual prowess daily.” (p. 83)
Those who do not undergo circumcision through the traditional method are often ridiculed. Since the
community builds ties around age sets that are organized based on circumcision, those who get
circumcised in hospitals are feminized and denied a proper place in the age set. Cameron and Kulick
argue that “…in a society that is strongly heteronormative, and also male dominated, male homosocial
relations are highly valued and highly problematic. Highly valued because social bond between men
play crucial roles in maintenance of power hierarchies”. In the song Omuntu Wengilila Khulupao
(person who gets circumcised in hospital), the soloist throws jibes at those who underwent
circumcision in the hospital.
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Soloist: Omuntu wengilila khulupao

Those circumcised on timber

Chorus Omuntu wengila khulypao

Those circumcised on timber

Soloist: Alanga mawe ali bakoki

He calls his mother an agemate

Chorus: alanga mawe ali bakoki

He calls his mother an agemate

Soloist: alanga embwa Ali sande
Chorus:

Alanga embwa ali sande

he calls a dog his agemate
he calls a dog his agemate
(Circumcision ritual, 2014)

Those who get circumcised in the same year refer to each other as bakoki. Often you will see two
agemates receive each other with joy pointing out that they faced the knife together or shared the
pain of the knife. Notice that in the song, they do not refer to hospital but timber. It is assumed that
one lies on a timber platform on which they carry out a minor operation after receiving local
anaesthesia. He is therefore denied entry into the age set on basis that he did not endure the pain of
the circumcision knife. He can only call his mother or a dog as his agemates, a big ridicule.
As explained by Mangulieche (2008), one has to understand the symbolism of circumcision at home
to deeply comprehend what the song implies. When one bleeds and his blood enters the earth, he is
in a way entering into a covenant with his people. Though shedding blood is abhorred, circumcision
allows shedding of blood to tie one to his community and departed ancestors. It is for this reason that
one only becomes a warrior after circumcision since you have undergone a ritual that binds you to
protect your community with blood. Thus, if an initiate is routed from his land and his blood does not
flow into the earth/land of ancestors, he is disconnected from the community. He needs to have stood
in his mother’s yard and before witnesses to attest to this act of bravery. The reason lies with the
position one takes when getting circumcised. All Bukusu get circumcised while standing.
Whereas the direction one faces when getting circumcised may differ from clan to clan, bravery is
equated to the ‘standing’. Those who do not wince during circumcision are said to have “stood the
knife” (khukhuwima, embalu). That despite the pain they remained standing and nothing twitched,
not your eyes, and not their buttocks, because every part of your body is watched. The ones who do
not successfully go through are said to have been “scared of the knife” (Khuria embalu) and in extreme
cases they are held down by strong people, in order to be cut. If you are held down on the ground
while being circumcised your family has to pay a fine to the circumciser. The initiate must be cleansed
for bringing shame to the family and clan. Thus, being circumcised in hospital while lying down and
feeling no pain because of anaesthesia is considered an extreme case of cowardice. One does not,
therefore, deserve a place among age mates, he is only fit to either consider his mother (women are
not circumcised and do not have age sets) or dogs as agemates. When one’s son goes through
circumcision, his agemates are invited and they perform an important role in the ritual. However, if
one was circumcised in hospital or did not stand the knife, he may be totally excluded or be invited
but not given any role in the ritual. This is because he failed the test of masculinity and does not
deserve a place among the brave.
If I am Lying, Take Me Back to the River
The Bukusus, when hurt or when declaring to speak nothing but the truth, swear by the above phrase,
which is usually the last act before one finally faces the knife. It represents the most crucial liminal
moment in transformation from childhood to adulthood. One goes and dips himself in the river which
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is interpreted in two-fold. Medically it numbs the nerves, the body and reduces the pain but more
culturally significant is the symbolic representation of washing off childhood upon which one walks
naked from the river up to their home, the place for the cut. This total humiliation of walking naked
in front of the whole community and the public display of having washed off childhood before the
community, makes Bukusu men swear by the above phrase.
Khucha esitosi/khucha eluchi is the next important stage. Translated it means going to be smeared or
going to the river respectively. In going to the river, the initiate is stripped naked and in dipping himself
into water, he is symbolically washing off childhood. He walks naked all the way from the river to his
parent’s home. This is in line with Turner’s earlier assertion on the humiliation before one is accorded
new identity. If Bukusu community were a nation, Siwoyayo (the song that eulogies Mango) would be
the equivalent of their national anthem. It is sung at all the major markers in the circumcision ritual.
Meant to eulogize the legendary Mango, the great warrior who killed yabebe (a big snake that had
terrorised and killed many people). The song extols virtues of bravery and masculinity. His actions
were not only rewarded with circumcision but also with a woman to crown and cap his masculinity.
Strong men within the Bukusu community were expected to marry many women as a sign of conquest.
The song says:
Omusinde olinda embalu alinda engwe
the initiate who can stand the knife can stand the leopard
An initiate who can stand the knife can stand the leopard. The leopard which is a totem to many
communities in western Kenya, is revered and feared as the ultimate hunter. Its ability to disguise
itself both in the day and night and to spring on its prey and slip away quietly distinguishes it among
other hunters. Thus, those who can stand the pain of a knife can stand a fight with the leopard. It goes
further to say:
Wanangwe wa mawalule kakonile

the leopard that mauls is lying in waiting

Hahoo

be warned

Kukonile

he is lying in waiting

Hahoo

be warned

Wechunge

beware

(Circumcision ritual, 2014)
Here again the initiate is warned of what awaits him. What awaits him is tantamount to a leopard
attack. The circumciser will waylay him and as it were, they normally pounce upon the initiate as if
mounting a leopard-like attack and within a minute the operation is over. However, he is warned that
if he is in doubt of his ability to withstand the knife, he should refrain:
Nakhalimo kha nautu wibele

if you are not sure keep off

Webele

keep off

Omusinde atereka ache ebunyolo

if you are shaking in fear go to Luo land

A che ebunyolo

go to Luo land
(Circumcision ritual, 2014)
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As explained earlier in the anecdote, the Luo who traditionally do not carry out circumcision are
antithesis of the Bukusu. A coward is thought of as a Luo or if you display cowardly behaviour you are
asked to move to Luo land. Often, an uncircumcised boy in Bukusu land is referred to as a Luo as a
way of demeaning them. Those ready to display their bravery are circumcised in front of a crowd that
is keen to see whether the initiate winces in pain. If one winces in pain, he is not given any prizes
neither is he sung for. However, if one successfully bears the pain without showing any outward sign
he is lavished with rewards. He would have defeated the leopard in a battle. The bravery is greeted
with song and ululation for one has truly proved to be a man with bravery to stand the knife as the
highest mark of masculinity among the Bukusu.
Urbanization /Westernization and Diminishing Masculinity
This paper argues that westernization and urbanization significantly altered the process to manhood
and transformed the masculinity dynamics. Silberschmidt (2005) notes,
the irony of patriarchal system resides in the fact that the male authority has
material base while male responsibility is normatively constituted. This has made
men’s roles and identities confusing and contradictory and many men express
feelings of helplessness, inadequacy, and lack of esteem. (p. 195)
Thus, men thrown into urban poverty, find themselves with responsibility that goes with their gender,
but given their weak economic power, they lack the authority that accrues from their being males in
a patriarchal society. This is in many ways linked to changing economic and social activities associated
with westernization and urbanization. Within the urban centres, as Silberschmidt further argues, men
find it difficult to provide financial assistance to their households which undermines “their social roles
and their social values.” (p. 195).
Urbanization has taken away the male from his arena of masculine performance by shifting him into
urban centres. It has taken him into a sphere of personal and cultural anonymity. As the Swahili
proverb goes, a village cockerel does not crow in town (jogoo la shambani haliwiki mjini). Urbanization
has undermined the place of circumcision as a space to display masculinity, and further aggravated
the male position because of the lack of activities traditionally associated with masculinity in the
traditional set up. As noted by Silberschmidt, “before colonial rule, men were warriors and cattle
herders and took an active part in political decision making. Cattle represented wealth and power and
constituted the major part of bride price.” (p. 191) Cultural determinants of what defines masculinity
in the traditional setting have been watered down in urban centres. The mix of cultures in the urban
set up tends to undermine other people’s cultures and reveals the relativity of culture which in the
previously closed community made people interpret phenomena through the eyes of their own
culture. However, in co-existing communities, those who circumcise tend to look down upon those
from communities that do not carry out circumcision. Moreover, communities that have a rigorous
and tenacious circumcision ritual view those whose rituals are less complex as producing lesser men.
Even more significantly, it is noted that in urban centres there are many successful people from
communities that do not circumcise, and the close association with such people destroys the myths
around circumcision. As Baron (2001) citing Connell argues,
masculinity is not a fixed characteristic of men, but socially created and changed
through history, they push for the idea of multiple masculinities, that different
cultures and different periods of history, create different gender systems- and
therefore different patterns of masculinity. (p. 141)
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In every era or epoch there is ‘active construction’ of masculinity since,
Masculinities do not exist prior to social interaction. rather they come into existence
as people act. Gender is about what we do more than what we are. Masculinities
are actively produced using resources available in a given milieu. Since these
resources differ a great deal, between people of different generations, different
class situations etc-strategies people follow are likely to differ (142)
Thus, the coming together of different cultures, the lack of a single unifying factor in the interpretation
of what constitutes masculinities and the growth of grey areas allow for rethinking and re-evaluation
of traditional norms and values. The myth that those who are not circumcised are not fit to marry is
destroyed. Further, the belief that those who are uncircumcised are children and cannot, therefore,
sit or associate with adults is equally trashed. More so, women from communities that circumcise,
who in traditional settings are not allowed to marry uncircumcised men, may get married to men from
communities that do not circumcise and bring up successful families. This has lessened the importance
of circumcision as a definer of masculinity in the community, with those who did not undergo the
ritual displaying carnal abilities and capabilities just as much as those who underwent the ritual.
The concept of security has taken a different dimension. Whereas men, after proving their bravery
were expected to take up roles of warriors to protect the family, they have now opted, instead, to join
other professions. This is largely because, as Baron argues, there are “no tribal wars to fight and no
more cattle camps.” (p. 192) Acknowledging the dynamic nature of masculinity, Baron further argues
that since masculinities are actively constructed and often in tension, they are “liable to change.
Masculinities are created in specific historical circumstances. They can be contested, reconstructed, or
displaced” (p. 142). In traditional setting there is limited differentiation. All the young men, unless
disabled, were expected to be warriors. The modern society has transformed the security structures
such that only a few people can take up security jobs. As Daniels (2006) notes:
Historically, biological arguments, were often used to justify a social division of
reproductive labour between men and women, sometimes to assert men’s power
over reproductive decision making or to justify women’s primary ‘natural
responsibility for the work of bearing and raising children (p. 98)
Those not working with the armed forces are not allowed weapons and equally rely on the few
employed by the government. Both men and women are at the mercy of the few security people. The
security employs both men and women, thus, those who require specialized security like VIP would
be guarded by female guards. ‘Warriorism’ as a form of expressing masculinity has been eclipsed by
modern security arrangements.
Education as an equalizing factor has played a great role, too. Men and women go through the same
educational process. The educational system, however, does not rely on physical attributes that are
emphasized in gender discrimination. Over the years, especially within the Kenyan education system,
there has been a tremendous increase in the number of girls going to universities until they have now
surpassed boys in higher education. The arena for showing one’s prowess has shifted from the
expression of physical energy to that of intellectual capacity. This has changed the gender dynamics.
Again, if I may, I will share an anecdote from my village, that of a couple that was attending an adult
education programme. The wife happened to have been sharper in class than the husband. The
husband could not stand the shame of being beaten in class by the wife, so he quit the programme
altogether. In this context, education overturned the power structure and threatened masculinity. In
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the modern setting, there is, therefore, a shift from the physical expression of masculinity to the
intellectual expression of the same. However, the intellect is not gender specific. Women have eaten
into the niche of men not just by destroying the preserves of masculinity but also patriarchy.
Men, especially the youth in urban centres, have resorted to hip hop music, with the Kenyan brand
referred to as Genge, to express their masculinity. Silberschmidt argues that,
…possessing no means to change their economic status, many men seem to be
responding by developing macho attitudes and resorting to physical
violence…Many men translate their economic subordination into symbolic
expression, which is perhaps psychologically rewarding if politically displaced. (p.
196)
Hip hop as a word was coined from the action of marching soldiers but also underlined the idea of
practitioners being revolutionary soldiers. It started as a cultural movement in New York City in the
1970’s, predominantly by African-Americans and Latinos. Hip hop is composed of four elements:
Rapping/emceeing, DJing, Break dancing and Graffiti art. The dance that became so phenomenal
among the youth was break dance which is perceived as physical expression of the hip hop culture. It
was born out of street DJ taking the break down section (breaks) of the dance records and stringing
them together without elements of song per se. This provided a raw rhythmic base for improvisation
and further mixing that allowed dancers to display their skills.

Hip hop has been viewed as a means of creative expression that gives voice to the young ethnic urban
population. Rose (1994) argues that,
hip hop is a cultural form that attempts to negotiate the experience of
marginalization, mutually truncated opportunities, and oppression within the
cultural imperatives of African American and Caribbean history, identity and
community. (p. 71)
Like their American counter parts, Kenyan musicians choose names that give them a ‘macho’ look. In
the USA, the gun is a symbol of power and domination, in this case domination through violence. In
America there are groups that go by such names as: Murder Inc.; Above the Law; American Most
Wanted; Niggaz on the Run; Criminal Nation; The Dangerous Crew; Death Grips; and Menace Clan. In
Kenya, one of the biggest hip-hop groups is Mau, a name that refers to the Kenyan independence
armed struggle. The Mau, famous for their guerrilla tactics, mounted a liberation war against the
British. The Kenyan independence is tied to the Mau struggle and by using the name, the group
vicariously carried with it the strength and courage of their mentor. The other group to note is
Mashifta, which reflects to the secession war carried out in the northern part of the country. The
‘shifta’ (Somali by origin) troubled the new independent government and it took a strong military
intervention to quash the resistance. Thus, Mau and Mashifta are images of violent struggles that
were hard to crush. Without platforms to prove their masculinity, hip hop musicians pick names that
embody masculinity by association.
The self-praise for men has slowly shifted from swearing about the tribe and masculinity based on
circumcision ritual to estate-based association. The Bukusu community, to show its toughness and
exploits in war, praises itself as the thigh of the elephant (Lirango lie enjofu). In praising themselves as
the thigh of the elephant, the expressive masculine strength of conquering their neighbours is
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revealed. Self-praise in urban centres is mainly found among those who come from poor
neighbourhoods. It is in these communities that hip hop has sprouted and afforded the youth space
for expression. Masculinity is brought out through male bragging about female conquests. This is a
common feature in hip hop music, as one of the Mashifta songs goes; “…pombe, siasa na wanawake
zitafanya wanaume wauwane” (alcohol, politics and women will drive men to kill each other).
Masculinity in hip hop is defined by the number of women you have around you, as commonly
displayed in music videos.
Their videos have men with half naked women surrounding them. In traditional setting, having many
wives is a reflection of one’s riches, but most hip-hop musicians hire dancers to surround them in
videos. They give an impression that the singers in the videos have such magnetic pull that attracts
women to them either because of their riches or the sexy bodies. The display of money, wealth and
alcohol is meant to show their economic ability yet these videos are a far cry from the reality that the
musicians face. Juacali and Pili Pili in Kamata Dame (grab a girl) say,
Mikono zangu zinawasha nashindwa nitashika manzi mgani hapa ndani
My hands are itching I am wondering which girl to hold
Nikiona huyu namtaka nikiona wa kwanza namwacha
When I see a girl, I want her, if I see another, I leave her for a new one
Leo wako wengi kuliko machali, sasa lazima nitoke nao kama wanne
Today there are more girls than men; I must take four of them (2004)

Built around a disco scene, they allege that there are many girls and, therefore, the song urges the
audience to grab as many as they can because every man with means is doing the same. They build a
scenario where they move from one girl to another seizing the opportunity to grab as many girls as
they can.
Kimmel (1987) notes that sexual performance is one of the crucial arenas in which masculinity is
socially constructed and enacted. Many of the Genge songs deal with matters of sexuality where the
singer indulges in self-praise of their sexual conquests and prowess. As Bourdieu (1998) captures it,
“a man’s identity, self-confidence and social values are likened to his sexuality.” In collaboration
between Flex and Juacali titled ‘Nyundo’ (hammer) Flex repeatedly says in the chorus;
Najua jo sijui nizame wapi,

boys I don’t know where to sink

Nyundo yangu itaua wapi,

where will my hammer make a kill

Usiache endelea cheza nalo,

don’t stop keep playing with it

Mpaka iseme jina zote unazo,

until it calls all the names you have (2004)

Here Flex boasts about sexual prowess and conquest of his ‘nyundo’, (symbolising penis). He is in a
dilemma as to where to hit, but wherever he hits, the girl would cry out all his names. Again, what
comes out here is indulgence in self-praise not backed by action. It is essentially taken by the listener
as jest without a platform that is available in traditional community for one to perform masculinity.
Within the American hip hop culture, the gangster rappers graduated from real street gangsters. The
street gangster committed all kinds of crimes and violent acts. Learning from their African counter
parts (youth), they looked for positive ways of utilising their strength. Instead of engaging in violent
acts on the streets, they committed themselves to non-violent duels. As it were, they belonged to
different street gangs that frequently fought over territories and whenever this happened, many
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deaths occurred. Rather than engaging in physical confrontation, hip hop afforded them a chance to
have verbal duels. Whenever there was a dispute they would engage in rap or break dance duels to
settle their case. Although the Kenyan hip hop does not emanate from such a violent past, it has
inherited some aspects of verbal duelling, with rappers boasting about their verbal prowess as
musicians. Here there is a shift from physical to verbal expression of masculinity. Kleptomaniax in
Tuendelee brags:
…Huyu kijana anafanya vipusa watown, wavue mashati kama wahuni
These boys will make town girls throw away their shirts gangsters
…nina traki nina mistari swahli jangili
I have a track; I have lines like a Swahili gangster
Mkono wa kushoto mic, mbota na bangili
My left hand holds a mic, a watch and bangles
Tema na mimi kama una rhyms kama mia mbili
compete against me if you have two hundred lines
Kama sivy risasi kwa shingo, macho na akili
If not a bullet through your neck, eyes and brain
…kabla single yako ipite yangu kwa chati
Before your single goes past mine on the chart
Geuza jina, geuza flow, geuza trouser na shati
You will have to change your name, change your flow, and change your trouser and shirt
Na bado ukitoboa kuniguza ni bahati
And if you manage to catch up with it will by luck
Naroga na kihindi tena kigujarati
I rap in Hindu and Gujarat
…ule jama mlidharau sasa naspit kama bunduki

This is the guy you despised now I spit out like a gun. (2004)
In a concept commonly known as ‘dissing’, musicians engage each other in verbal duel. In the above
song the Kleptomaniax are expressing their disgust to those who thought they were not worth being
in the hip-hop industry. They negotiate their space through their verbal prowess. Therefore, the song
is a defence and ‘show off’ of their verbal ability as a way of expressing their masculinity.
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